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Abstract 

The thesis examines empirically the sustainability of the Latvian lats' peg to 

SDR. It aims at identifying fundamental and non-fundamentals risk factors, and the 

changing structure of the risks that have been instrumental in inducing exchange rate 

instability. Following the unobserved components model (see Pagan [1996]), the 

exchange rate is decomposed into a permanent and transitory parts, and risks to the peg's 

sustainability are investigated via analysing dynamics of each part separately. 

The risks arising from the deviation of the permanent part from the underlying 

equilibrium rate driven by economic fundamentals are investigated using the Behavioural 

Equilibrium Exchange Rate framework, see Clark and MacDonald [1999]. Econometric 

modelling is based on the system cointegration method of Johansen [1988, 1995] and 

single-equation methods of two-step Engle-Granger [1987] and Banerjee et al [1993]. 

Dynamics of three alternative measures of the real effective exchange rates vis-a-vis 

Latvia's nine major trade partners are investigated using a quarterly data set. 

For the transitory part, the destabilising impact of foreign shocks is investigated 

in two steps. Firstly, we adopt Masson's [1998] framework to categorise shocks into 

monsoonal effects, spillovers, pure contagion. We study susceptibility to foreign 

currency shocks and assess the relative importance of trade and financial linkages to 

propagate such shocks using monthly data. The theoretical framework is a standard inter

temporal cost minimisation theory. Quadratic cost function is linked to an 

autoregressive-distributed-lags model, which forms a generic econometric model for 

our investigation. Secondly, we study the credibility of the peg, the intervention policy 

of the Bank of Latvia, and the susceptibility to foreign currency, interest rate and 

market risk shocks using daily data. The theoretical framework is based on the target 

zone literature developing from Krugman [1991]. The method of empirical target zone 

modelling is based on Bekaert and Gray [1998]. Unlike Bekaert and Gray, we: (i) do 

not use a jump specification; (ii) measure the intensity of mean reversion and 

conditional volatility separately on the strong and weak sides of the currency band; (iii) 

propose a simple ad hoc method to test for non-linearity. The external susceptibility is 

analysed by implanting foreign shock variables into the target zone model. Disparity in 

market response arising from the size of a shock is modelled. Econometric models are 

augmented by the FIGARCH( 1 ,d, 1) conditional volatility model of Baillie et al [1996]. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Background: exchange rate regime and economic openness 

Nominal exchange rate stability is one of the hallmarks of the Latvian economic 

transition, which the country embarked on after regaining its independence in 1991. 

Monetary independence was regained in 1992 by departing from the so-called "rouble 

zone" of the Former Soviet Union by means of introducing the Latvian rouble, an 

interim currency. A permanent national currency, known as the Latvian lats (LVL), was 

introduced on 5 March 1993. In February 1994, after a brief period of a crawling peg, 

the lats was informallyl pegged to the special drawing rights2 (SDR) at the parity 

1SDR=0.7997LVL with a currency fluctuation band of ±1 %. As the arrangement 

entails, the exchange rate was contained within the currency band by automatic 

marginal interventions: as the lats' rate approached the edges of the band, the Bank of 

Latvia (the central bank) stood ready to satisfy any demand for foreign exchange or the 

lats. The Bank of Latvia also employed intra-marginal interventions to control liquidity 

in the lats' market, which it typically attempted to keep low via repos, reverse repos, 

swaps and sales or purchases of government securities in the secondary market. 3 Such a 

policy allowed the central bank to keep a close track of the banking system and 

accommodate larger exchange rate movements within the band. 

The exchange rate regime remained unaltered until 1 January 2005 when the 

lats' peg to SDR was replaced with the peg to the euro (EUR) as Latvia prepared to 

enter the Exchange Rate Mechanism II (ERM II) following its accession into the 

European Union (EU) on 1 May 2004. The change in the peg was a straightforward 

I This was a decision of the Bank of Latvia and there is no law that stipulates this arrangement. For a 
comprehensive analysis of the early monetary policy of the Bank of Latvia, see Kazaks [1995] and 
Vanags [1998]. Later developments are outlined in Zubkova et al [2003]. 

2 Special drawing rights is the International Monetary Fund's unit of account, which is a composite 
of the US dollar, the euro, the yen and the pound sterling. Since 1 January 2001 their weights are 45%, 
29%, 15% and 11 %, respectively. See http://www.irnf.orgJexternallnp/exr/facts/sdr.HTM. 

3 Liquidity is reduced via reverse repos and sales of government securities, which the Bank of Latvia 
has exercised infrequently. However, limiting the volumes of liquidity-enhancing instruments such as 
repos and swaps to increase liquidity yields the same outcome when liquidity is already low. Sustained 
shortage of liquidity has often been explained by capital inflows (e.g., foreign direct investment and 
speculatiw flows exploring interest rate arbitrage) and Latvia's fast economic growth. Limiting 
monetary growth has thereby allowed the Bank of Latvia to keep liquidity low even with only occasional 
.. _._ ._.·I;~ .. ;.rI;~"_r""~,,,·ina in<;.trllnlt'nt~. 
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conversion, whereby the market rate of SDRJ EUR of 30 December 2004 was used to 

calculate the new parity of lEUR=0.7028LVL. Although the Maastricht criteria allo\\' a 

maximum currency band of±15%, the Bank of Latvia has chosen to retain the previous 

bandwidth of ± 1 %. The new regime is thus a direct continuation of the previous one. 

Latvia joined ERM II on 2 May 2005. If Latvia is successful in fulfilling the Maastricht 

criteria, the lats will be replaced by the euro in 2008.4 

This thesis is concerned with the behaviour of the lats' exchange rate since the 

introduction of the peg in 1994 to 2003. During this period, the Latvian economy has 

undergone an immense structural change, as it transformed from a Soviet-type economy 

in the early 1990s to a fully-fledged market economy just a decade later. Transitional 

and later EU accession reforms have encompassed all sectors of the economy. The price 

liberalisation reform in 1992 was followed by a fiscal reform, privatisation, extending to 

liberalisation of foreign trade and capital flows, and introduction of a financial market 

regulatory framework consistent with the EU requirements, to mention just a few. 5 The 

reforms have been spread throughout the 1990s and early 2000s. 

The reforms have lead to increasing openness of the Latvian economy.6 Latvia's 

total foreign trade (i.e., exports plus imports) as a percentage of GDP increased from 

61.1 % in 1994 to 82.2% in 1998; it fell in the aftermath of the 1998 Russian financial 

crisis stabilising at about 70%. In 2003, the total export volume reached 1.6 billion lats, 

whereas imports amounted to 2.9 billion lats. Latvia has become closer integrated with 

the EU. In 1994, the share of the EU-15 was only 27.9% and 24.9% of total Latvian 

exports and imports, respectively. In 2003, the respective shares were 61.8% and 

50.9%. During the corresponding period the share of CIS (predominately that of 

4 The Maastricht convergence criteria (Article 121 of the Treaty) set out the following requirements 
that must be met before the euro can be adopted: (i) the average inflation rate over a period of one year 
before the examination (i.e" the Convergence Report) does not exceed the average inflation rate of the 
three best-performing Member States in terms of price stability by more than 1 ~ percentage points; (ii) 
the government's financial position is sustainable and government deficit and debt do not exceed 3% and 
60% of GDP, respectively; (iii) long-term interest rates over a period of one year before the examination 
do not exceed the average long-term interest rates of the three best-performing Member States in terms 
of price stability by more than 2 percentage points; (iv) membership in the ERM II for at least two years, 
which means that the nominal exchange rate must be contained within a ±15% (or mutually agreed 
narrower) band around the chosen parity vis-a-vis the euro without a devaluation and severe exchange 
rate tensions. All the criteria must be met concurrently. 

The fulfilment of the exchange rate stability requirement, however, is not clearly set out and may 
create some confusion. For instance, historical precedents show that the stability criteria may in fact be 
concerned \\'ith exchange rate stability within a band of ±2,5°o, which may also be asymmetric, being 
less strict towards appreciation pressures. For a detailed discussion of the issue, see Egert et al [2005]. 

5 A thorough discussion of the Latvian reforms is given in Steinbuka [2000]. For a discussion of 
transitional reforms in Central and Eastern Europe, see Lavigne [1999]. 

6 r>_. __ " ..... ><, ~hp Tl!lnl, nfI :ltn:1 Central Statistical Bureau of Latvia, and Riga Stock Exchange. 
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Russia) decreased from 42.7% to 9.8% of total exports and from 30.4% to 1.+.5% of 

total Latvian imports volume. 

Liberal financial policies were implemented early in the transition. e.g .. free 

current and capital account convertibility was introduced in April 1994.7 To ascertain 

the attained degree of financial openness and the potential of the susceptibility to foreign 

shocks via financial markets, we provide illustrative data for 2003, the end of our study 

period.8 The main Latvian financial market participants are banks (about 90% of total 

assets). The banking system is highly internationalised. In 2003, foreign investors 

owned about 70% of the banks' paid-up share capital. These are mainly Scandinavian 

and German banks that bought into the Latvian banking sector following the 1998 

Russian crisis. In 2003, the banking system's assets amounted to 5.6 billion lats (89.3% 

of GDP), of which 39.0% were foreign assets. Of the banking system's liabilities, 

52.2% were foreign liabilities. Interbank market turnover reached 114.8 billion lats (18 

times the GDP), of which 105.1 billion lats were interbank loans granted to foreign 

banks. Monetary base at the end of 2003 amounted to 749.7 million lats. 

The stock exchange started trading in 1995. Gradually it has become highly 

internationalised, and by the end of 2003 foreign investors owned about 70% of the 

stock market. The market, however, is thin and illiquid: in 2003, its capitalisation and 

total turnover reached only 608.3 and 80.4 million lats (9.6% and l.2% of GDP, 

respectively). Secondary debt market (trading predominately Treasury bills and bonds) 

was set up in 1993. It is similarly small and its role in financial markets is quite limited: 

in 2003, its turnover reached 143.2 million lats (2.3% of GDP). 

The Latvian economy was hit severely by the domestic banking crisis in 1995, 

while increasing economic openness made it vulnerable to the Asian crisis of 1997 and 

the Russian financial crisis of 1998, to mention the key domestic and foreign shocks. 

The banking crisis led to the bankruptcy of 15 banks. Broad money was slashed by 

30% and the Bank of Latvia's net foreign assets fell by 17% during May 1995.9 In 

response to the Russian crisis, the Bank of Latvia's net foreign assets fell by 10% in 

September and by a further 7% in October 1998. These two runs on reserves are the 

largest in Latvia's recent history. As a result of the Russian crisis, the licenses of three 

7 According to the index of restrictions on capital flows constructed by Garibaldi et al [1999]. Latvia 
was ranked as one of the most open European transition economies by 1997. 

8 In the early 1990s, financial openness was \'ery limited. The banking system was still in its infancy. 
links with de\'eloped financial markets \\'ere not established. For a detailed description of the financial 
system's increasing openness through the 1990s and early 2000s, see Zubko\'a et al [2003]. 

9 It \\as induced by financial difficulties of the then largest Latvian bank Banka Baltija. For the 
" .• - L-_L: __ ~-;~;~ n~rl de ;mn'lrt on the economy, see Steinbuka et al [1995]. 
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banks were suspended and others suffered heavy losses, see Adahl [2002]. The Asian 

crisis set off a prolonged crash in the Latvian stock market: the Dow Jones Riga Stock 

Exchange index fell from 487.2 points, when the crisis hit Hong Kong on 20 October 

1997, to just 172.9 points on 17 August 1998, when the Russian rouble was devalued. 

1.2 Research question, scope and methodology 

The thesis examines the historical sustainability of the lats' peg to SDR. We 

aIm to identify fundamental and non-fundamental risk factors, and the changing 

structure of the risks that have been instrumental in inducing exchange rate instability. 

The scope of the thesis is restricted in a number of aspects. Firstly, when 

studying the causes of short-run exchange rate instability, we focus on the role of 

foreign shocks. This is determined by our aim to investigate: (i) the destabilising role of 

factors that are out of the control of Latvian policymakers, and (ii) the international 

integration of Latvia's financial markets. Secondly, a detailed analysis of how foreign 

shocks have been transmitted (e.g., the type of investors and financial instruments) is 

precluded by data availability constraints. Thirdly, small sample sizes preclude 

comprehensive sub-sample analysis in Chapters 2 and 3, and in Chapter 2 limit the 

analysis to the role of foreign currency shocks. The small sample size problem is 

characteristic of all transition economies. We must emphasise that caution is necessary 

in interpreting empirical findings because the uncertainty surrounding the results, 

arising from small sample size and data quality limitations, can be considerable. 

A common econometric representation of a nominal exchange rate, R" is the 

unobserved components model (e.g., see Pagan [1996]), where the exchange rate is 

decomposed into a permanent part, Rt
P 

, and a transitory part, Rt
T

, at period t: 

R
p RT ( 1 . I ) Rt = t + t . 

The permanent part captures non-stationary long-run stochastic trend, whereas the 

transitory part captures stationary short-run dynamics. Two key sources of the risk to 

the sustainability of the peg are therefore investigated. 

Firstly, for a peg to be sustainable, the permanent part of the exchange rate, Rt ' 
must not be persistently out of tune with the underlying equilibrium rate driven by 

economic fundamentals. For instance, overvaluation combined with restricted nominal 

exchange rate flexibility will impair external price competitiveness, yielding current 

account deficits that may require nominal exchange rate devaluation if the price levels 
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do not adjust correspondingly. Equally, an undervalued currency will instigate 

inflationary pressures, thus endangering balanced growth and the sustainability of the 

peg. The issue of over/ undervaluation in the setting of the real effective exchange rate 

of the lats vis-a.-vis Latvia's key trade partners is investigated in Chapter 2. 

Secondly, risks to the sustainability of the peg can also arise from shifts in the 

transitory part, Rt
T

, which are frequently thought to result from various non

fundamental random shocks.lO Some of the sources of instability are investigated in 

Chapters 3 and 4. In Chapter 3, we examine the susceptibility of the lats' rate to foreign 

currency shocks and assess the relative importance of trade and financial linkages in 

propagating such shocks. In Chapter 4, we investigate the role of the peg's credibility 

and the Bank of Latvia's intervention policy as determinants of exchange rate 

dynamics. We take a more comprehensive view on susceptibility to foreign shocks by 

modelling the dynamic impact of foreign currency, interest rate and market risk shocks. 

The transitory part, Rt
T

, is measured as the deviation of the lats' nominal market spot 

rate from parity. 

The analysis is carried out with quarterly data in Chapter 2, monthly data in 

Chapter 3, and daily data in Chapter 4. 11 This choice of data frequency is determined by 

the availability of the data of the highest frequency that allows the consideration of the 

issues under investigation, thereby ensuring that the sample size is maximised. The 

beginning of a sample in each chapter corresponds to the first existing observation of 

the data series. As the thesis presents a collection of studies that were carried out 

sequentially during the course of the PhD,12 the end observation of each sample reflects 

the latest data available at the time when the study was carried out. Upon inclusion in 

the thesis the studies have, when necessary, been amended to link them and account for 

subsequent contributions in the literature. 

Specifically, in Chapters 2-4 we do the following. 

10 It is widely acknowledged in the literature that the fundamentals commonly used in exchange rate 
models often have very low power in explaining short-run exchange rate dynamics, especially for small 
open economies, see Frankel and Rose [1995] and Flood and Rose [1999] for a survey. 

II The data samples extend from 1994Ql to 2003Q3 in Chapter 2, from 1994M4 to 2000M5 in 
Chapter 3 and from n May 1997 to 31 December 2001 in Chapter 4. 

12 The study presented in Chapter 2 was completed in December 2004; the study presented in 
Chapter 3 was completed in January 2002; the study presented in Chapter 4 was completed in December 
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1.2.1 Chapter 2 

Two issues are investigated. Firstly, are the long-run stochastic trends in the 

lats' observed real exchange rates explained by economic fundamentals, and do they 

therefore reflect an equilibrium adjustment? Secondly, have there been instances (is 

there a risk) of sizeable and sustained misalignments that have endangered the (may 

endanger the future) sustainability of the exchange rate regime? Three price deflators 

are used to construct alternative measures of the real exchange rates vis-a-vis Latvia's 

major trade partners: standard consumer and producer price indices (CPI and PPI, 

respectively), and a unique consumer price index adjusted for jumps in Latvian 

regulated prices (CPIA). Following a preliminary analysis of bilateral real exchange 

rates, meticulous analysis is performed on the real effective exchange rates vis-a-vis 

three country groups: (i) developed economies; (ii) emerging market economies of 

Central and Eastern Europe (CEE); and (iii) nine major trade partners combining the 

above two groups. 

The theoretical framework is the Behavioural Equilibrium Exchange Rate 

(BEER), see Clark and MacDonald [1999]. Specific features of the Latvian economy, 

data availability and prior empirical evidence guide the selection of economic 

fundamentals. Econometric modelling is based on the system cointegration approach of 

Johansen [1988,1995] and single-equation methods of two-step Engle-Granger [1987] 

and Banerjee et al [1993]. The non-linear cointegration tests proposed by Kapetanios et al 

[2005] are also employed. 

1.2.2 Chapter 3 

Two issues are investigated. Firstly, have foreign currency shocks formed a 

significant driving force to the lats' nominal exchange rate instability within the 

currency band? The susceptibility hypothesis is broken down into the following 

questions: Which currencies have been central in transmitting the shocks? In what 

dynamic forms have the shocks been propagated onto the lats' exchange rate? 

Secondly, which has been the key shock propagation channel: foreign trade or the 

international financial markets? 

The theoretical framework IS a standard inter-temporal cost minimisation 

theory, where the market spot rate's deviations from parity are viewed as a 

disequilibrium process representing a controlled target digressing from time to time 

from where a market leads. Following Nickel [1985] and Pagan [1985], quadratic cost 

function is linked to an autoregressive-distributed-Iags (ADL) model, which fonl1s a 
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generic econometric model for our investigation. The interest in the destabilising role 

of currency shocks is motivated by the financial crisis contagion literature. Empirical 

modelling is based on Qin [2000]. Trade and financial shock propagation channels are 

modelled by weighting the currency shocks by a country's closeness of trade links with 

Latvia and degree of international financial integration. We experiment with domestic 

financial variables that may act as first ports of call, capturing the impact of foreign 

shocks before they feed into the lats' exchange rate. 

1.2.3 Chapter 4 

Two issues are investigated. Firstly, the credibility of the lats' peg and the 

intervention policy of the Bank of Latvia are studied by asking the following questions: 

Have the mean reversion and conditional volatility properties been similarly intensive 

on the weak and strong sides of the currency band? Has the peg's credibility recovered 

as it weathers a series of crises? Has the intervention policy of the Bank of Latvia 

become more or less active? Secondly, the susceptibility of the lats' nominal exchange 

rate to foreign currency, interest rate and market risk shocks is investigated by asking 

the following questions: Which shocks and shock groups have been most destabilising? 

What effect did the Russian crisis have on the peg's credibility? Is the lats' rate equally 

responsive to ordinary and large foreign shocks? And has the structure of susceptibility 

changed? 

The theoretical framework used to address the first issue is based on target zone 

literature developing from Krugman [1991]. The second issue is addressed within the 

international financial markets' interdependence framework of Masson [1998] where 

foreign shocks are categorised into monsoonal effects, spillovers and pure contagion. 

The method of empirical target zone modelling is based on Bekaert and Gray [1998]. 

Yet, unlike Bekaert and Gray: (i) we do not use a jump specification; (ii) we measure 

the intensity of mean reversion and conditional volatility separately on the strong and 

weak sides of the currency band; (iii) we propose a simple ad hoc method to test for 

target zone non-linearity. External susceptibility is analysed by implanting foreign 

shock variables into the target zone model; we model disparity in market response 

arising from the size of a shock. Econometric models are augmented by time-series 

elements, i.e., AR(3) component and FIGARCH(l ,d,l) conditional volatility model of 

Baillie et al [1996], to account for dynamic characteristics not captured by structural 

target zone effects. We use Quasi-Maximum Likelihood Estimation (QMLE) for robust 
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inference, which is still based on maximising a Gaussian density as in Bollerslev and 

Wooldridge [1992]. 

1.3 Main conclusions 

The main conclusions of this thesis are: 

1. Permanent part of the exchange rate. The observed real exchange rate 

dynamics vis-a.-vis the set of CEE currencies reflect equilibrium adjustment and we 

find no major risks to the peg's sustainability stemming from permanent imbalances. A 

substantial risk to price and exchange rate stability (and thus the peg's sustainability) is 

revealed in the early part of the study period vis-a.-vis the set of developed economies' 

currencies, but this misalignment was eradicated by 1997 . We maintain that it reflects a 

correction of initial undervaluation, which is estimated to be 30-50% at the end of 1994. 

For the post-1997 sample, the real exchange rate's dynamics vis-a.-vis the developed 

economies are explained by economic fundamentals and no major risks to the peg's 

sustainability are discovered. For 2003Q3, which is the last data point in the sample, our 

estimates suggest that the lats is overvalued by about 5% vis-a.-vis the developed 

economies and by about 3% vis-a.-vis the CEE economies. Such misalignments are minor 

and we do not envisage major threats to the peg's sustainability. 

2. Transitory part of the exchange rate: target zone properties. Mean 

reversion and conditional volatility properties confirm the peg's credibility. After being 

hit hard by the 1998 Russian financial crisis and 1999 domestic fiscal crisis, we observe 

considerable gains in the peg's credibility during 2000-1. 

3. Transitory part of the exchange rate: foreign shocks. A wide range of 

foreign shocks is significant in causing short-term fluctuations in the lats' nominal 

exchange rate. Both trade and financial linkages propagate such shocks. The major 

individual shock was the 1998 Russian financial crisis. We find two distinct phases in 

the susceptibility of the lats' rate to external shocks. The pre-Russian crisis period 

exemplifies a relatively isolated financial market. The post-Russian crisis period is 

characterised by strong susceptibility to global shocks, growing international financial 

market integration, and less independent monetary policy. In the latter period: (i) 

investors view eEE as a heterogeneous area and prompt emergence of competition for 

funds; (ii) investors tend to place Latvia into the league of global emerging markets and 

expose the lats to pure contagion; and (iii) the lats is susceptible to shocks VIa 

fundamental links with developed economies. Alarmingly, pure contagion is not 

rl'>ctrtrtr'd to f'ni~()rles of crises. While foreign shocks explain only a fraction of daily 
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exchange rate variability, potentially they can create considerable risks to the peg's 

sustainability as the shock propagation mechanisms are found to be active and cross

country interdependence is found to strengthen. 

4. The low cross-sample invariance of parameter estimates of the lats' 

susceptibility to foreign shocks highlights that, if econometric models are used by the 

Bank of Latvia to assist exchange rate stability monitoring, results from a number of 

different models should be analysed and these models should be frequently updated. 

Two key mechanisms are found to cause low parameter invariance. Internally, 

extensive structural transformation due to transitional and EU accession reforms makes 

Latvia increasingly vulnerable to external shocks via real integration based on 

fundamentals. Externally, Latvia is perceived as belonging to the global emerging 

markets risk category, therefore generating the risk of external susceptibility via pure 

contagion. To minimise the effects of pure contagion, it would seem reasonable for 

Latvia to disassociate from its emerging market status by integrating with the financial 

markets of developed economies, providing qualitative and comparable financial data, 

and raising international awareness of the qualities of the Latvian financial system. 

1.4 Contribution to the literature 

This thesis reports new empirical evidence on the exchange rate determination 

of the Latvian lats. We study issues that have been under-researched or not yet 

addressed. In Chapter 2 we provide a detailed analysis of the real effective exchange rate 

dynamics vis-a-vis different country groups over the most recent and longest data 

sample to date, employing a more comprehensive selection of econometric techniques 

than has been recorded in the literature. Importantly, we control for the role of 

regulated prices, which has not been done previously. The external susceptibility 

analysis in Chapters 3 and 4 pioneer this literature for the Latvian lats. Chapter -+ 

reports the first comprehensive analysis of the lats' target zone properties, introducing 

novel techniques in modelling mean reversion and conditional volatility within a 

currency band. Exchange rate behaviour is modelled separately on the weak and strong 

sides of the currency band, which has not been done previously. We report evidence 

that the lats' market responds differently to shocks of different sizes. 
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1.5 A general note 

When referring to eEE economieS, we use "transition economies" and 

"emerging market economies" interchangeably. This is because the distinction between 

the two is blurred and because our study extends over both periods. Traditionally, for 

Latvia "transition" refers to the period from the early to the late 1990s. 
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Chapter 2 

Real Exchange Rate Dynamics of the Latvian Lats 13 

2.1 Introduction 

For the currency peg of a small open economy to be sustainable, the permanent 

part of the exchange rate, R: as defined in (1.1), must be in tune with the underlying 

equilibrium exchange rate driven by economic fundamentals. Indeed, both overvaluation 

and undervaluation may cause the peg to become unsustainable either via mounting 

inflationary pressures or loss of external competitiveness, recall section 1.2. The aim of 

this chapter is to evaluate such risks to the sustainability of the lats' peg to SDR by 

investigating whether the long-run stochastic trends (i.e., the permanent part) of the 

lats' observed real exchange rates can be explained by economic fundamentals and 

therefore reflect equilibrium adjustment. 

Three types of modelling uncertainty arise: 14 (i) the choice of theoretical 

framework; (ii) the choice of econometric estimation methods; and (iii) the choice of 

currencies against which the sustainability of the peg must be assessed. Theoretically 

the analysis in this chapter is based on the Behavioural Equilibrium Exchange Rate 

(BEER) approach, see Clark and MacDonald [1999]. This framework is adopted 

because it is the most general and is able to encompass other theoretical models. 

Fundamentals are chosen in view of the salient features of the Latvian economy, data 

availability and prior empirical evidence. Econometric modelling employs the system 

cointegration method of Johansen [1988, 1995], and the single-equation cointegration 

methods of two-step Engle-Granger [1987] and dynamic regression of Banerjee et al 

[1993]. Such a comprehensive set of econometric methods is chosen to obtain 

13 JEL classification: F31, F41, P34. 
Key words: Real exchange rate, behavioural equilibrium exchange rate, currency misalignment, Latvia. 

1~ Kutan and Egert [2005] point to yet another type of uncertainty arising from the choice of time-series 
or cross-sectional dimension of the data. They argue that panel methods yield 10nger-fUfl estimates than 
time-series methods because they reflect the average behaviour of the panel. Selection of the panel 
determines whether the equilibrium real exchange rates are estimated as consistent with other transition 
economies (a panel of transition economies) or as those expected to prevail when productivity catch-up is 
accomplished (a panel of developed economies). Also, one can derive "in-sample" or "out-of-sample" 
panel estimates where the former panel includes the data of the country under investigation whereas the 
latter does not, see Egert, Lahreche-Rhil and Lommatzsch [2004]. Because time-series methods closely 
track country-specific factors, they tend to find smaller temporary misalignments whereas panel estimates 
often yield persistent and large de\'iations from the equilibrium. In this thesis, time-series methods are 
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equilibrium real exchange rate estimates that are robust to the idiosyncrasies of a 

particular estimation method. We assume that, when cointegration is present, 

adjustment speed is linear and does not depend on the size of the disequilibrium. 15 Since 

the risk of a currency misalignment may differ vis-a-vis different currencies, 

equilibrium real effective exchange rates are estimated with respect to three country 

groups: the group of Latvia's nine major trade partners, and the sub-groups of developed 

economies and CEE transition economies. Real exchange rates are constructed using 

three types of price indices: standard consumer and producer price indices (CPI and 

PPI, respectively), and our own constructed CPI adjusted for jumps in Latvian 

regulated prices (CPIA). All variables are constructed by the author and are unique to 

this study. 

This study contributes to the existing literature in at least two aspects. Firstly, 

we provide a thorough analysis of the lats' real effective exchange rate dynamics vis-a

vis different country groups, employing a more comprehensive selection of 

econometric techniques than has been recorded in the literature. We use both more 

recent and the longest data sample to date, extending from 1994Ql to 2003Q3. Secondly, 

we control for the role of regulated prices, which has not been done previously. 

The rest of the chapter is organised as follows. Section 2.2 justifies the choice 

of the theoretical framework, explains the selection of fundamentals, briefly introduces 

each estimation method and reviews time-series literature on the equilibrium real 

exchange rates of the Latvian lats. Section 2.3 explains construction of the variables 

and presents their time-series properties. The empirical models to be estimated are 

introduced in section 2.4. Section 2.5 presents results and section 2.6 concludes. 

2.2 Equilibrium real exchange rate determination 

2.2.1 Theoretical framework 

A standard starting point in the search for equilibrium exchange rates is the 

absolute Purchasing Power Parity (PPP) hypothesis: 

• 
(2.1) I~ = PI - PI 

where r is the natural logarithm of the nominal exchange rate in units of the home 
I 

currency per unit of foreign currency; PI (p;) is the natural logarithm of the home 

adopted in order to focus on Latvia-specific characteristics that are largely lost when panel methods are 

employed. . 
15 However. when statistically robust eVidence of cointegration cannot be obtained by the above-

specified linear mdhods. we employ the non-linear cointegration tests of Kapetanios et al [200~ 1 
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(foreign) price index. It builds on the assumption that the Law of One Price holds through 

arbitrage (it requires perfect competition in home and foreign markets, free trade and 

capital flows), meaning that an identical item costs the same at home and abroad when 

expressed in a common currency. Defining the observed log real exchange rate, qr' as: 

(2.2) 

absolute PPP implies that the equilibrium real exchange rate is zero. Clearly, even if the 

Law of One Price holds, there is no reason why condition (2.1) should hold, unless the 

countries have identical price index baskets. In order to allow for a constant price 

differential between the baskets, a weaker version of the PPP hypothesis, i.e., relatiye 

PPP, only requires that the changes in exchange rate offset the changes in relative prices. 

Relative PPP implies that the equilibrium real exchange rate is a constant. Given that 

such factors as foreign exchange market interventions and nominal price rigidities can 

cause considerable short-run variability, a necessary condition for the observed real 

exchange rate, qt' to be consistent with PPP in the long-run is that it is mean reverting. 

For the currently available sample sizes and standard (i.e., consumer and 

producer) price indices, empirical support for PPP is poor, and the professional 

consensus is that it is not an appropriate model for exchange rate determination in CEE 

economies. Particularly, when these are examined vis-a-vis developed economies. The 

key critiques are that: (i) it does not hold between countries in different stages of 

development; and (ii) the equilibrium rate must be time-varying, due to the shifts in the 

fundamentals driven by a comprehensive overhaul of a country's institutional and 

economic framework during transition and EU accession, recall section 1.1.16 

Specifically, it is well known that the real exchange rates of transition 

economies are systematically undervalued in terms of absolute PPP.17 (Data reported in 

Table 2.20 shows that Latvia's consumer price level is only about 50% of that in the 

EU-I5.) In the traditional Hecksher-Ohlin two-factor and two-good relative 

endowment model, (non-) tradables are assumed to be relatively (labour intensive) 

capital intensive. Countries with high per capita income are assumed to have a 

comparative advantage in producing tradables, so the relative price of non-tradables and 

16 For a detailed exposition and references on why PPP (with both CPI and PPI) is not an appropriate 
exchange rate determination model for CEE. see a review by Egert. Halpern and \lacDonald [2004]. For 
a ~eneral review of theoretical (e.g .. non-tradables, obstacles to arbitrage), econometric (e.g .. power of 
te;ts) and measurement (e.g., composition of price index baskets) issues on PPP, see Rogoff [1996] and 
Froot and Rogoff [1995]. Although evidence on PPP is also poor for developed economies, recent studies 
of their data pro\'ide more encouraging evidence. Scattered evidence of mean reversion in the obserwd 
real exchange rates is obtained from very long samples (e.g., Lothian and Taylor [1996]), non-linear 
models (e.g., Taylor et al (2001)). multivariate unit root tests (e.g .. Chortareas and Kapetanios [2004 I). 



hence general price indices will be lower in less-developed economies. Thus, although 

undervalued in terms of absolute PPP, a currency may be fairly priced when differences 

in income levels are taken into account. 

The equilibrium real exchange rates (both CPI- and PPI-deflated) can undergo 

permanent shifts for a number of reasons. Firstly, equalisation of productivity levels with 

developed economies may cause equilibrium appreciation towards the target levels given 

by PPP via the Balassa-Samuelson (BS) effect. 18 (Latvian productivity is only about 30% 

of the EU-lS average, see Table 2.20). Productivity gains may also yield an appreciation 

through investment demand, see Fischer [2004]. New Open Economy Macroeconomics 

models show that productivity gains in the tradable sector, in fact, may depreciate the 

real exchange rate due to home bias (i.e., when home and foreign-produced tradables 

are not perfect substitutes), see Beningo and Thoenissen [2003]. Secondly, transitional 

and EU accession reforms have altered trade and financial openness, fiscal policy and 

other fundamentals that may have an impact on real exchange rates. Thirdly, increases 

in regulated prices (when on the grounds of cost recovery) reflect equilibrium 

adjustment. Fourthly, Krajnyak and Zettelmeyer [1998] among others show that the 

observed real exchange rate appreciation early in the transition may reflect correction for 

the initial undervaluation in terms of productivity levels and! or factor endowments. 

Factors such as these may affect the real exchange rates not only vis-a-vis developed but 

also vis-a-vis other transition economies. 19 

The current study adopts the Behavioural Equilibrium Exchange Rate (BEER) 

approach that recognises the time-varying nature of the equilibrium exchange rates, see 

Clark and MacDonald [1999].20 The BEER approach does not derive from a consistent 

17 For an early assessment for the Baltic States, see Richards and Tersrnan [1996]. 
18 For a description of these productivity effects, see Appendix 2.A. 
19 It must be noted that PPP is a very long-run concept and that currently available samples may 

simply be too short to reject the null of non-stationarity. 
20 Other popular frameworks that recognise the time-varying nature of the equilibrium arising from 

shifts in fundamentals include the Fundamental Equilibrium Exchange Rate (FEER) of Williamson [1985, 
1994] and the Natural Real Exchange Rate (NATREX) of Stein [1995, 2002]. Both (albeit with differences) 
define the equilibrium real exchange rate as the rate that ensures internal and external balance. FEER 
derives from a balance of payments model and is a medium-term concept in the sense that it does not 
need to be consistent with stock-flow equilibrium. It is estimated using large-scale macroeconomic 
models, which is often prohibitive for transition economies because of data availability limitations. 
Alternatively, FEER has been computed by modelling the external balance as the desired flow of resources, 
which is extemally imposed on the model. This derives equilibrium as a normative concept limiting time
series assessment of the real exchange rate dynamics. NATREX is a positive concept derived from a 
neo-classical growth model with stock-flow medium- and long-run interactions carefully set out. 
Estimation of NATREX via structural equations (e.g., Detken et al [2002]) is typically prohibitive for 
transition economies because reliable data on capital stock are not available or such series are too short. 
(The analysis of the Hungarian forint by Kanidi [2003] is the only NA TREX study. of structural 
equations for eEE to date.) l\:ATREX is hence commonly estimated by reduced form equatIons. If thIs IS 
the case, it faces the problem of how to link theoretical variables to empirical ones (e.g .. how to 



and rigorous theoretical model. It is an amalgam explaining the behaviour of the 

observed real exchange rate by combining other theoretical models. As a result, while 

the selection of the fundamentals that are likely to introduce systematic variability into 

the equilibrium real exchange rates is based on economic theory, the concept of 

equilibrium is statistical rather than theoretical. Specifically, the equilibrium real 

exchange rate is defined as the stochastic trend of the observed real exchange rate 

explained by the fundamentals. Or as put by Baffes et al [1997, p.8], the equilibrium rate 

is "the function of the fundamentals towards which the observed real exchange rate 

gravitates over time". 

At the core of the BEER approach is a generic empirical model of the observed 

real exchange rate, q t : 

where ZI,t (Z2,f) is a vector of fundamentals that have a long-run (medium-tenn, e.g. 

over the business cycle) impact on the real exchange rate; Tt is a vector of transitory 

factors affecting the real exchange rate in the short-run; /31' /32' r are vectors of 

parameters; c is a random disturbance term. The eclectic choice of the fundamentals to 

be included in (2.3) is the principal advantage of the BEER approach: the risk of 

misspecification as a result of omitted variables is lower because it can consider a more 

comprehensive array of fundamentals than any single theoretical model. 21 In practice, 

the classification of long-run and medium-term has yet to have empirical content. 

In view of the aim to estimate the long-run equilibrium rate, the objective in the 

current study is to identify variables in Z1,( and derive the long-run equilibrium real 

exchange rate, q ( , as the fitted value of (2.3): 

where /\ denotes an estimate. Since the observed real exchange rates are usually non

stationary, estimation of the equilibrium real exchange rate amounts to detecting a 

co integrating relationship amongst q t and Z1,(' 

Risks to the peg's sustainability can arise from two sources. Firstly, the observed 

real exchange rate may diverge from the fundamentals pennanently. The cointegrating 

distinguish between the long-run steady state and medium-term etc.). and is tantamount to the BEER 
approach. For a review of equilibrium real exchange rate modelling frameworks, see Hinkle and \10ntiel 

[1999] and MacDonald [2000). ..... . . 
21 For instance, NA TREX assumes trade pollcy as gIven whtle trade hberallsatlOn has been one oj 

the basic transitional reforms, which has been sho~vn to be one of the key driving forces of the real 
exchange rate dynamics for all CEE currencies. see Egert [2004]. 



vector and the equilibrium rate can not be derived, and the intensity of sustainability 

pressures is impossible to ascertain directly because the observed and equilibrium real 

exchange rates cannot be juxtaposed. However, such pressures are likely to be immense 

because imbalances (e. g., current account deficits) have been built up over extended 

periods and it may require a change in the peg for the real exchange rate to become 

consistent with the underlying economy. Second, if the fundamentals and the exchange 

rate are systematically linked and the equilibrium rate can be derived, sustainability 

pressures may arise from a temporary divergence of the observed real exchange rate 

from the equilibrium rate. Such risk to the peg's sustainability is quantified by computing 

the size of misalignment:22 

(2.5) mist = qt - qt = qt - jJ;Z1 t . 

The current study assumes that z is comprised of the following fundamentals: 
l,r 

productivity (prodt), net foreign assets (n/at), terms of trade (tott), trade policy (opent), 

fiscal policy (jispolt), real interest rate differentials (rirdt). The choice of fundamentals is 

guided by the following considerations. Firstly, country characteristics. They capture the 

major internal! external, supply/ demand-side factors that are typically expected to 

determine equilibrium real exchange rates in a transition economy. Secondly, data 

availability. For instance, while initial undervaluation23 might be important, it is not 

possible to control for it because one cannot measure the factors that induce it, e.g., pent

up demand for foreign exchange. Thirdly, prior empirical evidence, see section 2.2.3. 

Theoretical considerations of these fundamentals have been discussed extensively 

elsewhere and are not examined here in much detail, e.g., see Froot and Rogoff [1995], 

Hinkle and Montiel 1999], Egert [2004] and Egert, Halpern and MacDonald [2004]. 

Suffice to say that productivity fundamentals capture such factors as the Balassa

Samuelson and investment demand effects. Net foreign assets are important in view 

that the equilibrium real exchange rate ensures a sustainable international investment 

22 In the literature, it is termed "current misalignment" because it is derived on the basis of the observed 
(i.e., current) values of the fundamentals. Since the observed values of the fundamentals may deviate from 
their sustainable levels, "total misalignment" is often derived with the current values of the fundamentals 
in (2.5) being substituted by their long-run values obtained via counterfactual analysis or statistical 
methods such as Gonzalo-Granger decomposition and Hodrick-Prescott filter. We limit the analysis to the 
current misalignment for two reasons. Firstly, deriving long-run values counterfactually involves 
comprehensive analysis of all partner economies (because the variables comprise Latvian and foreign 
data), which exceeds the scope of this study. Statistical methods ignore country-specific features. 
Secondly, the major risk to the peg's sustainability arises when the observed real exchange rate and 
fundamentals diverge permanently. Risks of temporary misalignment are less crucial and its precise 
measurement is of lesser importance. 

23 Halpem and Wyplosz (1997] point out some other factors that are difficult to capture empirically but 
may affect the real exchange rate dynamics. ,For instance. improved skills in accessing foreign markets. 
quality of exports and shifts in consumer preferences towards home-produced goods. 



position. Tenns of trade capture the impact on trade balance and home production of 

tradables and non-tradables due to shifts in export and import prices. Trade policy 

captures the impact of trade liberalisation on consumption patterns and the protection 

level of home producers. Fiscal policy shifts affect the level of national savings and 

demand for non-tradables. Real interest rate differentials capture the impact via real 

interest rate parity. The expected links are summarised as follows: 

+ +/- +/- +/-

(2.6) qt = f(prodt,njat,tott,opent,jispolt,rirdt) 

where the signs above the variables denote their partial derivatives. A brief explanation is 

provided in Appendix 2.A. Intuitively, it is easy to see that these fundamentals are 

expected to become increasingly important as transitional and ED accession-driven 

liberalisation refonns are gradually implemented, thereby strengthening international 

interdependence/ integration through product and financial markets. 

2.2.2 Econometric methods 

In order to derive equilibrium real exchange rate estimates that are robust to the 

idiosyncrasies of particular estimation methods, the current study uses a set of system 

(Johansen [1988, 1995]) and single-equation (two-step Engle-Granger [1987], dynamic 

regression of Banerjee et al [1993]) cointegration methods. 24 The following subsections 

briefly introduce each method. 25 

2.2.2.1 System cointegration analysis 

Johansen's cointegration method employs a maximum likelihood estimator and 

entails the following. Consider that (n x 1) vector X t = [q"Z;,J has a vector 

autoregressive (V AR) representation: 

I 

(2.7) x, = r + LTIkX,-k + &, 
k=! 

where 'Y comprises detenninistic tenns; I is the lag length; TIk is an (n x n) matrix of 

parameters; &, is an (11 xl) vector of Gaussian errors with mean zero and a covariance 

matrix n. The V AR model can be rewritten as a vector error correction model 

(VECM):26 

24 We understand that given the small sample size, it is very restrictive to impose the assumptions of 
"unit root co integration" on the combination of the real exchange rate and the fundamentals, but this is 

the standard in the literature. 
25 For a thorough analysis of co integration methods, see Maddala and Kim [1999]. 
26 Granger Representation Theor.em implies that when a group of variables is cointegrated. \' AR and 

Vl'Cl\l representations are isomorphIC. Engle and Granger [1987]. 
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/-1 

(2.7*) Ax, = r + I'PkAxt - k + IIxt - 1 + Ct 

k=l 

where ~ is the first difference operator; 'Pk is an (n x n) coefficients' matrix (equal to 

I I 

- II1h ); I1 is an (n x n) matrix (equal to I I1k - I where I is an identity matrix). 
h=k+1 k=1 

When I1 has reduced rank r (i.e., 0 < r < n), there are (n x r) matrices a and f3 such 

that I1 = af3'. a is the loading matrix capturing adjustment speed towards equilibrium; 

/J'Xt-l are equilibrium errors of r co integrating vectors. 

As suggested in Johansen [1995], we adopt the Pantula principle and jointly test 

for the correct specification of the detenninistic tenns within the cointegration space 

and existence of cointegration between the variables in Xt by the Trace test. 27 Three 

empirically most probable specifications of trend and intercept within the cointegration 

space are considered (numeration as in the literature). Type 2 specification excludes 

trend and restricts intercept to the co integration space. Type 3 specification excludes 

trend but does not constrain intercept to the co integration space. Type 4 specification 

restricts trend to the co integration space, but intercept is unrestricted. 

It is well known that the small sample properties of standard Trace statistics are 

different from their asymptotic properties, which has been shown to result in a 

tendency to find spurious cointegration, see Cheung and Lai [1993]. Reimers [1992] 

proposes a small sample correction for standard Trace test statistics based on degrees of 

freedom, which we tenn "corrected Trace statistics" and use as operational statistics. 28 

When co integration between the observed real exchange rate and the fundamentals can 

not be established using corrected Trace statistics, we attempt to derive such vectors 

with standard Trace statistics to investigate the reasons why cointegration fails. 

Doomik's [2003] critical values are used. They are derived with Gamma-distribution 

approximation and are more accurate than the standard tables previously published. 

The key drawbacks of the Johansen method are its high sensitivity to the 

assumption that the error term, ct ' is Gaussian, the poor robustness of its results to lag 

27 The Trace test yields a consistent testing procedure. Such a result is not available for the 
Maximum eigenvalue test, which is the reason we rely on the Trace test, see Doomik and Hendry [2001. 
ch.12]. Also, it has been shown that the Trace test is more robust to residual skeweness and excess 
kurtosis than the Maximum eigenvalue test, see Cheung and Lai [1993]. 

2X Johansen [20021 proposes the Bartlett correction, which is more comprehensive than the degrees 
of freedom correction. As simulations by Johansen show, the Bartlett correction provides a reasonable 
result as long as 1l1IT..;0.2 \\'here T is sample size and 11, I as in (2.7). In our models for statistically viable 
specifications (see Appendix 2.D) the ratio exceeds this thres?oldand is in the range from 0.28 to OS 
This is the reason why Reimers, rather than the Bartlett correctlOn, IS chosen. 



length specification, its tendency to find spurious cointegration and the high probability 

of producing outliers, see Maddala and Kim [1999]. In comparison, least squares 

estimators are more robust. 

2.2.2.2 Single-equation cointegration analYSis 

Single-equation methods limit attention to the top equation of (2.7), assuming 

weak exogeneity of the fundamentals and the existence of at most one cointegrating 

vector. 

The two-step Engle-Granger method involves the estimation of a co integrating 

vector by ordinary least squares (OLS) modelling a static regression: 

(2.8) qt = r/Jo + r/JI'ZI t + ut 

where r/Jo comprises deterministic terms; r/JI is a vector of parameters; U t is the error term. 

The cointegration test is the Engle-Granger test with the null hypothesis that the error 

term, ut ' has a unit root (i.e., no co integration) and the alternative hypothesis that the error 

term is stationary (i.e., cointegration). The critical values are from MacKinnon [1991]. It 

is important to note that the test imposes a common factor restriction on the dynamics 

of the variables in x t • If this restriction is invalid, loss of power relative to the 

cointegration tests used in the Johansen and Banerjee et al methods may result. 29 

Although the OLS estimator ¢I is super-consistent, its asymptotic distribution 

depends on nuisance parameters arising from endogeneity of ZIt' and serial correlation 

in Ut . If the regressors are endogenous and! or errors are serially correlated, t-tests do not 

have a standard normal distribution asymptotically and can not be used to test the 

significance of the parameters in ¢I' Moreover, Banerjee et al [1993, ch.7] demonstrate 
A 

by Monte Carlo simulations that there can be substantial small sample biases for (A in 

using the two-step Engle-Granger method. The bias is shown to depend on serial 

correlation in u
t

• They propose to correct it by estimating an unrestricted error 

correction model (ECM): 

I I 

(2.9) !1qt = f.1 + L17~!1qt-k + L(~!1ZI,t-k + (JJB'x t _ 1 +t't 
k=1 k=O 

where f.1 comprises deterministic terms; 17 and .; are vectors of parameters; I is the 

lag length; (JJ is the adjustment speed parameter; B'x t _1 is the equilibrium error. If the 

2'1 For a detailed comparison of the cointegration tests employed in the Johansen. two-step Engle
(Jranger and Banerjee et al methods, see Ericsson and \ lacKinnon [2002] 
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assumption of weak exogeneity holds, OLS provides unbiased parameter estimates, and 

t-tests can be used to exclude insignificant variables from the cointegrating vector. The 

cointegration test is the PcGive unit root test with the null hypothesis (jJ = 0 (i.e., no 

cointegration) and the alternative hypothesis (jJ < 0 (i.e., cointegration). The test employs 

the isomorphism of V AR and VECM specifications established in the Granger 

Representation Theorem, which implies that the adjustment speed parameter in VECM 

is statistically significant when there is cointegration. To calculate p-values for the 

PcGive unit root test, we use the algorithm of Ericsson and MacKinnon [2002]. 

The key drawback of the single-equation methods is the assumption of weak 

exogeneity. If it does not hold, single-equation methods are not appropriate and system 

methods must be used. As shown in Appendix 2.A, it is very likely that the fundamentals 

will not be weakly exogenous. Another common drawback is the assumption that there 

is at most one cointegrating vector. In fact, with n > 2 variables in a model, there can 

be up to n -1 linearly independent co integrating vectors. Assuming that there is only 

one such vector, when in fact there are more, leads to an inefficiency in the sense that 

one may obtain a linear combination of co integrating vectors, see Harris [1995, ch.4]. 

2.2.3 Literature review: equilibrium real exchange rates of the lats 

2.2.3.1 Brief description of studies and key results30 

To the author's best knowledge, Table 2.1 presents a synopsis of all currently 

available time-series studies of the Latvian lats' equilibrium real exchange rates. 31 They 

all adopt the BEER approach and reject the PPP hypothesis for either bilateral or 

effective real exchange rates constructed using standard consumer and producer price 

indices. 

30 Because of the focus on time-series modelling, studies using cross-section and panel data methods 
are not reviewed. A robust finding in the few cross-section and panel studies that include Latvian data is 
that they confirm the hypothesis of initial undervaluation in terms of productivity leve Is. De Broeck and 
Sl0k [2001] calculate the misalignment by comparing the gap between the PPP-based and the actual 
nominal exchange rates with GDP per capita measured in PPP terms. With a benchmark from a cross
section regression of 149 non-transition economies, they find that vis-a-vis the US dollar, the lats was 
considerably (exact estimates are not provided) undervalued in terms of productivity levels in 1993. In 
1999, which is the only other estimate, the misalignment is practically eradicated. Krajnyak and 
Zettelmeyer [1998], Halpern and Wyplosz [1998] estimate equilibrium US dollar wages in manufacturing 
(full employment wages consistent with a country's physical and capital endO\.\ment) with a benchmark 
from a panel of 85 economies at all .stages of development .. B?th find that Latnan dollar ,,:ages ~and thus 
lats) were considerably Wldervalued m the ea~ly 1990s. Kra]nyak and Zettelmeyer find that.m 199) Latnan 
dollar wages still were undervalued by 2~-38 Yo', Tests, however, Imply that theundervaluatlOn ml~ht not be 
statistically significant. Halpern and \\ yplosz s estimates suggest that the initial undervaluatIon might 

already have disappeared in 1995-6. . . 
31 Surprisingly, these studies do not refer to each other. The only exceptIOn IS Burgess et al [2003] 

who very briefly refer to Bitans [2002]. 



In tenns of the selection of fundamentals, Kazaks [2001] and Bitans [2002] 

provide the most comprehensive analyses. Bitans [2002] experiments with an extensive 

set of traditional demand- and supply-side variables such as tenns of trade, government 

debt, government expenditures to GDP, and productivity. Kazaks [2001] experiments 

with a somewhat unconventional set of transition proxies such as money velocity to 

proxy financial stabilisation and unemployment rate to proxy labour market reforms, 

aiming to capture the role of specific refonns. In contrast, Taylor and Sarno's [2001] 

study stands out by its simplistic ad hoc approach in measuring fundamentals. In 

addition to the real interest rate differential they only consider a linear trend assuming 

that it captures a wealth of fundamentals, primarily the BS effect. While the linear trend 

does capture the observed appreciation vis-a-vis developed economies in the mid-1990s, 

this modelling strategy would fail in later periods when the lats' real exchange rates 

experienced considerable depreciation, see section 2.3.1. Burgess et al [2003] adopt the 

model of Alberola et al [1999] incorporating the BS effect and the balance of payments 

approach. Hence, only two fundamentals are used: productivity and net foreign assets. 

The other two studies - Beguna [2002] and Bitans and Tillers [2003] - use variants of a 

relatively compact set of fundamentals traditionally used in the literature on transition 

economIes. 

The studies employ a comprehensive set of linear cointegration techniques: 

two-step Engle-Granger, Banerjee et al and Johansen methods. Taylor and Sarno [2001] 

investigate non-linear co integration with the view that the no-cointegration hypothesis 

may not be rejected only because of the inappropriate assumption of linear adjustment 

towards equilibrium. Specifically, after deriving a cointegrating vector through the two

step Engle-Granger and Johansen methods, they use Terasvirta's [1994] test to test the 

null of linearity of the obtained equilibrium errors against the alternative of logistic/ 

exponential smooth transition autoregressive (LSTARJ ESTAR) models. Rejecting the 

null, they fit an EST AR model to the errors and find that the process is globally stable 

and that mean reversion towards equilibrium is non-linear, i.e., it strengthens as the 

deviation widens. However, the evidence of non-linearity reported in Taylor and Sarno 

[2001] is questionable. It is likely that strong non-linear effects only appear because 

fundamentals are gauged by a linear trend and that linear co integration methods are 

sufficient once fundamentals are appropriately measured and allowed to fluctuate. 

Two broadly consistent findings stand out from the earlier studies. 

Firstly, the non-stationary stochastic trend of the lats' observcd real cxchange rate 

is explained by the underlying economic fundamentals. However, the robustness of this 



result differs by country groups. Kazaks [2001] and Beguna [2002] find that 

fundamentals explain the lats' CPI-deflated real effective exchange rate for the group 

of ten major trade partners. Bitans [2002] rejects such a hypothesis for the same group 

of countries for CPI- and PPI-deflated real effective exchange rates because a 

co integrating relationship cannot be obtained vis-a-vis transition economies. For 

developed economies, evidence is more robust and cointegration is always found vis-a

vis those countries. The largest temporary misalignment is found following the 1998 

Russian crisis. Bitans [2002] is the only study that finds evidence of initial 

undervaluation. He reports an undervaluation of 10-20% vis-a-vis developed 

economies in 1994, which disappears by early 1995. 

Secondly, openness, terms of trade, fiscal policy and productivity are found to 

have the most robust impact on the lats' real exchange rates. Shifts in these fundamentals 

have a qualitatively (i.e., in terms of parameter sign) and often quantitatively (i.e., in 

terms of parameter size) similar impact on CPI- and PPI-deflated real exchange rates 

vis-a-vis all country groups across the studies. Their signs are consistent with economic 

theory, see Appendix 2.A. Specifically, trade liberalisation measured by openness 

depreciates the lats. Improvements in terms of trade, measured by the ratio of export to 

import deflators, depreciate the lats. An expansive fiscal policy, measured by the ratio 

of central government expenditures to GDP, depreciates the lats. 

The impact of productivity developments is of particular interest because it is a 

key to a major policy dilemma - rapid catch-up is at the top of the economic agenda, 

yet if productivity growth incites inflation, it may jeopardise price and exchange rate 

stability. All studies, except Taylor and Sarno [2001] and Beguna [2002] where such 

effects are not modelled, find that productivity gains have been almost fully passed on to 
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Table 2.1. Time-series studies on the equilibrium real exchange rates of the Latvian lats 

Modelled Sample Estimation Co integration test Significant parameters 
real effective method 
exchange rate ex Fundamentals 

Taylor and PPI, vis-a-vis 1992M7 - 1997M12 Johansen, Engle- Engle-Granger, Max-eigenvalue, -1.00 linear trend [0.01]; 
Sarno [2001] deutschmark Granger, ESTAR Trace, Terasvirta and ESTAR (non-linear only) rird [12.25] 
---.- - ... .. ,-. - -- -- - - - - -- -'-
Kazaks [2001] CPI, 10 countries 1993Ml - 2000M5 Banerjee et al Engle-Granger, simple t-test for ex -0.07, /pi [0.87,0.92]; vel[-0.38]; 

in ECM specification -0.06 u[0.79, 0.88]; open[-0.73, -1.13] 
.~ ,~, i.,',~ ;'~ ':'.~, ,,00' , "" ,,'\"" <"">'~,,"'*" ~ , 

Beguna [2002] CPI, 10 countries 1994Ql- 2001Q4 Engle-Granger Engle-Granger -0.56 open [-0.95];jispol[-0.27]; 
_" _ tot[ ~0.31] ,_ 

Bitans [2002] CPI, 10 countries 1994Ql - 2001Q2 Engle-Granger Engle-Granger, simple t-test for ex n.a. No cointegration is found 
in ECM specification 

PPI, 10 countries -/1- -/1- -/1- -/1- -/1-
CPI, UR -/1- -/1- -/1- -/1- -/1-
PPI, UR -/1- -/1- -/1- -/1- -/l-
CPI, B -/1- -/1- -/1- -/1- -/l-
PPI, B -/1- -/1- -/1- -/1- -/1-

CPI, DE -/1- -/1- -/1- -0.18 slp(R)[1.20]; open(R)[-0.46]; 
jispol[ -0.38] 

PPI, DE -/1- -/1- -/1- -0.26 slp(R)[0.85]; open(R)[-0.27]; 
.,"~, __ ," ." .. _., . __ . jispol(-0.33] 

Bitans and PPI, DE 1994Ql - 2003Ql Johansen, Max-eigenvalue, -0.26 gdp(R)[1.14, 1.10]; 
Tillers [2003] Engle-Granger Trace tot[-0.35, -0.32]; rird[0.005]; 

nfab[0.21,0.23] 
< '" ---- " 

Burgess et al CPI, unspecified 1994Ql - 2002Ql Johansen Max-eigenvalue, -0.05 rel(R)[0.99]; 
[2003] set of countries Trace n/af -0.15]; 
Notes: ex - adjustment speed parameter; (R) - relative to that abroad; jispol - central government's expenditures to GDP; gdp - real GDP per capita to proxy productivity; Ipi -
average labour productivity in industry; nfa - net foreign assets (via cumulated current account balances) to GDP; nfab - net foreign assets of the banking system to GDP; open -
openness measured as exports plus imports to GDP; rel- CPI to PPI ratio to proxy sectoral productivity differential; rird - real interest rate differential; sip - sectoral (i.e. traded! 
non-traded) average labour productivity differential; tot - terms of trade measured as a ratio of exports to imports deflators; u - unemployment rate; vel - money velocity. "- /I -" 
means "as above". If two point estimates are reported for a single variable, they are from different samples or specifications. A positive coefficient means that an increase in the 
variable appreciates the real exchange rate. 

Country groups: (i) 10 countries - Denmark, Estonia, Finland, Germany, Great Britain, Lithuania, the Netherlands, Sweden, Russia and Ukraine; (ii) DE - Denmark, 
Finland, Germany, Great Britain, the Netherlands and Sweden, i.e., developed economies; (iii) UR - Ukraine and Russia; (iv) B - Estonia and Lithuania, i.e., the Baltic States. 
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the real exchange rates. 32 This is bad news if Latvia finds itself struggling to meet the 

Maastricht inflation criteria, because output sacrifice ratio can be high. A direct test of 

the BS effect is executed only in Bitans [2002], who finds that positive sectoral labour 

productivity differentials vis-a-vis developed economies appreciate CPI- and (to a 

lesser extent) PPI-deflated real exchange rates. In fact, evidence of the BS effect in 

Latvia is ambiguous and so far Bitans [2002] is the only one to provide an affirmatiye 

result for its external transmission mechanism, see Appendix 2.B for a review. 

2.2.3.2 Problematic issues 

A number of issues that undermine the robustness and validity of the findings 

exist. Taylor and Sarno's [2001] study does not reveal much about the fundamentals 

that drive the real exchange rate. Their study is an illustration of non-linear 

cointegration analysis rather than an attempt to construct a well-specified equilibrium 

real exchange rate. 

The analysis of Burgess et al [2003] is highly questionable due to their 

measurement of fundamentals. They use the CPI to PPI ratio to capture shifts in 

productivity. Burgess et al recognise that it is a poor proxy of productivity as it also 

captures the impact of regulated prices, government spending induced demand-side 

effects etc. Even if used as a joint proxy of productivity and demand-side effects, it is 

empirically wrong to use such a variable because the real exchange rates (i.e., explained 

variable) and CPI to PPI ratio (i.e., explanatory variable) are constructed using the same 

price indices and hence are correlated by construction. Tentative use of the CPI to PPI 

ratio to gauge productivity or demand shifts is only viable if used in tandem with an 

empirical analysis investigating the link between relative prices and fundamentals, 

which is superficial in Burgess et al [2003]. 

Kazaks [2001], Bitans [2002], and Beguna [2002] rely entirely on single

equation methods without checking for weak exogeneity of fundamentals. Furthermore, 

Bitans [2002] and Beguna [2002] use t-tests to derive parsimonious cointegrating vectors 

from a static regression, which is inadequate if the fundamentals are endogenous and 

the errors are serially correlated, see section 2.2.2. The equilibrium real exchange rate 

estimates derived by Bitans and Beguna may therefore be misleading. 

32 Likely adjustment through nominal exchange rates is trivial gi\'\:~n the lats' ± 1 % currency band. 
The smallness of the Latvian economy excludes a possibility for the effect to be transmitted \'ia changes 
in the exchange rate of the peg currency. Hence, the adjustment must ha\"t~ taken place mostly \'ia prices. 
Of course, this assumes that shifts in the SDR exchange rate do not affect productivity. 



As the very concept of the real exchange rate connotes a comparison of home 

and foreign economies, fundamentals must be constructed as a ratio of home and foreign 

variables. For instance, fiscal expansion at home would not be expected to cause shifts in 

the equilibrium real exchange rate if partner economies endured the same policy shift. 

Kazaks [2001] and Beguna [2002] fully, and Bitans [2002] and Bitans and Tillers 

[2003] partially construct variables only with Latvia's data, thus arguably assuming 

that shifts in the fundamentals of the partner economies are irrelevant. 

None of the studies controls for regulated prices, which may bias productivity 

effect estimates. For instance, MacDonald and Wojcik [2004] report evidence that not 

controlling for regulated prices may lead to spurious significance of the BS effect and 

overestimated real exchange rate sensitivity to other productivity-type fundamentals. 33 

All in all, evidence from other eEE economies suggests that the adjustment of 

regulated prices may have had a much stronger impact on real exchange rate dynamics 

than various productivity effects, e.g., see Egert and Lommatzsch [2004].3-1 

Important issues are left unexplored. Bitans' [2002] finding that a systematic 

link between the fundamentals and the real exchange rates cannot be found vis-a-vis 

transition economies has not been further explored. Given that this country group at 

different periods has accounted for about 25-45% of Latvia's foreign trade volume, 

permanent exchange rate misalignment may have involved a considerable risk to the 

peg's sustainability. Moreover, for economic policy management reasons it is important 

to investigate whether the lats' real exchange rates respond differently to fundamentals 

from different country groups and whether adjustment speed towards equilibrium 

differs vis-a-vis different country groups. 

33 Using panel Dynamic OLS estimator, MacDonald and Wojcik [2004] model internal (i.e., non
tradable to tradable) price ratios and CPI-deflated real exchange rates for Estonia, Hungary, Slovakia and 
Slovenia for the sample from 1995Ql to 2001Q1. They find that the otherwise very robust significance 
of the BS effect (measured by relative labour productivity in tradable and non-tradable sectors) vanishes 
when they control for regulated prices. They also find that parameter estimates for labour productivity in 
the tradable sector, while still significant. greatly diminish in size when they control for regulated prices. 

,,-I Egert and Lommatzsch [2004] employ time-series (e.g., two-step Engle-Granger. Dynamic OlS. 
Johanse~) and panel (pooled OLS, fixed effect Dynamic OLS, etc.) estimation methods to model CPI
and PPI-deflated real exchange rates for the Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, Slovenia and Slovakia 
for the sample from 1993Q 1 to 2002Q4. With time-series methods, they find that producti\'Ity gro\\th 
and increases in regulated prices appreciate real rates for SJo\'akia and the Czech Republic. For Slovenia. 
the results are frail; regulated prices seem to be Significant, while productivity variables are not. For 
Hungary and Poland, productivity grow~h ~ppreciates th~ exch~nge rates, whereas regulated pri~es do 
not have a significant impact. Productl\'lty IS gauged by mdustrial labour productIVIty and GOP mdex. 
The impact of the BS effect is not modelled. 



2.3 Data: construction and key time-series properties 

All variables are constructed by the author and are unique to this study. Data are 

collected for the period from 1994Ql to 2003Q3 and are seasonally adjusted.35 Allowing 

for lags, the estimation sample extends from 1994Q4 to 2003Q3. For developed 

economies, we also use a shorter sample from 1997Ql to 2003Q3. We refer to the former 

as the "full sample" and the latter as the "small sample". The size of the sample is 

determined by the availability of data when the estimations were carried out. A 

description of the data sources is provided in Appendix 2.C. Tables and Figures with 

data statistics and data plots are presented in Appendix 2.D. 

2.3.1 Real exchange rate indices 

The following definition of the real effective exchange rate is used:36 

where I Wj = 1 and j = EST, LIT, POL, RUS,DK, FIN, GB, GER,NL,SWE 
j 

where R
j 

is a nominal exchange rate defined in units of the lats per unit of country j' s 

currency; PLAT (Pj ) is Latvia's (country j's) price index; Wj is a four-quarter rolling 

average of country j's weight in Latvia's foreign trade (commodity exports plus 

imports) with the respective country group, see below. When a bilateral real exchange 

rate is constructed, W j = 1. A rise in reer t denotes appreciation. 

The countries are Latvia's ten major trade partners: Estonia (EST), Lithuania 

(LIT), Poland (POL), Russia (RUS), Denmark (DK), Finland (FIN), Germany (GER), 

Great Britain (GB), the Netherlands (NL), Sweden (SWE).37 The first four are transition 

or emerging market economies; the others are developed economies representing some 

of the EU core economies. Each country accounts for at least 3%, while jointly they 

35 Seasonal adjustment is necessary to unify data formats for the reason that some countries report 
seasonally unadjusted, whereas others report adjusted data. The adjustment is done by X12arima module 
of GiveWin modelling package when the null of seasonal effects is not rejected by the combined test of 
identifiable seasonality, see Doornik and Hendry [2001, yolume II] for the test's description. 

36 This is the so-called "external real exchange rate". General equilibrium models often use relative 
prices of non-tradables to tradables or "internal real exchange rate", e.g., Edwards [1994]. The latter is 
not suitable for the current analysis because it ignores nominal exchange rate fluctuations. 

,,7 Note that our set of ten trade partners marginally differs from that in the earlier studies, see notes 
to Table 2.1. Specifically, instead of Ukraine we pick Poland because Ukraine's importance has become 
minor, and the data for Poland are more easily ayailable. Our group of developed economies is identllal 
to that in Bitans [2002], Bitans and Tillers [2003]. 



cover at least 70% of total Latvia's trade during the study period. As seen from the 

plots of trade shares in Figure 2.1, Gennany is the major trade partner, with its share 

exceeding 16% in 2003. The others have shares of less than 10% each. It is vital to note 

the narrowing of trade with Russia. Due to the Russian financial crisis of 1998 and the 

redirection of Latvia's trade towards the EU, Russia's share has fallen from about 25% 

in 1994 to just 8% in 2003. 

The price indices are CPI and PPI.38 During the price liberalisation in the early 

1990s, the prices of a wide range of primary goods in Latvia were not allowed to reach 

their market-detennined level in order to provide a safety net for the less well-off strata 

of society. On the grounds of cost recovery, such prices have been gradually increased. 

Being heavily influenced by political agendas, these adjustments may fail to be timely 

and sufficient, and thus distort adjustment towards equilibrium. Removing regulated 

prices from price indices is likely to yield a more accurate assessment of the link 

between the real exchange rates and fundamentals. We construct a new price index, 

CPIALAT, from which all regulated prices are excluded.39 This adjustment captures only 

the direct first-round effect on consumer prices. Analogous adjustment for PPILA T and 

the price indices of partner countries is precluded by data availability constraints. 

Three types of bilateral real exchange rates are therefore constructed: CPI-, 

CPIA-, and PPI-deflated. The CPIA-type rates are constructed only vis-a-vis the 

developed economies, where the impact of regulated prices on their CPI can be ignored. 

Two key data features are evident from the plots of bilateral real exchange rates 

in Figure 2.2. Firstly, dynamics are group specific. Indices vis-a-vis the developed 

economies display two distinct periods: (i) 1994-2000 is characterised by appreciation, 

when CPI-, CPIA-, and PPI-deflated real exchange rates increased by about 90%, 600/0, 

and 50%, respectively; (ii) 2001-2003 displays depreciation of 15% vis-a-vis their 

2000 level. This dynamic signature is common to all countries of the group except for 

Great Britain because of a different nominal exchange rate component.-!o Appreciation 

vis-a-vis the pound sterling has been smaller, yet more rapid: CPI-, CPIA-, and PPI-

38 A typical use of CPI and PPI to proxy dynamics of the prices of non-tradable and tradable goods 
for Latvia is only partly adequate. First, CPI basket contains both non-tradables and tradables with 
(actual and potential) tradables comprising about 60% (about half o~ this being food i.terns) of the basket. 
('PI is thus a measure of overall inflation, not of non-tradables' pnces. Second, whIle some of the PPl 
basket items are non-tradables (e.g., electricity, gas and water supply sector prices), the share of 
manufacturing goods (largely tradables) in PPI has been about 80%. Hen~e, PPI can serve as a crude 
measure of the price of tradables. Source: Central Statistical Bureau of Lat\'la. 

39 The categories of regulated prices in CPILAT are: (i) rent. (ii) electricity, gas and other fuels. for 
heating purposes, (iii) medical services, (i\') public transport services and commulllc~tlOns. TheIr \\elght 
in ('PI! AT has grown from 15.1 % in 1994 to n. 6° 0 in 2003. Source: the Bank of La tna. 



deflated indices reached their highs in 1996 having appreciated by about 50%, 25° ° and 

30%, respectively. Whilst enduring some depreciation, by 2003 the lats' real rates had 

largely returned to their 1996 levels. 

For transition economies, there is no such common dynamic signature. The real 

exchange rate vis-a-vis the Russian rouble mirrors major Russian internal shocks: the 

outbreak of inflation in 1995 (depreciation) and the 1998 financial crisis (appreciation). 

When compared to 1994, by the end of the sample the lats has grown in value by about 

10% (down from 65% after the 1998 crisis) if CPI is used as a deflator and fallen in 

value by 20% (down from 60% after the 1998 crisis) if PPI is used. As for the other 

currencies, the lats has depreciated vis-a-vis the Lithuanian litas by about 50% for both 

types of real exchange rates, and vis-a-vis the Estonian kroon by about 15% and 25% 

for CPI- and PPI-deflated real exchange rates, respectively. Vis-a-vis the Polish zloty, 

the lats has appreciated by about 30% and 10% for CPI- and PPI-deflated real exchange 

rates, respectively. 

Secondly, CPI-deflated bilateral real exchange rates exhibit greater appreciation 

(or less depreciation) than PPI-deflated exchange rates. The gap is especially large vis

a-vis the developed economies. This is a common finding in the literature and is often 

attributed to the BS effect. 41 Such a standard inference can be misleading. Indeed, when 

we control for regulated prices, CPIA-deflated exchange rates show that most of the 

gap is due to jumps in regulated prices rather than sectoral productivity differentials. 42 

Table 2.2. Types of real effective exchange rates vis-a-vis country groups 

Type 

reercpit 

reercpiat 

reerppit 

Developed economies 

x 
x 
x 

Emerging market 
economies of CEE 

x 

x 

Notes: "x" (" ... ") denotes that the variables are (not) constructed. 

Nine major trade 
partners 

x 

x 

To simplify analysis, bilateral real exchange rates are aggregated into real effective 

exchange rates. CPI-, CPIA- and PPI-deflated real effective exchange rates are labelled 

-1(1 Inflation differentials amongst developed economies are trivial and cannot explain differences in 
the observed real exchange rate dynamics. 

-II Enthusiasm for the BS effect being the key driving force of CPI-deflated real exchange rates has 
dwindled as the evidence is less forceful than expected, see Egert et al [2003]. One of the factors is that 
the share of market-determined non-tradable prices in CPI is small. The impact of sectoral productivily 
gJ'()\\1h differentials on ('PI is therefore wry limited. 
~ .. ~ Jumps in regulated prices will also affect PPI if they are in~uts for industrial goods .and therefo~e 
the actual gap between CPIA- and PPI-deflated exchang.e rates nught be \>Ider than seen 111 Figure 2._. 
As noted earlier, disaggregated PPJ data to account for thIS effect IS not a\'allable. 
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reercpit, reercpiat, reerppit, respectively. Three groups are formed. The first comprises 

the developed economies: Denmark, Finland, Germany, Great Britain, the Netherlands 

and Sweden. The second comprises the CEE emerging markets: Estonia, Lithuania and 

Poland. The third group comprises Latvia's nine major trade partners merging the 

above two groups. The types of real effective exchange rates constructed are identified 

in Table 2.2. 

The Russian rouble is excluded from further analysis because it carries over its 

1995 and 1998 jumps: we could not construct a model that could account for them and 

generate statistically sound results.43 This problem is particularly acute for the group of 

emerging market economies, see Figure 2.3. Clearly, the removal of Russia reduces the 

comprehensiveness of the analysis, yet its importance has been increasingly overwhelmed 

by that of the EU states. Furthermore, while non-stationary according to the unit root 

tests reported in Table 2.3, a visual examination of bilateral real exchange rates suggests a 

rapid correction following the 1998 crisis and a levelling out in 2001-2003, which may 

indicate that the exchange rates are close to equilibrium. If this highly speculative 

interpretation is valid, omitting the rouble does not hide hefty currency misalignments 

late in the study period that would be capable of threatening out-of-sample price and 

exchange rate stability. 

Plots of real effective exchange rates and their constituents (i.e., nominal 

effective exchange rates and relative effective price indices) are presented in Figure 2.3. 

Vis-a-vis the CEE group, by mid 2003 reercpit and reerppit have depreciated by nearly 

20% and 35% relative to early 1994. Vis-a-vis the developed economies, reercpi(, 

reercpiat and reerppit display appreciation by about 65%, 35% and 30% in 2003, down 

from about 90%, 55% and 45% in 2000. Appreciation vis-a-vis the developed 

economies dominates, and reercpit and reerppit vis-a-vis the nine major trade partners 

have appreciated by about 35% and 10% in 2003, down from about 55% and 20% in 

2000. As for the driving forces, due to inflation rate convergence with the EU, nominal 

exchange rates have become the key determinant of real effective exchange rate 

dynamics vis-a-vis the group of developed economies after 1997-8. For the eEE 

economies, both price and exchange rate dynamics are visually important with prices. 

perhaps, contributing most to the stochastic trend of the real effective exchange rates. 

·n There are a number of possibilities that could be used to account for these jumps. Johansen et al 
[2000] propose a cointegration model with piec~\\'ise l~near trend at known break ~omts that allows to. 

t t ... 'ointegration rank and restrictions on comtegratmg vector as well as restrIctIOns on the slopes ot 
es lor c . h I h" 

the broken linear trend. Liltkepohl et al [2004] propose a cointegration rank test WIt a structura s Itt at 
unknown time in the level of the process. Finally, slope and intercept dummIes could be employed. Our 

small sample size prohibits such modelling choices. 
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The Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) and Phillips-Perron (PP) unit root tests in 

Table 2.3 identify reercpit and reerppit vis-a.-vis the CEE economies as 1(1). There is no 

clear result for the two other groups: ADF tests imply that the series could be 1(2), PP 

tests forcefully suggest that they are 1(1). It is well known that unit root tests haye low 

power in short samples (see Campbell and Perron [1991]), and we belieye this is to be 

the reason for these contradictory results. We do not argue that we shall model the real 

effective exchange rates as 1(1) processes in this study only on the basis of the unit root 

test results. Rather, we treat them as 1(1) processes because we think it is plausible to 

do so from visual analysis of their levels and first differences and because this IS 

consistent with empirical literature in this area over comparable sample periods. 

The non-stationarity of the real effective exchange rates confirms that PPP is not 

a suitable exchange rate determination model for the currently available data sample 

when general price indices are used. 

2.3.2 Fundamentals44 

2.3.2.1 Productivity 

Two productivity variables are designed. The external transmission mechanism 

of the BS effect is measured by a home sectoral average labour productivity 

differential, relative to its foreign equivalent: 

(2. 11 ) prod (B S) t = In ---=--------=::.=!..-

where Y is output at constant prices; L is employment; T (NT) stands for (non-)tradable 

sector; Hj are country weights as in (2.3); for YIL ratios 1994Ql=1. This variable is not 

constructed for CEE countries because they are largely in the same development stage 

as Latvia and thus no considerable productivity differentials are expected. 

The poor quality of Latvian data makes us impose certain assumptions on 

prod(BS)t. Firstly, quarterly sectoral employment data haye only been available since 

January 2002, when the Central Statistical Bureau (CSB) of Latvia launched its 

continuous Labour Force Survey. Prior to that, surveys \\ere biannual and go back to 

44 Variables of these definitions are widely used in the literature, see Egert and Lomrnatzsch [20(I-Q, 

\ tacDonald [1997] among many others. 
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November 1995. The only uninterrupted45 quarterly sectoral employment data seri~s 

since the early 1990s is the industrial employment index reported by International 

Financial Statistics (IFS). This index and a "seed value" on the number of employees in 

industry for 2002Q4 reported by CSB are used to recover the series on the number of 

employees in industry.46 As a result, we assume that industry represents tradables whilst 

the remaining sectors, where employment is calculated as the difference between total 

employment and employment in industry, are non-tradable. Such a division does not 

represent the Latvian economy accurately. For instance, the energy, gas and water 

supply sector comprises non-tradables with regulated prices. Secondly, total 

employment data are retrieved from Datastream. While Datastream does not warn of 

compatibility problems, data prior to and after the launch of the Labour Force Survey 

are not fully compatible due to somewhat different methodologies. 47 Hence, we must be 

aware of a possible break in the series in 2002Q 1. 

The other variable is constructed for all country groups. It takes a broad view to 

capture productivity effects propagated via multiple demand- and supply-side channels: 

~ 
(2.12) prod = In LAT 

t Il~Wj 

j 

where Y is the real GDP index with 1994Q 1 = 1; other notation as in (2.11). In addition 

to being a more general variable, prodt has the advantage of using more readily 

available and (hopefully) more reliable data than prod(BS)t. It is not strictly a 

productivity variable: an increase in prodt does not necessarily imply a gain in 

productivity because GDP growth may also result from an increasingly extensive use of 

resources. However, the plots of the labour productivity and real GDP indices in Figure 

2.4 show that both have developed hand in hand and endorse it to a degree as a proxy 

for productivity.48 A theoretically sounder choice is to use average labour productivity 

itself, yet the poor quality of CEE data merits its use only as a sketchy indicator. 49 

45 The source does not warn of any data comparability problems. This is not entirely comforting. 
since we found an unacknowledged break in the Lithuanian GDP deflator series in 1995Q 1, supplied by 
the same IFS database (code: 94699BIPZF ... ). Alas, as is often the case in transition economies, these are 
the best (read "the only") data we have for the sample we are interest~d in .... 

46 Industry includes: (i) mining and quarrying; (ii) rnanufactunng; (111) the energy. gas and water 
supply sectors. For an outlook on ho\~' di\'ision into tradable and non-tradable sectors affects 

measurement of the BS effect in CEE, see Egert et al [2003]. 
47 See CSB web page at http://\\'Ww,csb.1v. The author thanks \iJrtms Bitans for p.ointing this out. 
4~ Alternatively, one may use a straightforward interpretation o1'a general econonuc gro\\1h \~anable, 
49 Employment data collection methods have been revised recurrently to comply WIth the El and the 

International Labour Organisation's guidelines, whIch mtroduces comparabJilty problems. Also, data an! 

often reported only since the late 1990s. 



2.3.2.2 Net foreign assets 

Net foreign assets are measured as: 

(2.13) nfa r =( CCAB J x100 
GDPLAT t 

where CCAB denotes Latvia's cumulated current account balance in the lats; GDP is in 

current prices in the lats. The initial stock of net foreign assets, from which the 

cumulated current account balance is derived, is Latvia's international investment 

position at the end of 1996. This method has a valuation bias and ignores reinvested 

earnings, yet it is the best we can do given data availability. Note that nfat is a bilateral 

concept incorporating capital inflows and outflows and its effective adjustment is not 

required. 

2.3.2.3 Terms of trade 

The terms of trade variable is the ratio of home export to import price deflators 

relative to the equivalent foreign ratio: 

(2.14) tott = In 
[DEFLEXP / DEFLl.lfP tAT 

IT [DEFLEXP / DEFL1MP ]? 
j 

where DEFLEXP (DEFLIMP) is the exports (imports) deflator with 1994Ql=1; other 

notation as in (2.11). Export and import unit values are the preferred terms of trade 

measures, but they are not available until the late 1990s. 

2.3.2.4 Trade policy 

Shifts in trade protection level are measured by the openness ratio relative to the 

equivalent foreign ratio: 

[(EXP + IMP)/ GDP LT 
(2.15) open( = In ] IT [(EXP + IMP) 'GDP ? 

j 

where EXP (IMP) is exports (imports) of goods and services; trade and GDP are given 

in current prices in the home currency of a respective country: ratios are 1994Q 1 = 1 : 

other notation as in (2.11). While a standard tool to gauge trade protection IC\'el, open/ 

is a very crude measure, For instance, traditionally an increase in open( is thought to 

mirror a reduction in tariffs and growing imports, which is expected to depreciate the 

equilibrium real exchange rate. Ho\\'cver. an increase in open, may also represent 

enhanced supply-side capabilities and a better export perfom1ance, \\hich might induce 



equilibrium appreciation. As is common in the literature, we expect that such supply

side effects will be captured by productivity variables. 50 

2.3.2.5 Fiscal policy 

Shifts in fiscal policy are measured as the ratio of government expenditure to 

GDP relative to the equivalent foreign ratio: 

(2.16) jispolt = In [GE/GDPlrAT 
IT [GE/GDP]? 

j 

where GE is government expenditure; both GE and GDP are given in current prices in 

the currency of the respective country; for GEIGDP ratios 1994Q 1 = 1; other notation as 

in (2.11). Data availability constraints preclude the separation of government 

expenditures on non-tradables and tradables in order to capture possible effects 

stemming from the bias towards non-tradables. The variable thus assumes a time

invariant proportion of non-tradables in government expenditures. 

2.3.2.6 Real interest rate differential 

Real effective interest rate differentials are measured as follows: 

(2.17) . - . -( (CPlLAT,t+1 - CPILAT,t JJ rzrdt -1 LAT t 400x 
, CPlLATt 

,,[ ( [CPT I - CPT JJ] - fWj ij.< -l400 X }~PIj.' J.' 

where i is the annualised three-month nominal interest rate on interbank loans or 

treasury bills; CPI is the ex post quarterly consumer price index, thereby implying the 

assumption of perfect foresight; other notation as in (2.11). 

2.3.2.7 Time-series properties of the fundamentals 

Figure 2.4 plots the fundamentals. Two data features stand out. Firstly, a healthy 

catch-up progress is manifested by an upward trend of prodt against the developed 

economies. Latvian labour productivity gains outstrip those in the developed economies 

in the sectors of tradables and non-tradables, as shown by the positi\e prod(Bs' Dr and 

prod(BS,N1)(. However, relatiye productivity in the sector of non-tradables has grown 

50 Fischer [2004] avoids this problem by measuring trade liberalisation using tan ff revt:nues as a 
percentage of import volume. The data used ,~Y Fischer are fr~m the TranSitIOn Report of the \'uropean 
Bank for Reconstruction and De\'elopment. 1 he frequency ot these senes IS annuaL so tht:y cannot ht: 
used in our study. CEE data limitations preclude our O\\TI construction of such senes. 



faster than in the sector of tradables, and the resulting downward trend of prod(BS)( 

rules out the BS effect from further analysis as a likely explanation of the lats' observed 

real appreciation. This is in contrast to Bitans [2002] and Kuzmina and Lobakovs 

[2004] who find that productivity in tradables grew faster than that in non-tradables. 

thus highlighting the sensitivity of the analysis to sectoral division, see Appendix 2.B. 

Secondly, the stock of net foreign assets, having risen from about null in late 

1994, has decreased below 150% of quarterly GDP and gives no impression of 

attaining a level at which it would stabilise. This reflects improving access to external 

financing. The Latvia's situation is not exceptional. In 2003Q3, Estonian, Lithuanian 

and Czech net foreign assets corresponded, respectively, to 250%, 123% and 80% of 

their quarterly GDP. 

The results of the unit root tests are reported in Table 2.4. Over the full sample. 

for the group of nine major trade partners and developed economies, ADF and PP tests 

imply thatjispolt and rirdt are 1(0), the others are 1(1). The only ambiguity arises for tott 

vis-a.-vis the nine major trade partners. To resolve the issue, we relied on the Johansen 

analysis, which under the appropriate rank restriction strongly rejected the null of tot( 

being 1(0). For the CEE economies, only jispolt is 1(0). The Johansen analysis 

confirmed that prodt and opent are 1(1), thus overruling the ambiguity. Over the small 

sample, for the group of developed economies all but rirdt are 1(1). 

Two observations are noteworthy. First, the stationarity of jispolt over the full 

sample implies an absence of permanent shifts in Latvia's fiscal policy relative to that 

in developed and CEE economies. Second, the non-stationarity of rirdt vis-a.-vis eEE 

rejects convergence between ex post real interest rates. One explanation is that of a 

non-stationary risk premium. (perhaps not for Latvia, as rirdt vis-a.-vis the developed 

economies is stationary.) 
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2.4 Specification of empirical models 

Non-stationary stochastic trends can be explained only by non-stationary 

variables. The search for cointegration is therefore based on the following x, vectors: 

(2.18) 

(2.19) 

(2.20) 

(2.21) 

(2.22) 

(2.23) 

(2.24) 

(2.18*) 

(2.19*) 

(2.20*) 

Full-sample: 1994Q4 - 2003Q3 
Vis-a-vis developed economies: 

Model A (CPI): 

Model A (CPIA): 

X t = [reercpit , nfat , prod" tott' opent ]' 

xt = ~eercpia"1ifa"prod"tot,,opent]' 

x t = [reerppi"nfa"prod"tot"opent ]' Model A (PPI): 

Vis-a-vis CEE emerging market economies: 

Model A (CPI): 

Model A (PPI): 

X t = [reercpit , 1ifat , prodt , tott' opent , rirdt ]' 

xt = [reerppi"nfa"prod"tott,open"rirdt ]' 

Vis-a-vis nine major trade partners: 

Model A (CPI): 

Model A (PPI): 

Model B (CPI): 

X t = [reercpi"nfat,prodt,tot"opent ]' 

xt = [reerppi"1ifat,prod"tot,,openrl' 

Small-sample: 1997Q 1 - 2003Q3 
Vis-a-vis developed economies: 

Model B (CPIA): 

x, = [reercpi" nfat , prod" tott' opent , jispol, ] , 

x, = [reercpia" nfa, , prod" tot" open" jispol, ] , 

x, = [reerppi" nfa" prodt, tott' open" jispol,] , Model B (PPI): 

Note that prod(BS)t is excluded from the analysis because the series are not consistent 

with the BS hypothesis. For the group of developed economies, two sets of models are 

constructed: (2.18)-(2.20) for the full sample and (2.18*)-(2.20*) for the small sample. 

This is because statistically robust cointegration for the real exchange rates vis-a-vis 

developed economies cannot be derived over the full sample. All models are estimated 

with the Johansen, two-step Engle-Granger and Banerjee et al cointegration methods. 

2.5 Empirical results 

We follow the "general to specific" dynamic specification and model reduction 

approach, see Hendry [1995]. Econometric analysis is done with PcGin: 10 package. 

The maximum lag length for the Johansen and Banerjee et al analysis in the full sample 

is set at three; the estimation sample thus extends from 1994Q4 to 2003Q3. In the small 



sample that extends from 1997Ql to 2003Q3 at most two lags are used. A comprehensive 

set of diagnostic tests confirms that the models are dynamically well-specified. 

Two sets of diagnostic tests are reported for the Johansen analysis.51 The first 

set comprises tests on the residuals of an unrestricted V AR of (2.7) with the following 

null hypotheses: (i) no serial correlation of residuals; (ii) residuals are normally 

distributed; (iii) no ARCH effects in residuals; (iv) residuals are homoskedastic. These 

tests are performed on each equation separately and (except for ARCH tests) on a 

system as a whole. Whereas there are a few instances in which the null of some of the 

tests is rejected at 5% significance level, none is rejected at 1 %, thereby confirming 

that the models are generally well-specified, see Tables 2.9-2.12. The other set 

investigates parameter stability via recursive analysis, see Figures 2.5-2.6. Recursive 

eigenvalues are relatively stable, mirroring the constancy of the parameters in 

unrestricted a and jJ. Recursive plots of the parameters in parsimonious jJ (only 

vectors comprising significant real exchange rates are reported) with ±2 standard errors 

grant a direct view of the stability of the derived co integrating vectors. Again, the 

parameters converge to a relatively stable value confirming that the models are 

adequate. 

Parsimonious co integrating vectors and loading matrices are reported in Tables 

2.13-2.19. Unless specified otherwise, all retained parameters are significant at 5% 

level at least. Cointegrating vectors are reported as equilibrium errors: for the Johansen 

method as jJ'xt-J and for the Banerjee et al method as e'xt _ 1 • For standard economic 

interpretation, when the normalised variable is moved to the equation's left-hand side, 

one must use the opposite signs to those reported. With the two-step Engle-Granger 

method, no cointegration is found for any real exchange rate; the test statistics are not 

even close to rejecting the null of unit root at the accepted significance levels.
52 

For the Johansen analysis, the Trace tests using standard and corrected statistics 

(see Tables 2.5-2.8) always disagree on the rank of fr (i.e., the number of cointegrating 

vectors). In view of the risk of spurious cointegration, equilibrium analysis is based on 

51 Diagnostic tests for the other methods are available upon request. For the Johansen analYSIS. we 
haw also performed diagnostic tests for the parsimonious VECv1s. Chow parameter stability tests (break 
point and I-step forward tests) and tests on residuals (serial correlation, normality, homoskedasticlty and 
ARCH effects) confIrmed that the short-run is adequately modelled. 

52 For the two-step Engle-Granger method, we experimented by normalising against other variables 
in x to test for alternatiw cointegrating \Tctors. For the full sample, we fmd that co integration is robustly 
confirmed With respect to tot( and occasionally \\ith respect to nja(, and coincides with the co integrating 
yector that dominates in the Johansen analysis when corrected Trace statistics are used. We also 
experimented with different combinations of fundamentals tha~ those in (2.18 H.2 .24). but did not find 
cointegrating wctors for Jny of the real effect\ye exchange rate mdlces. 
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corrected test statistics. This choice is confirmed by insignificant adjustment speed 

parameters for the real exchange rate cointegrating vectors derived via the standard Trace 

statistics version (see Table 2.13), which contradicts the Granger Representation 

Theorem. Results derived via standard Trace statistics are used to investigate tentative 

(i.e., these results are only indicative as there is no robust statistical evidence of 

co integration) links between real exchange rates and fundamentals when cointegration 

can not be derived via corrected statistics, and to investigate the reasons for the failure to 

find cointegration. The results of the Banerjee et al method are generally corroborative of 

the results obtained via the corrected Trace statistics of the Johansen method. 53
,54 They 

are robust to different lag length specifications and provide an additional support to the 

results of the Johansen analysis, which were found to be frail to lag length changes. 

Given that the Johansen analysis often rejects the null of weak exogeneity of the 

fundamentals, further discussion and construction of misalignment estimates are based 

on the results obtained via the Johansen method. We do not discuss the cointegrating 

vectors derived between the fundamentals because this exceeds the scope of this study. 

When present, such vectors are reported alongside real exchange rate cointegrating 

vectors only for completeness of regression output. Likely reasons behind endogeneity 

of fundamentals are also not investigated. 

2.5.1 Key cointegration results 

Three findings stand out. Firstly, a substantial risk to the peg's sustainability is 

revealed in the early part of the study period, but it was soon eradicated. Over the full 

sample, a robust link between the real effective exchange rate and the fundamentals can 

be established only vis-a-vis the CEE economies. The observed depreciation vis-a-vis the 

CEE currencies reflects an equilibrium adjustment and there are no major risks to the 

peg's sustainability stemming from permanent imbalances with CEE. In contrast, a 

robust link between the real effective exchange rates and the fundamentals over the full 

sample can not be established vis-a-vis the developed economies (and therefore vis-a

vis the nine major trade partners). We believe that such a result is caused by the still 

considerable degree of initial undervaluation in the early part of the sample (our estimates 

suggest about 30--500/0, see section 2.5.1.4). Small sample estimates that omit the data 

53 The disparity among the single-equatio~ cointegration methods is perhaps due to t?e. common 
factor restriction, which is rejected by the PcGlve COMF A C test. The common factor restnchon IS the 
underlying assumption in the Engle-Granger test but n.ot in the PcGive unit root test, see sect.ion 2.2.2 .. 

54 As \\'ith the two-step Engle-Granger method, \\"lth the Banerjee et al method we experimented With 
different combinations of fundamentals than those in (2.18H2.24). For the full sample, we did not find 
cointegration for any other real exchange rate but in (2.22). 



prior to 1997 confinn that the divergence between the real exchange rates and the 

fundamentals vis-a.-vis the developed economies is not pennanent and that such risks to 

the peg's sustain ability have been successfully eradicated. 

Secondly, the Latvian economy is found to be more closely integrated with CEE 

than with developed (i.e., EU core) economies, but integration with the EU 

subsequently strengthens. 55 The full sample results derived via standard Trace statistics 

indicate that trade in goods (only openness variable is significant) is the only tentative 

(evidence of cointegration is frail) link with the group of developed economies. With 

the CEE economies, interdependence during the full sample extends over goods 

(significant tott, opent) and financial markets (significant nfat, rirdt)56. Furthermore, 

adjustment towards equilibrium is considerably faster than with the developed 

economies. Integration with the core EU economies is found to strengthen later in the 

sample as robust cointegration vectors can be derived between the real exchange rates 

and the fundamentals over the small sample. 

We believe that closer integration with the CEE economies can be explained by 

their long-standing economic links, established long before transition started, and their 

structural similarity resulting from similar transitional and EU accession reforms. 57 Also, 

their similar size to Latvia makes deviations from equilibrium expensive in terms of, say, 

price competitiveness, because Latvia has been absorbing a large share of their exports. 58 

With stronger interdependence (and hence competition), adjustment might be initiated 

not only by Latvia, as is perhaps is the case with the developed economies (developments 

in Latvia are of minor importance due to its smallness, and would not be expected to 

prompt adjustment on the part of the developed economies), but also by the CEE 

partners. The dominance of trade in goods as the key factor in the early part of the 

55 The lack of a robust link between the real exchange rates and the fundamentals can be interpreted 
as a sign of weak integration, for the reason that one would expect that the real exchange rates could not 
diverge permanently from the fundamentals for closely integrated economies. Closer integration would 
be manifested in a more comprehensive set of significant fundamentals. Of course, such interpretation is 
intuitive and indirect. For direct measures of product and financial market integration, see comprehensive 
methodology reviews by Brahmbhatt [1998] and Adam et al [2002]. 

56 We control for major goods market effects that may contribute to nfar (i.e., totr and opel/,) and 
therefore nfar is expected to capture the impact predominantly due to financial markets. 

57 An investor from a transition economy might be better equipped to invest in another transition 
economy than an im'estor from a developed economy for the reason that the former might be better 

aware of transition-specific risks. 
58 This relates to Lithuania and Istonia, which dominate the CEE group. For instance. during 1994 

2003 Latvia consumed on average 11% of Lithuanian total export volume. Source: Statistics Lithuania. 

http://\\'\\\\'.std.lt . 



sample vis-a.-vis the developed economies illustrates that it is easier to establish trade 

than financial links, which require a more sophisticated economic infrastructure. 59 

Thirdly, over the small sample controlling for regulated prices remoyes an 

otherwise significant productivity effect for CPI-deflated real effective exchange rates 

vis-a.-vis the group of developed economies. It implies that productivity growth60 has 

not directly contributed to the real exchange rate appreciation. The effect is propagated 

indirectly via regulated prices. This result contradicts the previous literature on the lats. 

suggesting that ignoring the role of regulated prices in the earlier studies might have led 

them to obtain spurious results. Our result does not support earlier concerns that rapid 

economic growth has threatened price and exchange rate stability. 

Next, these results are discussed in detail vis-a.-vis each country group. 

2.5.1.1 Developed economies: models (2.18)-(2.20) and (2.18*)-(2.20*) 

The fundamentals cannot provide a statistically robust explanation of the long-run 

stochastic trends of reercpit, reercpiat and reerppit over the full sample. Tentative 

equilibrium errors derived via standard Trace statistics suggest two likely explanations, 

see Figure 2.7 and Table 2.13, and section 2.5.1.4. One is a large initial undervaluation 

that visually seems to be eradicated only in 1996. It is consistent with a slowing of 

inflation, see the effective price index in Figure 2.3. The other is weak integration with 

the EU - only one fundamental (openness variable that captures trade in goods) is 

significant. Visually, the derived equilibrium errors do not suggest a permanent 

divergence between the real effective exchange rates and the fundamentals and seem to 

be mean reverting after 1997. To examine the possibility that the no-cointegration 

hypothesis is not rejected because of the inappropriate assumption of linear adjustment 

towards equilibrium, Kapetanios et aI's [2005] test of non-linear cointegration is 

executed on the equilibrium errors derived via standard Trace statistics. We employ 

their F NEC and F*NEC tests with the null hypothesis of no cointegration and the 

alternative of a globally stationary ESTR cointegration. Both tests do not reject the null 

for all types of the real exchange rates at any reasonable significance levels (results are 

available upon request). We also execute Engle-Granger tests on the equilibrium errors 

derived via standard Trace tests. These tests provide the only (though very weak) 

statistical evidence of a systematic link between the real effectiye exchange rates and 

59 It is consistent with the analysis reported in Chapter 4 showing that financial interdependence with 
dn'doped economies becomes increasingly prominent only in the post-Russian crisis penod, 

60 Or economic gro\\1h, see (2.12), 
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the fundamentals: at 10% significance level the null of unit root is marginally rejected 

for (2.18) and (2.19), and marginally not rejected for (2.20), see Table 2.18. 

We omit the data prior to 1997 and estimate models (2.18*)-(2.20*) over the 

small sample. These results confirm the inference from "visual econometrics" that 

divergence between the real effective exchange rates and the fundamentals is not 

permanent and that such risks to the peg's sustainability have been eradicated. 

Strengthening integration with the EU core economies is demonstrated by a considerable 

increase in the real effective exchange rate sensitivity to shifts in openness (from -0.86, -

0.68 and -0.56 for the full sample to -1.09, -0.89 and -0.87 for the small sample for 

reercpit, reercpiat and reerppit, respectively) and emerging significance of prod(, tott, 

jispolt series. Rising tott and opent depreciate, whereas rising prodt and jispolt are found 

to appreciate reercpit, reercpiat and reerppit . Perhaps due to use of a shorter and more 

recent sample, our point estimates are rather different from those in the earlier studies, 

see Table 2.1. Our terms of trade parameters imply that the real exchange rates are about 

three times more responsive than estimated in the earlier studies~ openness parameters are 

close to the top range of the earlier estimates~ fiscal policy shifts are found to have the 

opposite effect to those in the earlier studies. Perhaps this indicates that for fiscal policy 

the medium-term rather than the long-run effect is estimated. 

The most interesting finding relates to productivity. According to our estimates, 

reercpit and reerppit elasticity to productivity growth is 0.44 and 0.34, which is less than 

half the earlier estimates. While such differences could be the result of different samples 

and productivity variables, it is more interesting to find that the significance of the 

productivity effect disappears when we control for regulated prices, see reercpit and 

reercpiat results. Data availability constraints preclude analogous analysis for reerppit. 

However, the overall frailty of the productivity effect is confirmed using the BaneIjee et 

al analysis, where the insignificance of productivity variables is the only considerable 

difference with the Johansen analysis, compare Tables 2.16 and 2.19. 

This implies that economic growth per se does not directly contribute to price and 

exchange rate instability. The propagation mechanism seems to be indirect and to work 

via regulated prices. One likely explanation is that the Latvian authorities may tend to 

increase regulated prices when growth accelerates. Such policy choices bypass 

bottlenecks in the market propagation mechanisms (e.g., due to labour market 

imperfections) and yield exchange rate appreciation. If this hypothesis is correct, credit 

must be given to the authorities, as price rises have been in line \\"ith shifts in 
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fundamentals (i.e., cointegration for CPI- and PPI-deflated real exchange rates that 

include the regulated price effects) and have not compromised the stability of the peg. 

The adjustment speed parameters for reercpit, reercpiat and reerppit series are 

respectively -0040, -0.63, -0.27, which corresponds to a half-life of about two, one and 

two and a half quarters. These adjustment speeds are above the average of about three 

and a half quarters found in the earlier linear cointegration studies, a factor which, we 

believe, reflects the strengthened integration with the EU in a more recent sample. In line 

with prior expectations, regulated prices are found to delay adjustment towards 

equilibrium. 

Finally, the insignificance of njat, which is to capture the role of financial 

markets, could be explained by the observation that capital inflows in Latvia have often 

taken a form of foreign direct investment, which is not particularly responsive to the 

risk premium channel. The relative isolation of the Latvian financial markets from 

global markets (see Chapter 4) in the pre-Russian crisis period may have contributed to 

this result. 

2.5.1.2 CEE emerging market economies: models (2.21 )-(2.22) 

A co integrating relationship between reercpit and the fundamentals can be 

established neither by the Johansen method using corrected Trace statistics, nor by 

single-equation methods. Plots of normalised variables and fitted values of four 

co integrating vectors identified by standard Trace statistics confirm that three of them 

are spurious. The only remotely well-specified cointegrating vector does not contain 

significant real effective exchange rate series, see Table 2.14. The utter insignificance 

of reercpit parameters in the derived cointegrating vectors precludes deriving even 

tentative equilibrium errors to guide towards likely sub-sample analysis as vis-a-vis the 

developed economies.61 The plot of reercpit in Figure 2.3 suggests that one possibility is 

to split the series in 1999, but such small samples would make econometric analysis 

impossible. In view of the fact that we have captured all major fundamentals and that a 

co integrating relationship with the same fundamentals can be derived for reerppi" one 

reason for no cointegration must be the regulated prices that are known to have a major 

influence on CPI dynamics in CEE. As noted above, data availability constraints 

preclude controlling for such effects. 

A robust link can be established between the fundamentals and reerppit. The 

SIgns derived are consistent with economic theory: impro\'ement in nfat and tot l 

61 Lik\.'\\'ise, it precludes using Kapetanios et aI's [2005] non-linear cointegration test. 



appreciates while larger opent and rirdt yield real effective exchange rate depreciation. 

Notice that terms of trade shifts have the opposite effect to that estimated vis-a-\"is the 

developed economies, which implies that the adjustment is group-specific.62 Productiyity 

effects, prodt, are insignificant. Exceptional robustness of this result is confirmed by the 

fact that the co integrating vector of the Banerjee et al approach comprises the same 

variables and similar parameter estimates. The estimated adjustment speed coefficient 

of -0.28 corresponds to a half-life of about two and a half quarters. 

2.5.1.3 Nine major trade partners: models (2.23}-(2.24) 

Given the developed economies' dominant share, robust cointegrating vectors 

over the full sample can not be derived for reercpit and reerppit. Tentative cointegrating 

vectors derived via standard Trace statistics are almost identical to those for developed 

economies for reercpit and a mix of the country group results for reerppit, see Table 

2.15. Engle-Granger tests executed on these equilibrium errors do not reject the null of 

a unit root at 10% significance level, see Table 2.18. Not to reiterate the analysis above, 

we refrain from further discussion of these results. Considering the group results, it is 

rational to presume without further sub-sample estimations that there are no major risks 

to the peg's sustainability in the small sample vis-a-vis the nine major trade partners. 

2.5.1.4 Currency misalignment estimates 

A major problem that arises when determining the size of misalignment is the 

reference point. The Trace test requires that the equilibrium errors, P\-l' are stationary 

and it is not concerned with the size of the error. 63 A scaling factor or a constant must 

therefore be devised to adjust the level of the equilibrium errors. Two methods are 

employed. First, we apply a standard assumption that errors are, on average, zero. Some 

support for this assumption is provided by the peg's survival throughout the sample. The 

resulting equilibrium real effective exchange rate is labelled as BEER and the 

misalignment as mis_BEER. Second, we use counterfactual analysis to identify a period 

when the real exchange rate is believed to have been in equilibrium and adjust the errors 

by bringing the observed and equilibrium rates to a par on average during this period. 

6~ One likely explanation is that import price elasticity of demand is different for each group, 
reflecting group-wise differences in the composition of Latvian foreign trade. A detailed analysis of this 
result requires an analysis of trade price elasticities, which exceeds the scope of this study. 

63 Co integration space specifications of types 3 and 4 (see notes to Table 2.~) do not include an 
intercept. Bringing an intercept into the cointegrating vector from the short-run part of the model ~y be 
impossible because in some instances we find it statistically insignificant. At the same time, unadjusted 
misalignment estimates are too large to be plausible. 
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The counterfactual equilibrium rate IS labelled as CBEER and the misalignment as 

mis CBEER. 

A standard criterion used in the literature to pinpoint the equilibrium period is 

when the current account is fully financed by foreign direct investment (FDI). see 

Egert, Halpern and MacDonald [2004] and references therein. As shown in Table 2.20. 

Table 2.20. Counterfactual analysis: misalignment estimates 
Relative price levels and GDP per capita 

FD I and Current account balances 
OLS estimated regression line on 1996 data: 
Price level = 24.98 + 0.73(GDP per capita) 

FDI Current Discrepancy, Actual Actual Price level Discrepancy, 
inflow as account (-) means GDP pnce according (-) means 

%of balance over- per capita level to the under-
GDP as % of valuation as %of as % of regreSSIOn valuation 

GDP EU-15 EU-15 
(a) (b) (a - b) (a) (b) (a - b) 

1994 n.a. 5.50 n.a. 26.55 n.a. 44.36 n.a. 
1995 4.01 -0.40 3.61 26.24 36.7 44.14 -7.44 
1996 7.44 -5.45 1.99 27.04 40.5 44.72 -4.22 
1997 9.26 -6.14 3.12 28.93 45.2 46.10 -0.90 
1998 5.84 -10.60 -4.75 29.76 46.6 46.70 -0.10 
1999 5.21 -9.76 -4.55 30.13 49.1 46.98 2.12 
2000 5.73 -6.92 -1.20 31.51 55.4 47.98 7.42 
2001 2.13 -9.57 -7.44 33.38 56.3 49.34 6.96 
2002 4.57 -7.63 -3.06 34.82/ 54.2p 50.40 3.80 

Source: FDI and current account data from the Bank of Latvia; GDP per capita data from Eurostat 2004 
Yearbook; price level data on [mal consumption by private households from Eurostat at http://epp. 
eurostat.cec.eu.intiportaVpage? pageid=1090,1137 397& dad=portal& schema=PORTAL; / means a 
forecast; p means that the data are provisional. The comparison analysis stops at 2002 because no price 
level data are available for 2003 in the Eurostat 2004 Yearbook. 

until 1998 FDI in Latvia exceeded current account deficits (undervaluation is likely), 

but fell short thereafter (overvaluation is likely). As an exact break-even period can not be 

identified, we assume that during 1997-8 the lats was, on average, in equilibrium. 

Another widely used approach is to identify an equilibrium period by examining the 

relationship between per capita income (in PPP units) and price levels. In Table 2.20, 

such cross-section regression of a country's price level and GDP per capita is reported 

for the 1996 data comprising the EU-25 (except Latvia, the Czech Republic and 

Malta), Iceland, Norway, Japan and the US. 64 With the assumption that, on average, the 

relationship was in equilibrium for this set of countries, the discrepancy bet\\ccn 

Latvia's actual price level and the one implied by the regression is calculated as an 

indicator of a deviation from equilibrium. Based on these assumptions, the lats reached 

64 The resulting misalignment is sensitive to the choice of the reference set. We limit subjectlyity by 
usin p the set of countries used for international comparison in the Eurostat 2004 Yearbook. 
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its equilibrium level in 1998. Both counterfactual approaches yield similar scaling 

factors and hence only the latter is used. 65 

Figures 2.7 and 2.8 plot the observed and equilibrium real effective exchange 

rates, and misalignments for the full sample and small sample, respectively. 

First consider the misalignment estimates vis-a-vis the developed economies. 

While cointegration can not be robustly established in the full sample, the cointegrating 

vector comprising only opent explains the lats' dynamics from 1997 onwards 

surprisingly well, thus revealing the importance of trade links. Note that scaling factors 

create a corridor bounded by BEER from below and CBEER from above. If these 

corridors are viewed as comfort zones, observing that the real effective exchange rates 

have fluctuated within them during most of the study period suggests that the lats has 

been fairly priced. As indicated earlier, it is likely that the unexplained appreciation in 

the early part of the sample is a correction for initial undervaluation. If so, in late 1994 

the lats' initial undervaluation vis-a-vis the currencies of the developed economies was 

still about 30-400/0 for reercpiat and reerppit, and 40-50% for reercpit . These are 

considerably higher than Bitans' [2002] estimates but consistent with the equilibrium 

dollar wage estimates of Krajnyak and Zettelmeyer [1998], recall section 2.2.3. 

Estimates over the small sample suggest that this misalignment was probably temporary. 

Overvaluation of about 5% in 2003 is not expected to have a destabilising effect on out

of-sample price and exchange rate stability. The likely destabilising impact is 

diminished by the endogeneity of fundamentals as they carry out part of the adjustment. 

Vis-a-vis the group of nine major trade partners, the misalignment dynamics 

mirror those of the developed economies: an initial undervaluation is followed by a 

swift correction. 

The predominant impression ofPPI-deflated equilibrium rates vis-a-vis the CEE 

economies is that they are more volatile than the observed real effective exchange rates, 

particularly in the early part of the sample.66 The amplitude of misalignment is 

comparable to that for developed economies over the small sample: it ranges from 

65 Counterfactual equilibrium period estimates are misalignment estimates in their own right, e.g., 
see De Broek and Sl0k [2001]. There is a controversy in the literature as to whether FOI from one-off 
privatisation operations should be excluded. from the .~ata or not. Also,. it is recognised. that current 
aCColmt deficits are to some extent a necess1ty of trans1tion rather than a s1gn of overvaluation, e.g., see 
Bussiere et al [2004] and Berns and JOnsson [2003]. The approach comparing per capita income and price 
levels relies on the BS framework, which has a poor empirical record. In view of the ambiguities, we use 
cOtmterfactual estimates only to derive scaling factors. However, fmding that two ditTerent approaches find 
largely the same equilibrium period provides some assurance that these estimates should not be wildly off 

the mark. 



about 15% undervaluation in 1995, to 10% overvaluation in the aftennath of the 1998 

Russian crisis. Overall, the lats was undervalued or fairly valued before the Russian 

crisis. Prolonged overvaluation following the Russian crisis was relatively minor. In 

2003, estimates point to an overvaluation of about 3%. Differences in the two scaling 

factors are trivial. 

2.6 Concluding remarks 

This study investigates whether the long-run stochastic trends of the lats' real 

exchange rate can be explained by economic fundamentals, and whether there have 

been instances (there is a risk) of sizeable and prolonged misalignments that have 

endangered the (may endanger the future) sustainability of the exchange rate regime. 

For this reason, real exchange rates vis-a.-vis ten major trade partners are examined. In 

constructing the real exchange rates, three price deflators are used: CPI, PPI, and CPIA 

where Latvia's CPI is adjusted for jumps in regulated prices. Following a preliminary 

analysis of bilateral real exchange rates, meticulous analysis is perfonned on the real 

effective exchange rates vis-a.-vis three country groups: (i) developed economies; (ii) 

CEE emerging market economies; (iii) nine major trade partners combining the above 

two groups. 

Theoretically, we adopt the BEER approach, see Clark and MacDonald [1999]. 

Specific features of the Latvian economy, data availability and prior empirical evidence 

guide our selection of economic fundamentals. Econometric modelling is based on the 

system cointegration approach of Johansen [1988, 1995] and single-equation methods 

of two-step Engle-Granger [1987] and Banerjee et al [1993]. The non-linear 

cointegration tests of Kapetanios et al [2005] are employed. The analysis is performed 

on the longest data sample in the literature to date. 

The main findings of this chapter are: 

1. Data characteristics. The real exchange rates of the lats have routinely 

appreciated vis-a.-vis the currencies of all developed economies. As for emerging 

market economies, it has appreciated vis-a.-vis the Polish zloty, depreciated vis-a.-vis 

the Estonian kroon and the Lithuanian litas, and somewhat appreciated (depreciated) 

\'is-a.-vis the Russian rouble when CPI (PPI) is used as a price deflator. CPI-deflated 

real exchange rates exhibit larger appreciation (or less depreciation) than PPI-deflated 

66 The plotted equilibrium rate and misalignment estimate~ compr~se rird,. We computed analogous 
estimates bv excluding the impact of rird, from the denved comtegratmg vector. The results are slmIlar 

to those with rird, and are not reported. 



real exchange rates. The gap is especially large vis-a.-vis the set of developed 

economies, a factor that has been typically attributed to the BS effect. Such an 

inference is misleading and, as shown by CPIA-deflated exchange rates, most of the 

gap is due to adjustments in regulated prices, not sectoral productivity differentials. 

2. Misalignment risks. The observed depreciation vis-a.-vis the group of 

CEE currencies reflects equilibrium adjustment and there are no major risks found to the 

peg's sustainability stemming from permanent imbalances with CEE. A substantial risk 

to price and exchange rate stability (and thus the peg's sustainability) is revealed in the 

early part of the study period vis-a.-vis the group of the developed economies, but the 

misalignment is temporary. We believe that it reflects a correction of the initial 

undervaluation, which we estimate at about 30-40% for CPIA- and PPI- and 40-50% for 

CPI-deflated real exchange rates at the end of 1994. By 1997 the initial undervaluation is 

fully eradicated. For 2003Q3 our estimates suggest that the lats is overvalued by about 

50/0 vis-a.-vis the group of developed economies and by about 3% vis-a.-vis the group of 

CEE economies. Such misalignments are minor and do not pose major threats to the 

peg's out-of-sample sustainability. 

3. Economic fundamentals. Latvia is found to be more closely integrated 

with CEE than with the EU core economies, but integration with the EU subsequently 

strengthens. Vis-a.-vis the group of CEE economies, interdependence throughout the 

entire study period is found to extend over the goods' and financial markets: the lats is 

found to appreciate in response to improvements in terms of trade and net foreign 

assets, and depreciate as openness grows and real interest rate differentials widen. Vis

a.-vis the group of developed economies, in the early part of the sample only the goods' 

market (via openness) has a systematic impact on the lats. Integration with the EU core 

economies strengthens later in the sample when the lats is found to depreciate in 

response to improvements in terms of trade and growing openness, and appreciate in 

response to an expansive fiscal policy. To limit real appreciation, a restrictive fiscal 

policy (relative to that of trade partners) must be implemented. 

4. Regulated prices. Controlling for regulated prices removes a signiticant 

productivity effect for CPI-deflated real effective exchange rate of the lats vis-a-vis the 

group of developed economies. Our result implies that productivity (or general 

economic) growth has not contributed directly to the real exchange rate appreciation. 

The effect is indirect and propagates through regulated prices. This contradicts the 

earlier literature and suggests that not controlling for regulated prices in the earlier 

studies may have led them to obtain spurious results. If our result is to persist out-of-



sample, Latvia's economic policy must not be overly concerned about the risks of 

productivity catch-up threatening the attainment of the Maastricht exchange rate and 

price stability criteria. 



Appendix 2.A: Fundamentals: theoretical considerations 

Some of the possible links between fundamentals and real exchange rates are 

highlighted and further references are provided. For a thorough discussion, see Froot and 

Rogoff [1995], Hinkle and Montiel [1999], Egert [2004], and Egert, Halpern and 

MacDonald [2004]. 

Productivity can affect the equilibrium real exchange rate through a number of 

channels. The most prominent is the Balassa-Samuelson (BS) effect, which establishes 

a supply-side link via sectoral productivity differences at horne and abroad, see Balassa 

[1964], Samuelson [1964].67 Concisely, ifin the open sector the Law of One Price holds 

and wages are determined by productivity, higher productivity growth in the open (i.e., 

tradables') than in the sheltered (i.e., non-tradables') sector raises overall horne price 

level through inflation of the non-tradables' prices by the reason of wage equalisation 

across the sectors. It is termed the "internal transmission mechanism". Hence, if 

productivity growth differential for the open and sheltered sectors at horne is larger 

than abroad, horne price level rises faster than that abroad and, ceteris paribus, the 

equilibrium rate appreciates. It is termed the "external transmission mechanism". Since 

PPI and CPI are used to gauge prices in the open and sheltered sectors, the BS effect 

may explain why CPI- and PPI-deflated real exchange rates have different stochastic 

trends, and why CPI-deflated rate is inconsistent with PPP. While the model assumes 

that the Law of One Price holds for tradables, when PPI has a non-tradable component, 

the BS effect may also explain permanent shifts in PPI-deflated real exchange rates. 

Fischer [2004] extends the BS model showing that productivity shifts may 

propagate via investment demand. Specifically, productivity gains in any sector may raise 

investment demand, subsequently (if investment goods have a non-tradable component) 

raising prices of non-tradables and appreciating equilibrium real exchange rate. 

New Open Economy Macroeconomics models show that productivity gains in 

the open sector may have an ambiguous impact on the real exchange rates due to the 

horne bias (i.e., horne and foreign-produced tradables are not perfect substitutes). While 

the real exchange rate may still appreciate via the BS effect, bias towards home goods 

may depreciate real exchange rate through the effect on the prices of home-produced 

67 As shO\\"l1 in Egert, Halpern and MacDonald [2004], the BS effect can be deriwd in terms of total 
factor producti\'ity and a\'t~rage labour producti\·ity. Due to a\'ailability and quality constraints of capital 
stock data, empirically the BS effect is oftell derived in le\'els on the basis of the average labour 
productivity. This is the approach followed in the current study. 
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tradables, see MacDonald and Ricci [2002], Beningo and Thoenissen [2003]. 

Overwhelming CEE evidence suggests that the depreciation effect is very unlikely. 

Net foreign assets are vital from the perspective of a stock-flow consistent 

framework where the equilibrium real exchange rate ensures a sustainable international 

investment position. Net foreign asset position is viewed to be driven by detenninants 

of national savings and investment. The literature identifies two key propagation 

channels: risk premium and balance of payments, see European Central Bank [2002]. 

The first channel is related to the portfolio balance considerations: as the net foreign 

asset position worsens, investors require higher yield to compensate for growing risk. 

At given interest rates, a rise in a risk premium requires depreciation. The other channel 

relates to the accumulation of a foreign debt: a larger debt raises servicing costs that 

must be offset by current account surpluses, which can be achieved through devaluation 

to enhance price competitiveness of exports. The long-run equilibrium real exchange 

rate therefore must be positively related to a country's net foreign assets. 

The medium-tenn is characterised by the adjustment of net foreign assets 

towards their desired level. If a country desires a negative stock of net foreign assets,68 

it may run current account deficits and experience real exchange rate appreciation, see 

Egert, Lahreche-Revil and Lommatzsch [2004]. The qualitative effect of the shifts in 

net foreign assets on the real exchange rate is thus a priori indeterminate and depends 

on country characteristics and the period under investigation (i.e., on the extent of the 

small sample problem). 

Terms of trade can have an ambiguous effect, see Edwards [1994]. For instance, 

terms of trade improvements may shift home production away from non-tradables and 

towards tradables. Arising excess demand for non-tradables, ceteris paribus, may raise 

home price level relative to that abroad thereby causing appreciation. Terms of trade 

improvements may also affect the trade balance, which alters the equilibrium via the 

net foreign asset position. The qualitative effect on the balance of trade depends on 

import price elasticity of demand at home and abroad and is therefore ambiguous. 

Trade potier may affect consumption patterns. The traditional view holds that 

for a small economy a fall in tariffs should result in the equilibrium real exchange rate 

depreciation to maintain its external balance, as lower tariffs will typically result in a 

substitution towards imports and thus worsening trade balance, e.g., see Edwards [199'+]. 

68 Growth potential unleashed by structural reforms often cannot be financed entirely by domestic 
savings but accumulation of foreign liabilities may lag behind. 
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Fiscal policy. Frankel and Mussa's [1988] asset market/ balance of payments 

model captures the stock-flow effects defining the long-run as a steady state when 

interest earnings on net foreign assets are offset by trade imbalance. Fiscal expansion, 

ceteris paribus, worsens the net foreign asset position and depreciates the real exchange 

rate, provided that the expansion is permanent. In the medium-term, expansion can 

have the opposite effect: the real exchange rate may appreciate due to higher interest 

rates or demand-pushed inflation. Another likely effect is via non-tradables' prices due 

to the hypothesis that government expenditures are biased towards non-tradables. 

Specifically, an increase in government expenditures may create excess demand for 

non-tradables, thus rising home price level and appreciating the real exchange rate. 

Rogoff [1992] points out, however, that such effect must be transitory and affect the 

exchange rate only to the extent that capital and labour are not mobile across sectors. 

Real interest rate differential is a standard fundamental in the real exchange rate 

analysis, see MacDonald [1997, 2002], Taylor and Sarno [2001], Maeso-Fernandez et al 

[2002] among many others. While typically it is viewed as a medium-term factor to 

capture fluctuations via interest rate parity, some argue that risk premium contained in 

the real interest rate differential may affect investment decisions and therefore the long

run real exchange rate. Empirical treatment of the real interest rate differential is 

therefore ambiguous. Although it is always included in the co integrating vectors 

alongside other fundamentals, when deriving the long-run equilibrium real exchange 

rates, some authors remove the impact of the real interest rate differential by restricting its 

parameter to zero whereas others do not. 

To illustrate the link between the real exchange rate and interest rate differentiaL 

we follow Clark and MacDonald [1999]. Consider risk-adjusted uncovered interest rate 

parity: 

(Appendix 2.A.l) Et(~rt+J= (it -i;)-1l"t 

where 1'( is the natural logarithm of the nominal exchange rate defined in units of the 

home currency per unit of foreign currency; it (i;) denotes a nominal home (foreign) 

interest rate; ~ is the first difference operator; Et is the expectations operator at time 

t, 1l"t is a risk premium. By subtracting the expected inflation differential 

E ( A ) E (~.p' ) from both sides, uncovered real interest rate parity can be t D.Pt+1 - t t+1 

rearranged as: 

(Appendix 2.A.2) 
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where qt = Pt - rt - P; is the real exchange rate; Pt is the natural logarithm of a price 

index; irt = it - E t (~Pt+I) is the real rate of interest rate, i.e., Fisher equation. (Clark and 

MacDonald [1999] use this model to derive the BEER assuming that Et(ql+J is the 

unobservable fundamentals-driven long-run equilibrium real exchange rate.) The real 

interest rate differential (risk premium) is positively (negatively) related to the real 

exchange rate. Since there are no reliable risk premium proxies, empirically risk

unadjusted real interest rate differential is typically used. It is a combination of both 

effects and thus any sign can be expected. 

Propagation mechanisms of different fundamentals may overlap. For instance, 

shifts in tenns of trade at least partly propagate via trade balance, which feeds into net 

foreign assets. Yet, it might not be appropriate to use net foreign assets as a compound 

proxy of other fundamentals for three reasons. Firstly, a compound variable may not 

encompass individual effects fully. For instance, for the tenns of trade shifts, net 

foreign assets do not capture the price effect from shifts in production across the 

sectors. Secondly, it is likely that the real exchange rate is systematically related only to 

some of the fundamentals contributing to the evolution of net foreign assets. If a 

compound variable is used, those fundamentals that do not have such link may 

overwhelm the impact of those that have, and thereby make it impossible to identify 

any cointegrating relationship. Thirdly, for policy analysis, it is vital to identify the causes 

of the real exchange rate shifts. It is not possible when a compound variable is used. 

Finally, the above considerations assume that the fundamentals are exogenous, 

while they are likely to be endogenous. One such situation is a combination of a 

currency overvaluation and a slow real exchange rate adjustment towards equilibrium 

due to sticky prices and a fixed nominal exchange rate. In order to facilitate the 

adjustment towards equilibrium and attainment of a sustainable net foreign asset 

position, a proactive government may initiate fiscal tightening, thereby endogenousing 

the fundamentals. Another example is the model of Grafe and Wyplosz [1997] where, 

due to imperfections in labour and financial markets, the real exchange rate 

appreciation drives productivity by means of forcing the state-owned sector into 

bankruptcy and transferring resources to the more productive private sector. 



Appendix 2.8: The 8alassa-5amuelson (85) effect in Latvia 

The evidence on the BS effect (see Appendix 2.A) in Latvia is flimsy and 

limited. In the literature on the equilibrium real exchange rates of the lats, Bitans 

[2002] is the only time-series study to test for the external transmission mechanism; he 

finds positive evidence. Other studies find elements of the model at work or reject the 

hypothesis altogether. The key source of this ambiguity is the sectoral classification of 

open and sheltered sectors, and distinction between market-determined and non-market 

(i.e., regulated) non-tradable prices.69 

The BS effect has been more carefully examined in the inflation literature. 

Bitans et al [2000] is one of the first studies to address this issue. Using the two-step 

Engle-Granger method, they correlate sectoral labour productivity differentials with 

relative prices and confirm the existence of the internal transmission mechanism for the 

period from 1994Ql to 2000Q2. Non-tradables are defined to include the sectors where 

regulated prices have little influence: wholesale and retail (G), restaurants and hotels 

(H), and construction (F).70 Manufacturing (D) represents tradables; the other sectors 

are omitted. Relative prices are constructed accordingly. Using the same econometric 

approach but somewhat different selection of sectors, Nipers [2004] confirms this result 

for the sample extending from 1995Ql to 2003Q3. Tradable sectors include agriculture, 

hunting and forestry (A), fishing (B), and manufacturing (D). The other sectors -

except for mining and quarrying (C), electricity, gas and water supply (E), public 

administration and defence, and compulsory social security (L) - are non-tradable. 

Thus, Bitans et al [2000] and Nipers [2004] (at least partially) control for regulated 

prices, see footnote 39. Both studies estimate the pass-through from sectoral 

productivity to relative prices in the neighbourhood of 100%. However, none of these 

studies attempts to estimate the external transmission mechanism. 

The most comprehensive analysis to date is by Kuzmina and Lobakovs [2004]. 

For the sample extending from 1996Ql to 2003Q2, two sets oftradables' sectors are 

69 Distinction between open and closed sectors is vague and changing. For instance, services sector 
(traditionally considered to be non-tradable) is increasingly exposed to international trade - in 2003 
about a quarter of the Latvian total foreign trade turnover was in services. 

The BS effect propagates through market-determined non-tradable prices. When aggregate non
tradable price indices are used, it is necessary to control for regulated prices because they may subdue 
the signal from the market-determined non-tradable prices. 

J'gert et al [2003] investigate the BS effect for nine CEE countries (including Latvia) for the period 
from 1995Ql to 2000Q4. Using panel cointegration tests for various sectoral labour productivity and price 
measures that control for regulated prices. they find that the BS effect may have had a very limited role to 
play in the price kve I convergence and the real exchange rate appreciation. 

70 Sectors identified according to NACE classification. 
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chosen: (i) A, B, C, and D; and (ii) C and D. All other sectors are assumed to be non

tradable. Deflators are calculated accordingly; the effect of regulated prices is not 

controlled for. Using the two-step Engle-Granger method, they regress Latvia's relatiye 

prices on home sectoral labour productivity differential (i.e., the internal transmission 

mechanism) and the lats' real effective exchange rate on sectoral labour producti\"ity 

differential vis-a.-vis to that abroad (i.e., the external transmission mechanism). They 

find cointegration neither for the internal nor external transmission mechanisms, and 

reject the BS effect. Impact of any other fundamentals is not modelled. The reason for 

the failure of the internal transmission mechanism is that some of the model's 

assumptions do not hold. For instance, they seem to reject that wages in the open sector 

follow productivity and that wages equalise across the sectors. Existence of the external 

transmission mechanism is tested for the lats' real effective exchange rate vis-a.-vis 

Germany, Great Britain, and Sweden. 

Overall, the results on the internal transmission mechanism are very delicate. 

Controlling for regulated prices is important, as it seems to drive the significance of the 

results in Bitans et al [2000] and Nipers [2004]. Similar factors are likely to be 

important for the external transition mechanism. It is impossible to establish whether 

the differences in Bitans [2002] and Kuzmina and Lobakovs [2004] result from 

different samples, differences in relative price constructs or division of open! sheltered 

sectors because Bitans [2002] does not report his division of sectors. 



Appendix 2.C: Data sources 

Sources: the Bank of Latvia (BoL), Central Statistical Bureau of Latvia (CSB), 
Datastream (DS), International Financial Statistics (IPS). 
Sample: 1994Q1 to 2003Q3. 

Exchange rates vis-a-vis the Latvian lats 
Type: market spot rates, end-quarter. 
Source: BoL except for the Polish zloty before December 1996. Until December 1996 
the lats to zloty exchange rate is constructed as a cross rate from the lats to pound 
sterling and the zloty to pound sterling end of quarter market spot rates that are 
retrieved from DS. 

Price indices 
Type: Consumer Price Index (CPI) and Producer Price Index (PPI), quarterly. 
Source: IPS country lines [64 ... ZF ... J for CPI-type and country lines [63 ... ZF ... J for 
PPI-type price indices. Latvian data obtained from CSB and BoL. 

Type: exports and imports deflators, quarterly. 
Source: data for CEE from national statistics offices, data for developed economies are 
from IFS country lines [76 ... ZF ... J for exports and [76.X.ZF ... J for imports deflators. 

Trade volumes 
Type: Latvian foreign trade in commodities by country (exports and imports), monthly. 
Source: CSB. 

Type: exports and imports of goods and services, quarterly. 
Source: IFS country lines [90C .. ZF ... J for exports and [98C .. ZF ... J for imports. 

Output 
Type: GDP in current prices and output of the traded goods' sector, quarterly. 
Source: IPS unless indicated otherwise, data codes in brackets. 

Country 

Latvia 
Estonia 
Lithuania 
Poland 
Russia 

Denmark 
Finland 
Germany 
The Netherlands 
Sweden 
Great Britain 

Real GDP 
(GDP in current prices, GDP deflator) 

[94699B .. ZF ... ], [94199BIPZF ... ] 
[94699B .. ZF ... ], [93999BIPZF ... ] 
[94699B..ZF ... ], [94699BIPZF ... ] 
[94699B .. ZF ... ], [96499BIPZF ... ] 
[92299BP.ZF ... ], [RSOCP009F] 
this is CPI because GDP deflator 

is not available 
[12899B .. ZF ... ], [12899BIPZF ... ] 
[17299B .. ZF ... ], [17299BIPZF .. ] 

[13499B.CZF ... ]. [13499BIRZF ... ] 
[13899B.CZF ... ], [13899BIRZF ... ] 
[14499B .. ZF ... ], [14499BIPZF ... ] 

[11299B.CZF ... J, [11299BIRZF ... ] 

Output of the tradable sector, 
(industry or manufacturing) 

CSB, industry 
n.a. 
n.a. 
n.a. 
n.a. 

DS [DK102017D], industry 
DS [FNOACT03D], industry 
DS [BDOACT03D], industry 
DS [NLICCDEVC], industry 

DS [SDIPMAN.H], manufacturing 
DS [UKOPR038G], manufacturing 

volume index and "seed value" from 
Economic Trends (UK Statistics) 
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Employment 
Type: total employment and industrial (or manufacturing) employment, quarterly. 
Source: DS unless indicated otherwise, data codes in brackets. 

Country Total employment Employment in the tradable sector 
(industry or manufacturing) 

Latvia [L VEMPTOTP] IFS industrial employment index 
[94167 ... ZF ... ], "seed value" from CSB 

Estonia [EOEMPTOTP] n.a. 
Lithuania [LNEMPTOTP] n.a. 

Poland [POOEM019P] n.a. 
Russia [RSOEM039P] n.a. 

Denmark [DKOEM019P] [DKEMPMANF], manufacturing 
Finland [FNEMPTOTP] [FNOEM031P], industry 

Germany [BDEMPTOTP] [BDEMPINDP], industry 
The Netherlands [NLEMPTOQP] [NLEMPTMUP]+[NLEMPTMNP]+ 

[NLEMPTELP], industry 
Sweden [SDEMPTOTP] [SDOEM031P], industry 

Great Britain [UKMGRN .. ] UK Statistics FR:Tab 5, manufacturing 

Three-month nominal interest rates 
Type: T -bills or interbank, quarterly. 
Source: DS unless indicated otherwise, data codes in brackets. 

Country Source Type; comments 
Latvia IFS [94160C..ZF ... ] T -bills; for missing data of 1994Q 1 value 

of 1994Q2 is used; missing data for 
2002Ql, Q2, Q4 and 2003Q3 calculated as 
averages from the available data before and 

after the missing data. 
Estonia Bank of Estonia [TALIBID 3M] Interbank; for missing data until 1996Q 1 

the value for 1996Q 1 is used. 
Lithuania IFS [94660C..ZF ... ] T -bills; for missing data until 1994Q3 the 

value for 1994Q3 is used. 
Interbank Poland 

Russia 
[POIBK3M] 
[RSIBK90] Interbank; for missing data until 1994Q4 

Denmark 
Finland 

Germany 
The Netherlands 

Sweden 
Great Britain 

[CIBOR3M] 
[FNIBF3M] 
[FIBOR3M] 
[HOLIB3M] 
[SIBOR3M] 
[LDNIB3M] 

Government expenditures 
Type: government consumption expenditures, quarterly. 
Source: IFS country line [91F ... ZF] or [91F.C.ZF ... ]. 

Net foreign assets 

the value for 1994Q4 is used. 
Interbank 
Interbank 
Interbank 
Interbank 
Interbank 
Interbank 

Type: current account balances and international investment position, quarterly. 
Source: BoL. 
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Appendix 2.0: Tables and Figures 

Table 2.3. Unit root tests: real exchange rates 

Test Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) tests Phillips-Perron (PP) tests 
intercept intercept 

Series none intercept and trend none intercept and trend 

Full-sample: 1994Q4 - 2003Q3 
Effective vis-a.-vis developed economies 

reercpit -1.79 -0.12 

~reercpit -2.02* -1.62 -6.17** -3.24** 

reercpiat -1.67 0.08 

~reercpiat -1.79 -1.51 -5.96** -3.98** 

reerppit -2.55 -1.26 

~reerppit -1.22 -1.08 -3.46 -4.04** 

Effective vis-a.-vis emerging market economies of CEE 

reercpit -1.12 -1.27 

~reercpit -4.59** -4.75** -5.10** 

reerppit -0.09 -1.37 

~reerppit -4.44** -4.82** -4.88** 

Effective vis-a.-vis nine major trade partners 

reercpit -1.64 0.15 

~reercpit -2.14* -1.85 5.64** -3.48** 

reerppit -2.10 0.55 

~reerppit -2.00* -1.97 6.67** -5.27** 

Bilateral vis-a.-vis Russian rouble 

rercpit -0.28 -2.19 -1.96 -1.51 

~rercpit -6.38** -6.30** -4.87** 

rerppit -0.20 -2.01 -1.39 -1.57 

~rerppit -5.40** -5.37** -4.75** 

Small-sample: 1997Ql - 2003Q3 
Effective exchange rates vis-a.-vis developed economies 

-4.04** 

-3.29** 

-3.16** 

-4.44** 

-2.30 

-4.48** 

-1.54 

-5.28** 

-2.34 

-5.33** 

-3.16* 

-3.82** 

-1.57 

-5.32** 

-1.66 

-4.80** 

-1.98 

-4.68** 

reercpit -1.79 -0.33 -2.37 

~reercpit -1.57 -1.30 -5.31 ** -3.82** -3.94** 

reercpWt 

~reercpiat -1.55 

-1.71 

-1.34 

-0.29 -1.92 

-5.42** -4.32** -4.32** 

0.01 

-6.38** 

0.27 

-6.26** 

0.40 

-5.64** 

-1.80 

-2.96 

0.22 

-5.79** 

0.26 

-6.59** 

-1.84 

-2.09 

-0.25 

-5.31 ** 

-0.16 

-5.42** 

reelppit -2.16 -1.73 -2.32 -0.64 

~reelppit -1.37 -1.14 -5.26** -4.06** -4.09** -5.26** 

Notes: ~ denotes the first difference. Specifications of deterministic variables, as suggested by Hamilton 
[1994]: trend and intercept included when series display nonzero mean and trend; intercept included 
when series display nonzero mean; otherwise no deterministic variables. If it is difficult to decide between 
the variants as the appropriate specification, results for the most likely ones are reported. Results for clearly 
inadequate specifications are not reported and are denoted by " ... ". * and * * reject the relevant null 
hypothesis at 5% and 1 % level of significance, respectively. The tests are: 
1) Augmented Dickey-Fuller tests are estimated with the number of "whitening" lags set at fOUI. The 

reported test statistic corresponds to the specification with the highest significant "whitening" lag at 
5% level of significance. Null hypothesis: unit root. 

l) Phillips-Perron test statistics are reported for truncation at three (two) lags for the sample 1994Q.+-
2003Q3 (1997Ql-2003Q4), as suggested by Newey-West. Null hypothesis: unit root. 
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Table 2.4. Unit root tests: fundamentals 

Test Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) tests Phillips-Perron (PP) tests 
intercept intercept 

Series none intercept and trend none intercept and trend 

Full-sample: 1994Q4 - 2003Q3 
Effective vis-a-vis developed economies 

nfat 0.39 -2.42 1.04 -3.52 

~nfat -1.18 -4.41 ** -2.01 ** -3.49** 

prod(BS)t -1.07 -3.21 -1.89 -3.32 

~prod(BS)t -4.65** -5.47** -6.61 ** -6.72** 

prodt 1.57 -1.18 1.18 -1.00 

~prodt -2.12* -5.47** -5.38** -6.06** 

tott -0.82 -2.93 -2.12 -1.99 -2.82 -2.91 

~tott -6.22** -6.12** -8.91 ** -8.80** 

opent -1.12 -1.27 -1.69 -1.68 

~opent -4.98** -4.89** -5.64** -5.55** 

jispolt -3.18** -3.66** -3.56** -4.16* 

~jispolt -8.09** -8.02** -8.86** -8.73** 

rirdt -4.96** -5.08** -3.55** -3.50** 

~rirdt -4.57** -4.48** -6.95** -6.85** 

Effective vis-a-vis emerging market economies of CEE 

prodt -0.63 -3.12 -3.26* -3.37 

~prodt -5.70** -5.69** -7.49** -7.30** 

tott -2.46 -3.46 -2.57 -2.89 

~tott -8.11 ** -5.25** -8.73** -9.09** 

opent -1.78 -2.87 -3.01 -2.41 * -2.47 -2.43 

~opent -4.46** -4.43** -6.54** -6.46** 

jispolt -4.59** -4.84** -4.60** -4.51 ** 

~jispolt -7.05** -6.94** -11.09** -10.90** 

rirdt -1.61 -1.73 -2.78 -2.61 

~rirdt -6.06** -6.08** -5.52** -5.48** 

Effective vis-a-vis nine major trade partners 

prodt 1.26 -1.82 0.13 -1.60 

~prodt -4.17** -5.61 ** -5.98** -6.36** 

tott -3.83** -1.99 -3.13* -3.09 

~tott -6.07** -6.10** -9.17** -9.14** 

opent -1.16 -1.60 -1.72 -1.86 

~opent -3.57** -3.51 * -6.05** -5.96** 

jispolt -3.74** -3.79* -4.10** -4.37** 

~jispolt -7.93** -7.82** -9.30** -9.16** 

rirdt -3.26** -3.22** -3.39** -3.34* 

~rirdt -5.05** -5.02** -6.67** -6.56** 

Notes: as to Table 2.3. Since nfar is constructed using only Latvian data, it is reported only in one panel. 
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Table 2.4 (continued). Unit root tests: fundamentals 

Test Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) tests Phillips-Perron (PP) tests 
intercept intercept 

Series none intercept and trend none intercept and trend 

Small-sample: 1997Q1 - 2003Q3 
Effective vis-it-vis developed economies 

nfat -1.11 -l.38 

I1nfat -4.20** -4.24** 

prod(BS)t -1.96 -1.81 

I1prod(BS)t -6.33** -6.41 ** 

prodt -0.79 -0.81 

I1prodt -4.96** -5.14** -4.98** -5.14** 

tott -0.55 -3.13 -1.98 -3.51 

I1tott -6.55** -6.71 ** -7.66** -7.88** 

opent -1.65 -0.61 -1.67 -0.72 

l10pent -4.52** -4.50** -4.52** -4.49** 

jispolt -2.93 -3.10 -2.90 -3.70 

I1jispol, -3.67** -3.64** -7.81** -7.67** 

rirdt -2.79** -2.64** 

I1rirdt -5.90** -5.87** 
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Table 2.5. Trace tests: vis-a.-vis developed economies, 1994Q4 - 2003Q3 

Hypothesised 
Model (2.18), i.e. reercpit Model (2.19), i.e. reercpiat Model (2.20), i.e. reerppit 

VAR(2) VAR(2) VAR(2) Critical values of the Trace test 
number of Cointegration space specification: Co integration space specification: Cointegration space specification: for type 3 cointegration 

cointegrating type 3 type 3 type 3 type 3 type 3 type 3 space specification 
vectors 

Standard Corrected Standard Corrected Standard Corrected 
Trace statistic Trace statistic Trace statistic Trace statistic Trace statistic Trace statistic 95% 99% 

~ 103.07** 74.44* 99.91 ** 72.15* 99.93** 72.17* 69.61 77.29 
<1 56.56** 40.84 54.14* 39.10 55.89** 40.36 47.71 54.23 
~ 29.22 21.10 25.81 18.64 26.07 18.82 29.80 35.32 
S3 12.13 8.76 10.78 7.78 6.96 5.02 15.41 19.62 
~ 1.49 1.07 1.98 1.43 1.35 0.97 3.84 6.63 

F or vectors, see Table 2.13 Table 2.13 Table 2.13 Table 2.13 Table 2.13 Table 2.13 
Notes: We adopt the Pantula principle, which means that the existence of cointegration is tested jointly with a correct specification of the deterministic terms (intercept, trend) 
within the cointegrating space. Three empirically most likely specifications of the deterministic terms are considered (numeration as in the literature). Type 2: excludes trend and 
restricts intercept within the cointegrating space. Type 3: excludes trend and does not constrain intercept within the cointegration space. Type 4: restricts trend to the co integration 
space and intercept is unrestricted. The tests are: (i) the standard Trace test, Johansen [1995]; and (ii) the small sample bias corrected Trace test, Reimers [1992]. The standard 
Trace test is: 

(Appendix 2.D.1) TR = T f In(l - i k ) 

k=r+l 

where T is sample size; i r+1 , ..... , iN are N - r smallest squared cannonical correlations between x t- k and fu t series corrected for the effect of the lagged differences of the x t 

process, see (2.7*). The corrected Trace test adjusts the test statistic TR by the factor (T - nl)/T. Null hypothesis: rank (fI) ~, where fI is an estimate of II in (2.7*) andp=O, 
... , n-l where n is the number of endogenous variables in the system. * and ** denote rejection of the null at 5% and 1 % level of significance, respectively. Critical values from 
Doornik[2003]. 
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Table 2.6. Trace tests: vis-a.-vis eEE economies, 1994Q4 - 2003Q3 

Hypothesised 
Model (2.21), i.e. reercpit Model (2.22), i.e. reerppit 

VAR(3) VAR(3) Critical values of the Trace test Critical values of the Trace test 
number of Cointegration space specification: Cointegration space specification: for type 2 cointegration for type 3 cointegration 

cointegrating type 3 type 2 type 3 type 3 space specification space specification 
vectors 

Standard Corrected Standard Corrected 
Trace statistic Trace statistic Trace statistic Trace statistic 95% 99% 95% 99% 

~ 169.05** 101.75 214.28** 107.14** 103.68 112.88 95.51 104.36 
<1 102.79** 67.18 138.22** 69.11 76.81 84.84 69.61 77.29 
~ 59.80** 44.84 71.54** 35.77 53.94 60.81 47.71 54.23 
~ 34.33* 24.26 35.35** 17.67 35.07 40.78 29.80 35.32 
~ 9.74 12.91 10.25 5.12 20.16 24.69 15.41 19.62 
~ 0.02 2.70 0.69 0.34 9.14 12.53 3.84 6.63 

For vectors, see Table 2.14 No cointegration Not reported Table 2.14 
---------- -- -

Notes: as to Table 2.5. 

Table 2.7. Trace tests: vis-a.-vis nine major trade partners, 1994Q4 - 2003Q3 

Model (2.23), i.e. reercpit Model (2.24), i.e. reerppit 
Hypothesised VAR(2) VAR(2) Critical values of the Trace test Critical values of the Trace test 

number of Cointegration space specification: Co integration space specification: for type 2 cointegration for type 3 cointegration 
co integrating type 3 type 2 type 2 type 2 space specification space specification 

vectors 
Standard Corrected Standard Corrected 

Trace statistic Trace statistic Trace statistic Trace statistic 95% 99% 95% 99% 

~ 90.41 ** 79.45* 95.37** 68.87 76.81 84.84 69.61 77.29 
<1 50.23* 48.76 60.58* 43.75 53.94 60.81 47.71 54.23 
~ 25.57 27.20 32.19 23.24 35.07 40.78 29.80 35.32 
~ 10.86 10.07 15.03 10.83 20.16 24.69 15.41 19.62 
~ 1.59 2.05 3.05 2.20 9.14 12.53 3.84 6.63 

For vectors, see Table 2.15 Table 2.15 Table 2.15 No cointegration 
--

Notes: as to Table 2.5. 
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Table 2.8. Trace tests: vis-a.-vis developed economies, 1997Ql - 2003Q3 

Model (2.18*), i.e. reercpit Model (2.19*), i.e. reercpiat Model (2.20*), i.e. reerppit Critical values of the Trace test 
Hypothesised VAR(2) VAR(2) VAR(2) 

number of Cointegration space Co integration space Cointegration space type 2 cointegration space type 3 co integration space 
cointegrating specification: type 2 specification: type 2 specification: type 3 specification specification 

vectors 
Corrected Trace statistic Corrected Trace statistic Corrected Trace statistic 95% 99% 95% 99% 

~ 113.36** 110.56* 100.34* 103.68 112.88 95.51 104.36 
<1 72.68 71.57 61.54 76.81 84.84 69.61 77.29 
S2 43.76 41.31 34.11 53.94 60.81 47.71 54.23 
~ 23.82 22.43 13.61 35.07 40.78 29.80 35.21 
~ 9.18 8.52 4.41 20.16 24.69 15.41 19.62 
S5 0.55 2.54 0.01 9.14 12.53 3.84 6.63 

For vectors, see Table 2.16 Table 2.16 Table 2.16 
- ---_ .. _---------_._.- --

Notes: as to Table 2.5. Only the results of corrected Trace statistic are reported because they all produce co integrating vectors comprising real effective exchange rates. With 
standard Trace statistics, there are more co integrating vectors; one of them coincides with that derived by the corrected Trace statistics version. 
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Table 2.9. Model diagnostics for V AR models of Johansen cointegration analysis: vis-a.-vis developed economies, 1994Q4 - 2003Q3 

All VAR(2) 

AR(3) Normality ARCH(3) Heteroskedasticity 
Models (2.18) (2.19) (2.20) (2.18) (2.19) (2.20) (2.18) (2.19) (2.20) (2.18) (2.19) (2.20) 

reercP1r reercpiar reerppit reercpit reercpiat reerppit reercpit reercpiat reelppit reercpir reercpior reelppit 
Equation tests 

reerr 0.196 0.752 0.920 0.030* 0.057 0.259 0.877 0.915 0.827 0.990 0.980 0.936 

nfor 0.324 0.476 0.259 0.527 0.635 0.686 0.902 0.903 0.810 0.986 0.988 0.986 

prodr 0.825 0.834 0.842 0.022* 0.018* 0.020* 0.798 0.809 0.812 0.999 0.999 0.999 

totl 0.021 * 0.019* 0.013* 0.744 0.720 0.629 0.210 0.176 0.130 0.962 0.967 0.977 

openr 0.776 0.665 0.923 0.696 0.595 0.300 0.485 0.806 0.785 0.982 0.973 0.984 

System tests 0.063 0.352 0.175 0.082 0.120 0.069 n.a. n.a. n.a. 0.481 0.251 0.515 
- -- -----

Notes: diagnostic tests on the residuals of an umestricted V AR of (2.7). The tests are, see Doornik and Hendry [2001] for details: 
1) AR(3) reports a p-value for a single-equation and multivariate (for system diagnostics) LM F-test for the 3rd order residual autocorrelation. Null hypothesis: no autocorrelation. 
2) Normality test reports a p-value for a single-equation! multivariate X- test checking whether residuals' skeweness and kurtosis is consistent with the normal distribution. Null 

hypothesis: residuals are normally distributed. 
3) ARCH(3) test reports a p-value for a single-equation F -test checking for the 3rd order autocorrelation in squared residuals. Multivariate test is not available, which is denoted by 

"n.a.". Null hypothesis: no ARCH effects. 
4) Heteroskedasticity test reports a p-value for a single-equation F-test and multivariate X- test (using squares). Null hypothesis: homoskedasticity. 
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Table 2.10. Model diagnostics for V AR models of Johansen cointegration analysis: vis-a.-vis CEE economies, 1994Q4 - 2003Q3 

All VAR(3) 

AR(2) Nonnality ARCH(2) Heteroskedasticity 
Models (2.21) (2.22) (2.21 ) (2.22) (2.21) (2.22) (2.21 ) (2.22) 

rcerCp1t reerppit reercp1t reerppit reercp1t reerpp1t reercpit reerppit 
Equation tests 

reert 0.141 0.264 0.381 0.168 0.740 0.768 n.a. n.a. 

11 (cl t 0.514 0.038* 0.467 0.626 0.828 0.995 n.a. l1.a. 

prodt 0.168 0.564 0.453 0.620 0.910 0.845 n.a. l1.a. 

tott 0.334 0.266 0.688 0.479 0.180 0.839 n.a. n.a. 

opent 0.354 0.648 0.525 0.835 0.770 0.973 n.a. l1.a. 

rirdt 0.260 0.102 0.406 0.309 0.969 0.815 n.a. n.a. 

System tests 0.118 0.754 0.171 1l.377 n.a. n.a. l1.a. l1.a. 
Notes: as to Table 2.9. AR and ARCH tests check for 2"0 order dependence because with VAR(3) there are not enough observations to test for the yo order dependence. This is also 
the reason for the absence of Heteroskedasticity tests. Further tests on the residuals from the VECM do not reveal major heteroskedasticity problems. For the system tests, AR( 1) is 
reported because the small sample does not allow calculation of AR(2) tests. 

Table 2.11. Model diagnostics for V AR models of Johansen cointegration analysis: vis-a.-vis nine major trade partners, 1 994Q4 - 2003Q3 

All VAR(2) 

AR(3) Normality ARCH(3) Heteroskedasticity 
Models (2.23) (2.24) (2.23) (2.24) (2.23) (2.24) (2.23) (2.24) 

reercpit reerppit reercp1t reerppit reercpit reerppit reercpit reelppit 

Equation tests 
reer, 0.083 0.469 0.020* 0.081 0.812 0.831 0.975 0.872 

nj{l, 0.136 0.067 0.198 0.692 0.822 0.706 0.945 0.985 

prodt 0.442 0.233 0.084 0.076 0.699 0.665 0.998 0.927 

tot, 0.042* 0.057 0.635 0.521 0.647 0.543 0.804 (UD3 

OpCI/ , 0.300 0.848 0.410 0.473 0.576 0.889 0.994 O. <)<)<) 

System tests 0.087 0.450 0.029* 0.118 n.a. n.a. 0.167 0.136 
-----'-------=--=-------'-------=-- _.-

Notes: as to lahle 2.9. 
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Table 2.12. Model diagnostics for V AR models of Johansen cointegration analysis: vis-a.-vis developed economies, 1997Ql - 2003Q3 

All VAR(2) 

AR(I) Normality ARCH(I) Heteroskedasticity 
Models (2.18*) (2.19*) (2.20*) (2.18*) (2.19*) (2.20*) (2.18*) (2.19*) (2.20*) (2.18*) (2.19*) (2.20*) 

reercpit reercpiat reerppit reercpit reercpiat reerppit reercp1t reercpiat reelppit rcercp1t reercpiat rcelppit 
Equation tests 

rcer, 0.333 0.170 0.115 0.450 0.310 0.631 0.474 0.316 0.659 n.a. 11.a. 11.a. 

lila, 0.642 0.776 0.284 0.452 0.554 0.462 0.918 0.890 0.726 n.a. n.a. 11.a. 

prod, 0.380 0.298 0.098 0.674 0.771 0.781 0.560 0.458 0.529 n.a. n.a. n.a. 

tot, 0.219 0.153 0.141 0.416 0.507 0.738 0.321 0.302 0.232 n.a. n.a. n.a. 

opel! , 0.902 0.722 0.636 0.136 0.126 0.051 0.932 0.898 0.785 n.a. 11.a. n.a. 

jispo/{ 0.986 0.745 0.99 0.113 0.162 0.295 0.465 0.451 0.488 11.a. 11.a. 11.1.1. 

System tests 0.139 0.206 0.119 0.602 0.445 0.314 n.a. n.a. 11.a. n.a. 11.a. 11.a. 
- --- - -----

Notes: as to Table 2.9. AR and ARCH tests check for 1 st order dependence, there are not enough observations to test for higher order dependence. This is also the reason for the 
absence of Heteroskedasticity tests; yet further tests on the residuals from the VECM do not reveal major heteroskedasticity problems. 
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Table 2.13. Parsimonious cointegrating vectors for Johansen cointegration analysis: vis-a-vis developed economies, 1994Q4 - 2003Q3 

Model (2.18), i.e. reercpit Model (2.19), i.e. reercpiat Model (2.20), i.e. reerppit 

Standard Trace Corrected Trace Standard Trace Corrected Trace Standard Trace Corrected Trace 
statistics version statistics version statistics version statistics version statistics version statistics version 

,.. ,.. ,.. ,.. ,.. ,.. ,.. ,.. ,.. ,.. ,.. " " " " 
,.. " " PI P2 a l a2 P a PI P2 at a 2 P a PI P2 at a 2 P a 

reert 1.000 -0.035a 1.000 -0.099c 1.000 -0.092e 
(.) (0.060) (.) (0.076) .. 0 .. (0.063) 

nfat 1.000 -34.74 -0.056 1.000 -0.003b 1.000 -46.23 -0.041 1.000 -0.0002d 1.000 -44.66 -0.039 1.000 -0.007 f 

(.) (7.86) (0.015) (.) (0.013) (.) (10.42) (0.013) (.) (0.013) (.) (12.01) (0.015) (.) (0.012) 
F . .-. ~<,t,'i",';':;'{r .... "'\f.." \/,,",,<,' • __ ._I'I! 

prodt -0.0001 -0.0001 
(O.~~OO) ... (0.0000) 

'"" 

tott 1117.5 1339.9 -0.267 -0.0009 1334.6 1339.0 -0.291 -0.0009 1378.4 -0.0007 
(114.6) (124~6) (0.108) (0.0001) 

---. "',' /" .. " 
(138.8) (130.32) (0.117) (0.oq91) (151.8) (0.0001) 

opent 

Notes: /3 is normalised along the diagonal. To identify unique cointegrating vectors in a case of two cointegrating vectors, the fIrst element of the second column of a and /3 is 

restricted to zero. In a case of a single cointegrating vector, uniqueness is ensured by normalisation. The standard error of the normalised variable is not available and is denoted by "(.)". 

When the normalised variable in /3 is not signifIcant, the vector is normalised against the next variable. SignifIcance of parameters in a and /3 is tested jointly by LR test distributed 

as ";(l). The null of the test: parameters are not statistically different from zero, see Doornik and Hendry [2001] for details. Elimination of any of the retained variables in /3 and a 
is rejected by the joint test at 5% level of significance, unless specifIed otherwise. " ... " denotes that the parameter is restricted to zero in order to uniquely identify the co integrating 
vectors. "-" denotes an insignificant variable restricted to zero. 

a _ when restricted to zero, p-value for the joint test is 0.213. 
b _ when restricted to zero, p-value for the joint test is 0.109. 
e: _ when restricted to zero, p-value for the joint test is 0.147. 
d _ when restricted to zero, p-value for the joint test is 0.085. 
e _ when restricted to zero, p-value for the joint test is 0.062. 
f _ when restricted to zero, p-value for the joint test is 0.115. 
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Table 2.14. Parsimonious cointegrating vectors for Johansen co integration analysis: vis-a.-vis eEE economies, 1994Q4 - 2003Q3 

reert 

- nfat 

prodt 

Model (2.21), i.e. reercpit 

Standard Trace statistics version 
(only one vector is statistically viable) 

/J a 

1.000 

o 
2408.2 

O.OOl a 

(0.008) 

-1---
(212.9) 

-0.0001 
(0.0000) 

tott 

-
opent 

rirdt 

Notes: as to Table 2.13. 

1291.6 
(182.0) 

-13.34 
(1.6~ 

0.038 
10.011 ) 

a _ when restricted to zero, p-value for the joint test is 0.086. 

Model (2.22), i.e. reerppit 

Corrected Trace statistics version 

" p 
1.000 

(.) 

-0.001 
(O.OOO~) 

-0.731 
(0.065) 

0.537 
(0.076) ......... __ , 

0.007 
~.OOO~ 

" a 

-0.280 
(0.119) . 
56.05 

(27.29) 

0.874 
(0.299) 

'~''"''.,'".~'''' .... ~..,i>'II'''",'',;, 

-73.25 
J}1.12) 
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fable 2.15. Parsimonious co integrating vectors for Johansen cointegration analysis: vis-a.-vis nine major trade partners, 1994Q4 - 2003Q3 

Model (2.23), i.e. reercpit 

Standard Trace statistics version 

A A A 

/31 /32 a 1 

rccrl 1.000 ... 0.040a 

(.) (0.058) 

Ilj(ll - l.000 -36.53 
(.) (8.26) 

prodt - 461.9 -

(10l.6) 

totl - 989.4 -

(16l.6) 

opcn t 0.871 - -

(0.131) 

intercept n.a. n.a. n.a. 

-

Notes: as to Table 2.13. 
3_ when restricted to zero, p-value for the joint test is 0.123. 
b _ when restricted to zero, p-value for the joint test is 0.051. 

A 

a 2 

. .. 

-0.045 
(0.014) 

-0.0002 
(0.0000) 

-0.0008 
(0.0001) 

0.0004 
(0.0001) 

n.a. 

Model (2.24), i.e. rcclppil 

Corrected Trace Standard Trace statistics version 
statistics version 

A A A A A 

/3 a /31 /32 a 1 

- - l.000 '" -0.075b 

(.) (0.061) 

1.000 -0.018 -0.0009 1.000 -52.85 
(.) (0.009) (0.0003) (.) (10.46) 

- -0.00008 - - -

(0.00003) 

1736.6 -0.0004 - 2603.8 -

(298.8) (0.00008) (571.6) 

- 0.0002 0.736 - -

(0.00009) (0.142) 

201.1 n.a. - 210.1 n.a. 
(21.0) (37.2) 

-----

A a., 

... 

-0.014 
(0.005) 

-

-0.0003 
(0.00006) 

-

n.a. 

"-
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Table 2.16. Parsimonious cointegrating vectors for Johansen cointegration analysis: vis-a-vis developed economies, 1997Q 1 - 2003Q3 

Model (2.18*), i.e. reercpit Model (2.19*), i.e. reercpiar Model (2.20*), i.e. reerppir 
Corrected Trace statistics version Corrected Trace statistics version Corrected Trace statistics version 

" " " " " " 
fJ a fJ a fJ a 

reert 1.000 -0.400 1.000 -0.637 1.000 -0.273 
(.) (0.102) ( .) (0.110) (.) (0.107) 

nfat - - - - - -

prodt -0.407 - - - -0.342 -
(0.068) (0.077) 

tott 1.589 -0.551 1.019 -0.582 1.730 -0.613 
(0.120) (0.130) (0.090) (0.200) (0.142) (0.127) 

opent 1.092 - 0.891 - 0.871 -

(0.038) (0.033) (0.046) 

jispolr -0.501 1.000 -0.280 1.071 -0.413 0.967 
(0.054) (0.258) (0.045) (0.387) (0.064) (0.278) 

intercept -0.185 n.a. -0.120 n.a. n.a. n.a. 
(0.019) (0.013) 

Notes: as to Table 2.13. 
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Table 2.17. Single-equation cointegration tests, 1994Q4 - 2003Q3 

Two-step Engle-Granger method Banerjee et al method 
Engle-Granger test PcGive unit root test 

t-ratio 10% Speed of adjustment p-value 
critical value arameter 

Vis-a-vis developed economies 

(2.18), reercpit -3.43 -5.34 -0.16 0.33 

(2.19), reercpiat -3.63 -5.34 -0.18 0.45 

(2.20), reerppit -3.36 -5.34 -0.17 0.56 

Vis-a-vis CEE economies 

(2.21), reercpit -2.83 -4.79 -0.30 0.77 

(2.22), reerppit -2.88 -4.79 -0.59 0.01 * 
Vis-a-vis nine major trade partners 

(2.23), reercpit -3.38 -5.34 -0.07 0.92 

(2.24), reerppit -3.49 -5.34 -0.26 0.38 

Long-run equilibrium error derived using the Banerjee et al method: 

(2.22) CVt = reerppit +0.063 -O.OOln/at -0.548tot( +0.4510pen( +0.006rird( 
p-values (0.04) (0.00) (0.00) (0.01) (0.00) 

Notes: * and ** denote rejection of the respective null hypothesis at 5 and 1 % significance level. "CV/' 
denotes the long-run parsimonious equilibrium error. The tests reported are: 
1) Engle-Granger test: no constant or trend since they are included in the static regression. The tests 

are with four "whitening" lags, the reported test statistic corresponds to the specification with the 
highest significant "whitening" lag at 5% level of significance. MacKinnon [1991] critical values. 
Null hypothesis: no cointegration. 

2) PcGive unit root test: p-values are calculated using the program of Ericsson and MacKinnon [2002] 
available at http://qed.econ.queensu.ca/pub/faculty/mackinnon/ecmtestl. Null hypothesis: speed of 
adjustment coefficient is not statistically different from zero, i.e. no cointegration. 

Table 2.18. Engle-Granger tests on equilibrium errors derived via standard Trace 
statistics, 1994Q4 - 2003Q3 

Vis-a-vis developed economies 

(2.18), reercpit 
(2.19), reercpiat 

(2.20), reerppit 
Vis-a-vis nine major trade partners 

t-ratio 

-4.27 

-4.15 

-4.05 

Engle-Granger test 
Critical values 

5% 10% 

-5.00 -4.11 

-5.00 -4.11 

-5.00 -4.11 

(2.23), reercpit -2.63 -5.00 -4.11 

(2.24), r(!l'lppit -3.95 -6.20 -4.09 

Notes: MacKinnon [1991] critical values. The number of "whitening" lags is set at four. The reported test 
statistic corresponds to the specification with the highest significant "whitening" lag at 5% level. No tests 
are performed vis-a-vis CEE economies because: (i) there are no co integrating vectors via standard Trace 

statistics derived for reercpit, and (ii) for reerppit the co integrating vector is established via corrected Trace 

statistic. 
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Table 2.19. Single-equation cointegration tests, 1997Ql - 2003Q3 

Two-step Engle-Granger method Banerjee et al method 

Engle-Granger test PcGive unit root test 
t-ratio 10% Speed of adjustment p-value 

critical value arameter 

Vis-a-vis developed economies 

(2.18*), reercpit -3.29 -4.91 -0.54 0.01* 

(2.19*), reercpiat -3.03 -4.91 -0.81 0.01 * 

(2.20*), reerppit -3.14 -4.91 -0.72 0.00** 

Long-run equilibrium errors derived using the Banerjee et al method: 

(2.18*) CVt = reercpit -0.351 +0.545tott +0.748opent -0.576jispolt 
p-values (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) 

(2.19*) CVt = reercpiat -0.148 + 1.038tott +0.836opent -0.486jispolt 
p-values (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) 

(2.20*) CVt = reerppit -0.122 + 1.008tott +0.702openr-0.341jispolr 
p-values (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) 

Notes: as to Table 2.17. 
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Figure 2.1. Trade shares with the respective countries as percent of total Latvian trade 
in commodities 
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Source: Central Statistical Bureau of Latvia. 
Notes: Shares are four-quarter rolling averages; total trade is exports plus imports. 
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Figure 2.2. Bilateral real exchange rate indices by country 
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Notes: black line plots CPI-deflated real exchange rate; grey line with solid circles plots CPIA-deflated 
real exchange rate; black dashed line plots PPI-deflated real exchange rate. Logarithmic scale, 
1994Ql=O. 
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Figure 2.3. Real effective exchange rate indices by country groups 
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Figure 2.4. Fundamentals 
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Figure 2.4 (continued). Fundamentals 
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Figure 2.5. Recursive diagnostics for Johansen analysis, 1994Q4 - 2003Q3 
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Figure 2.6. Recursive diagnostics for Johansen analysis, 1997Ql - 2003Q3 
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Chapter 3 

Short-run Lats' Rate Movements: Impact of Foreign Currency 

Shocks via Trade and Financial Markets-I 

3.1 Introduction 

One indication of a general sustainability of the lats' peg to SDR is the fact that 

the market spot rate has not deviated radically away from the parity in terms of both 

time span and magnitude, see the upper panel of Figure 3.1. 72 This implies that the lats' 

observed real exchange rate must have been evolving in a close vicinity to the equilibrium 

real rate because the parity would have been abandoned had there been large and 

persistent misalignments. Chapter 2 addressed this issue by carrying out a carefully 

designed econometric investigation on the long-run relationship between the lats' 

observed real effective exchange rates and the corresponding equilibrium rates, which are 

constructed in accordance with various available theoretical models. The hypothesis of 

no permanent misalignments is not rej ected by the investigation over the period from 

1994 to 2003. 73 Another way of testing the hypothesis is to examine the time-series 

properties of the deviations of the market spot rate from the parity. Stationarity of the 

deviations implies that the parity must have been in line with the fundamentals so that 

the spot rate's deviations from it have been transitory. The results of such a test are 

reported in section 3.4 below and are consistent with the result in Chapter 2. In terms of 

the unobserved components model (1.1), we can therefore view the permanent part, 

RIP, to be captured by the peg's parity whereas the transitory part, Rt
T

, is captured by 

the deviations of the spot rate from parity. The aim of this chapter (and later of Chapter 

4) is to model empirically such a transitory part in order to identify the sources of 

exchange rate instability and thereby the risks to the peg's sustainability. 

71 JEL classification: E44, E58, F31, F41. 
Key words: exchange rate determination, currency shock transmission, trade linkages, financial market 

linkages, capital mobility, Central and Eastern Europe, Latvia. . 
72 Notice that the central bank's ability to keep the market rate in line with the parity was not attamed 

at the expense of a continuous depletion of its reserves. On the contrary, net foreig.n assets of the Bank of 
Latvia grew by 120% over the period from 1994 to mid-2000, although the foreIgn. reserves wer~ used, 
extensively during the episodes of major speculative attacks set off by the domestIC bankmg CrISIS ot 

1995 and the Russian crisis of 1998. 
73 However. the result in Chapter 2 is not directly applicable to the present issue because it is based 

on the real effective exchange rates rather than the exchange rate vis-a-vis the CS dollar alone. which is 
employed for modelling the transitory part in Chapters 3 and 4. 



Overall, the factors that destabilise exchange rates can be categorised by their 

source into domestic (i.e., idiosyncratic), regional (e.g., from CEE), and global (e.g .. 

from the EU) shocks. Domestic shocks are prompted by policy announcements and 

internal imbalances such as budget deficits and a weak financial system. Foreign shocks 

(regional and global), such as exchange rate depreciations and shifts in global interest 

rates, are investigated in the contagion literature, which categorises such cross-country 

interdependence to be propagated as monsoonal effects, spillovers, and pure contagion, 

see section 3.2. In this thesis, the impact of domestic shocks is not explicitly modelled. 

This is determined by our aim to investigate cross-country interdependence, i.e., to 

research whether and how the instability of the lats' rate has been affected by shocks 

outside the control of Latvian policymakers. Identification of such risks is vital for 

exchange rate management as it allows the authorities to devise strategies so as to 

minimise the susceptibility to external shocks and counteract them more efficiently.~-I 

In the present chapter, we focus on the role of foreign currency shocks (i.e., 

exchange rate returns) and postulate that they constitute a significant driving force for 

the dynamics of the transitory part of the lats' market spot rate. This external susceptibility 

hypothesis is broken down into the following questions: Which currencies have been 

most important in transmitting foreign currency shocks? In what dynamic forms have 

these shocks been propagated on to the lats' rate? Which has been the key channel of 

currency shock propagation: foreign trade or the international financial markets? 

Of course, currency shocks are not the only type of short-run disturbances that 

may induce transitory deviations of the spot rate from the parity. Yet, foreign exchange 

rates are normally very sensitive to all sorts of major shocks, and may act as good and 

speedy indicators of various external shocks.is Moreover, they may form a considerable 

source of short-run fluctuations in many of the domestic monetary variables, which 

may further affect exchange rate stability of the home currency, see section 3.3 below. 

The method of the present investigation follows largely the empirical modelling 

approach employed by Qin [2000], who investigated, by means of a dynamic model 

specification, how much the 1997 Korean won crisis can be attributed to the impact 

from foreign currency crises via trade and financial channels. A key advantage of this 

approach lies in its power to identify factors that propagate shocks onto the modelled 

7-1 Increasing financial and trade openness was demonstrated in section 1.1. Openness is a necessary 

condition for susceptibility to external shocks. . ' . 
i) Interest in shock propagation channels dictates that the highest pOSSible data fre~~ency III thiS 

chapter is monthly (it is the reporting frequency for trade data). It ~imits the number of dltterent for:lgn 
shock variables that we are able to bring into the present models glwn the fixed sample size. Theretore. 

the analysis in this chapter is restricted to the currency shocks. 
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variable in a statistically significant way and estimate their individual dynamic impact 

in a relatively robust manner. This method facilitates modellers to identify a 

dynamically well-specified and parsimonious autoregressive-distributed-lags (ADL) 

model and then to reparameterize it into a structural model decomposing the modelled 

variable as the summation of a series of mutually independent random shock variables, 

see Qin and Gilbert [2001] for a detailed methodological discussion. Though, whereas 

Qin defines the exchange rate's transitory part simply as the exchange rate returns, i.e., 

Rt
T 

= ~ inRI' we use the difference between the lats' market spot rate and the parity. 

The key contribution of this study is to provide the first time-series analysis of 

the Latvian lats' exchange rate's susceptibility to foreign shocks. The earlier enquiries 

on short-run determination of the lats' rate have been descriptive case studies primarily 

limiting their attention to the instance of the 1998 Russian financial crisis, see section 

3.2.2. In contrast, the current study provides a thorough econometric time-series 

investigation of the first six years of the lats' peg to SRD. It finds that currency shocks 

from a wide range of countries have been exceptionally important in causing instability 

to the lats' exchange rate. Moreover, such susceptibility is continuous and not limited 

to exceptional financial disturbances as the Russian crisis. 

The rest the chapter is organised as follows. Section 3.2 reviews briefly the 

contagion literature to identify the key foreign shocks and propagation channels. It also 

reports earlier evidence on cross-country financial markets' interdependence for Latvia 

and CEE. Evidence from CEE is provided because evidence on Latvia is either very 

limited or not available. Given that they have faced similar structural changes to those 

as Latvia due to their transition and accession into the EU, valuable inference can be 

gained from the analysis of other CEE economies. Section 3.3 introduces the modelling 

framework and gives a basic account of why and what variables have been chosen for 

the investigation. Section 3.4 describes the data. Section 3.5 reports the results and 

compares various versions of the derived models. Section 3.6 draws the key conclusions. 

3.2 Financial markets' interdependence: a selective literature 

review 

This literature review covers theory and evidence relevant to modelling external 

susceptibility issues addressed both in Chapter 3 and later in Chapter -+. 
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3.2.1 Theory of financial markets' interdependence76 

In the wake of the Asian financial turmoil of 1997, contagion has become one 

of the most popular theories to explain the spread of currency crises in emerging 

markets. Albeit the contagion literature focuses on episodes of crises, the framework 

can be used to analyse cross-country interdependence also over relatively quiet times 

because the identified propagation channels, while to a lesser extent, may still be 

active. According to Masson [1998], foreign shocks can be categorised to cause 

interdependence through monsoonal effects, spillovers, and pure contagion. 77 

Monsoonal effects (also known as common shocks) are shocks from developed 

countries that trigger currency pressures in several emerging markets simultaneously by 

prompting changes in their macroeconomic fundamentals. The literature distinguishes 

three such shocks. First, shifts in the bilateral exchange rates of major developed 

economies can, for instance, induce speculative pressures via widening current account 

deficits that stem from real exchange rate appreciation (if inflation does not adjust 

accordingly) in those economies that have pegged to the appreciating currency. It has 

been argued that the depreciation of the Japanese yen vis-a.-vis the US dollar during 

1995-1996 was an important factor contributing to the depth and spread of the 1997 

Asian crisis, e.g., see Baig and Goldfajn [1999]. 

Second, decreasing global interest rates may trigger capital inflows into 

emerging markets where the rates of return are higher and sudden capital reversals 

when global interest rates begin to rise. For indebted economies, rising global interest 

rates increase the burden of their foreign debt. 78 In case of fixed exchange rates and free 

capital mobility, rising global rates bid up domestic interest rates, which may weaken 

the economy and thereby increase the probability of a speculative attack. Calvo et al 

[1993] provide supporting evidence for the inverse relationship between capital flows 

76 Here we focus on the foreign exchange market literature for developing economies. Interdependence 
of financial markets is more thoroughly studied for developed economies, e.g., see the seminal papers by 
Engle et al (1990] and Andersen and Bollerslev [1998] who find strong international interdependence in the 
foreign exchange markets, both in the first and second moments. Most recently, Ehrmann et al [2005] study 
financial markets in the US and the euro zone. They find strong interdependence both within asset classes 
(stocks, bonds, money markets and exchange rates) domestically and across the samet different asset 

classes internationally. 
77 There is no consensus in the literature on what exactly constitutes contagion. Some studies define 

contagion simply as a co-movement across markets, others argue that only interdepe.nde~ce in exc~ss to 
what is warranted by real economic integration via fundamental trade and financIal hnks constltutes 
contagion, see Dungey et al [2003] for a re~ew of. de~tio~ and methodologies o,f meas~g 
contagion. A comprehensive selection of contagIon studies IS avatlable at the World Bank s ContagIon 
Web Page http://www 1. wor1dbank.org/economispolicy/~naging %20volatility/con~gionlindex.htrnl. 

78 See Agenor [1998] for a comprehensive theoretlcal treatment of the relatlon between global 
interest rates and real exchange rates of a developing economy given its initial external debt position in a 
framework of inter-temporal optimisation with imperfectly mobile international capital markets. 
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to Latin America and the US nominal three-month interest rates over the late 1980s and 

early 1990s. Frankel and Rose [1996], Milesi-Ferretti and Razin [1998] strengthen the 

results by finding that the relation is not unique to the US and Latin America and that 

changes of nominal and real interest rates in major developed economies are important 

determinants of capital flows and currency crises in emerging markets world wide. 

Third, the slowdown in global economic growth can destabilise the currencies 

of emerging markets through a decline in international commodity prices, lower export 

volumes and widening current account deficits. In a small export oriented economy. it 

may lead to a growing share of bad loans and a weak financial system. The impact of a 

slowdown, however, is ambiguous for it can also strengthen these currencies via capital 

inflows if emerging markets provide better growth prospects than developed 

economies. For a theoretical discussion and extensive (in excess of 100 economies) 

panel evidence, see Frankel and Rose [1996] and Milesi-Ferretti and Razin [1998]. 

Spillovers arise from interdependence between emerging markets themselves 

when various shocks from one emerging market instigate a pressure on currencies of 

other emerging markets by prompting changes in their macroeconomic fundamentals. 

For instance, a devaluation of one currency may spread to other economies via price 

and income effects, which may lead to a fall in exports, worsening trade balance and 

currency devaluation pressures. 79 These effects may propagate both via bilateral trade 

links and competition in third markets, see Glick and Rose [1999]. Currency tensions 

can be propagated also via financial links. For instance, a currency may come under 

attack if a country's financial institutions are severely exposed to a foreign crisis via 

their asset positions in the crisis country. Mounting liquidity squeezes and margin calls 

may force investors (typically from developed economies) to rebalance their positions 

by selling holdings of other (by the crisis directly unaffected) assets in more liquid 

markets, thereby causing spillovers via the common lender effect, see Valdes [1997], 

Van Rijckeghem and Weder [2001] and Kodres and Pritsker [2002]. Similarly, if 

economies of a single economic region are mutually competitive. devaluation of one 

currency may lead to an appreciation of others if investors shift their resources 

earmarked for the area between the constituent economies according to their 

comparative attractiveness. This competition for funds effect might be particularly 

strong when financial markets are thin and illiquid or where indi\'idual investors are 

large relatively to the market. e,g,. see Dan'as and Szapary [1999]. 



Pure contagion is interdependence in excess to what is explained by monsoonal 

effects and spillovers. Contagion stems from self-fulfilling expectations and financial 

markets that are subject to mUltiple equilibria for given values of fundamentals, where 

jumps between equlibria are triggered by shifts in market sentiment and! or changes in 

the interpretation of the existing information. In those instances, foreign currency crises 

or virtually any foreign shock may act as a trigger or "wake-up call" rendering investors 

to reassess the state of a country's fundamentals given the changes in their own risk 

aversion, see Goldstein [1998]. Unfounded perception of cross-country similarity may 

generate fears of a crisis spreading internationally and consequently instigate attacks on 

other currencies as speculators attempt to profit from prospective devaluations. Herding 

behaviour of investors when they leave markets en masse is yet another example.80 

Emerging markets are particularly vulnerable to herding because there is little/ costly 

information on individual countries, segmentation is therefore stronger and investors 

may react to the news from a group of countries rather than to the country-specific 

news. The above structural reasons and extensive empirical evidence suggests that pure 

contagion in emerging markets typically originates from the shocks emitted by other 

emerging markets rather than by developed economies. We thus assume that all shocks 

form developed economies are monsoonal effects. 

As the above exposition shows, shock propagation mechanisms are intertwined 

and mutually enhancing, making it very difficult to distinguish the contribution of 

specific fundamental! non-fundamental links. For instance, daily and weekly frequency 

analysis is constrained by the fact that data, say, on a banking system's asset positions 

that reflects certain aspects of fundamental financial links are not available at such 

frequencies. For that reason, many studies have used monthly, quarterly, biannual or 

annual data. With progressively lower data frequencies, however, much of the dynamic 

aspects of shock propagation blur. The choice of data frequency therefore involves a 

trade-off between high frequency dynamic shock propagation analysis, which largely 

does not determine the shock propagation mechanism, and low frequency analysis that 

79 Forbes [2002] provides a detailed account on how devaluation could ~esult in .a welfare and 
production capacity improvement for trade partners due to the effect of ch~aper unport pnces. However, 
it is implicitly a medium-term effect and should not affect short-run dynanu.cs of ~xchange rates. 

80 Krugman [1998] gives two market mi~rostructure reasons for her~g: ~1) the b~dwagon .~ffect 
driven by investors' expectations that those mvestors who sell have pnvate infO~ho~, and (11). ~e 

. . I t blem that ~orces fund managers to sell when others sell to mamtam profitablhty pnnclpa -agen pro 1~ . . 
"1 th' tment funds. Calvo and Mendoza [2000] present a model where herdmg anses due 

SlIm ar to 0 er mves . . th 'l'b . 
th f · m' g country specific information Because of mformabon costs, ere are eqw 1 na to e costs 0 acquIT - . .... .. . 

where marginal costs exceed m~ginal g,~in from acquIT~g informabon and therefore It IS rabonal for 

investors to mimic market portfobos and follow the herd . 
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pennits an assessment of qualitative characteristics of propagation channels but at the 

expense of the dynamics. 

Another key issue pertinent to daily, weekly and to some extent also to monthh' 

frequency data analysis is that the impact of foreign shocks via certain channels often is 

unobservable, i.e., the shock reaction time i~ shorter than reporting frequencies of the 

relevant economic data. Therefore, susceptibility to shocks at high frequencies implies 

that market participants react to external disturbances in line with their expectations on 

how, say, trade competitiveness will be affected by a devaluation of a competitor's 

currency. Likely shifts in the expectations' fonnation mechanism make it even more 

difficult to distinguish empirically amongst spillovers and pure contagion. 

3.2.2 Financial markets' interdependence: evidence from Latvia and CEE 

Financial liberalisation has been the key to financial market development in 

CEE.8I Removal of capital controls, establishment of new financial markets, growing 

trade openness and institutional convergence during accession into the EU have made 

CEE economies remarkably susceptible to fluctuations in foreign financial markets. 

Growing evidence shows that shocks from developed economies and other emerging 

markets (especially during the Czech 1997, Asian 1997, Russian 1998 and Brazilian 

1999 financial crises) have impacted strongly on economies of CEE. Consensus is that 

CEE markets were hit hardest by the Asian (main impact on stock markets) and 

Russian (impact on exchange rates, interest rates and stock markets) crises, while the 

Czech and Brazilian crises were less destabilising. However, research on the external 

vulnerability of CEE financial markets is still very fragmented. Most of it is related to 

stock markets. 82 Evidence on exchange rate susceptibility to foreign shocks, which is 

addressed in the current study, is limited and typically restricted to the Czech Republic, 

Hungary and Poland. 

81 Exceptionally swift liberalisation was implemen~ed in Latvia, Esto~ia and Lithuania cancelling 
virtually all capital controls in 1994. Other CEE econOmIes followed the SUIt, though at less drastIC pace. 
see Kohler and Wes [1999]. Still, swift liberalisation in the Baltic States was somewhat ~ypothetlcaL 
because of underdeveloped fmancial markets. Other CEE economies that assumed gradual hberahsatJon 
actually might have had higher effective degree of financial liberalisation because of better developed 
financial markets. Hungary whose forward currency market induced sturdy speculatIon dunng the 1998 
Russian crisis is a fine example, see Darvas and Szapary [1999]. In fact, Sutela [2001] argues that small 
and underdeveloped financial markets haye been a blessin~ in disgui~e for the, three BaltiC economics 
since they had limited interest of speculators thereby pre\'entm~ excessive destabl~ISatIOn, .. 

82 The major results can be summarised as follows. ~ee PaJuste et al [2000]. Schelcher [~OO 1]. \\ altl 
[2003], Pajuste [2004], Cerny [2004] a~ong, others. First. CE:' stock markets are susceptlbl~ to both 
regional and global shocks, and integrat~on IS strengthenmg, sl'cond, there IS an ele~lent ~t reglo,nal 

, fi t ck markets are espeCially senSitive to their nelghbounng CEE stock markets. Thud. se!..',mentatlOn or so,, ~, 
~ k t h cks can be asynIDletric In particular when the news are bad. m\'cstors are found mar et response 0 so' . 
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To date, there has been no time-series research reported on the susceptibility of 

the lats' exchange rate to foreign shocks. The current literature comprises a handful of 

case studies focusing primarily on the impact of the Russian crisis. The descriptive 

analysis of Taro [1999] concludes that the Russian crisis was spread both via trade 

resulting in a sharp widening of the current account deficit and financial links due to 

the Latvian banks' exposure83 to the Russian debt moratorium. Other studies, e.g., 

International Monetary Fund [2003] and Sutela [2001], provide similar explanations for 

exchange rate pressures following the Russian crisis. Interesting insights on the 

susceptibility to foreign shocks are reported in Gelos and Sahay [2000], which is one of 

very few econometric studies to use Latvian data. They employ Granger-causality tests 

between market pressure indices (composed of exchange rate, interest rate and 

international reserve fluctuations) of Russia and the whole of the CEE. With monthly 

data from January 1993 to December 1998, Gelos and Sahay find that the Latvian index 

is Granger-caused only by the Estonian and Lithuanian indices, but not vice versa. 

Their somewhat surprising result that the Russian market pressure index does not 

Granger-cause the Latvian index seems to be due to the fact that the Russian crisis is at 

the very end of their sample and therefore is dominated by the earlier observations. 84 

Of the external susceptibility studies of exchange rates in other CEE economies, 

as a background for our analysis at least five papers are noteworthy.8S Habib [2002] 

employs a structural V AR approach to examine the impact of German three-month 

interbank rates and the spread of J.P. Morgan emerging market bond index EMBI+ 

Composite (it comprises sovereign debt instruments and measures market risk of 

emerging markets as a group vis-a.-vis developed economies) on nominal exchange 

rates and interest rates of the Czech Republic, Hungary and Poland. For daily data from 

August 1997 to May 2001, the evidence shows that adverse shifts in market risk have a 

depreciation impact on all three currencies, which might suggest pure contagion effects. 

The impact on CEE interest rates differs across countries and somewhat supports the 

traditional view that less rigid exchange rate regimes isolate domestic interest rates 

from external shocks due to the exchange rate acting as a shock absorber. Surprisingly, 

to sell indiscriminately, when the news are good, portfolios are re~ge~ between ~e countries. Fourth, 

t k k ts Seem to become more efficient as shown by weakenmg senal correlation of returns. 
s oc mar e ankin ' I ·th bo 400)' f 

83 D' t exposure to the crisis was about 8% of the b g sector s tota assets, WI a ut 70 0 

it in sho~~t~rm government bonds, GKOs. The ~ost important bank .affected was Rigas Komer~banlca, 
which at the time was the 4th largest bank in latvia. The Bank of latvia closed o~ suspended the licences 
for three banks (out of28). Many ofLa~ian bi~est banks suffered ~eavy loss~s m 1998. . 

84 This interpretation is. con~e~ m section 3.5. where r:c~lve anal~sls. sh~ws that. the ~usslan 
rouble shocks became statistically slgmficant only durmg the crISIS, but were mSlgmficant pnor to It. 
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shocks from German interest rates do not affect any of the three exchange rates and 

interest rates. Habib also studies co-movement in the second moments between the 

same foreign and CEE variables using GARCH specification. Volatility findings are by 

and large in line with the results from V AR analysis on the first moments. Habib does 

not address the issue of interdependence of CEE economies. 

Schardax [2002] employs V AR approach to model the impact of monetary and 

fiscal policies on exchange rates (gross official reserves for Hungary) and five-year 

bond rate spreads (vis-a.-vis the euro or the respective basket) for the Czech Republic. 

Hungary and Poland. The time period under investigation is largely the same as in 

Habib [2002], but Schardax uses monthly rather than daily data. For our purpose, the 

most interesting finding is that EMBI+ Composite index again is found to be highly 

significant in explaining exchange rate pressures and bond yield spreads in all three 

countries, thereby hinting at pure contagion effects. However, similarly to Habib [2002], 

he does not examine interdependence of CEE economies. 

K6bor and Szekely [2004] use two-state Markov regime-switching models to 

study foreign exchange market volatility in the Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, and 

Slovakia with daily data from May 2001 to September 2003. They find that the first 

and second moments are significantly different in the low and high-volatility regimes. 

Most importantly, while these currencies did not necessarily move in the same direction, 

they detect a consistent and simultaneous increase in volatilities across the four countries 

in the periods of high-volatility. K6bor and Szekely do not study the origin of such 

interdependence either in the first or second moments and therefore it is impossible to 

infer whether it is a response to monsoonal effects, spillovers or pure contagion. 

Darvas and Szapary [1999] present a descriptive analysis of the impact of the 

Czech 1997, Asian 1997, Russian 1998 and Brazilian 1999 financial crises on exchange 

rates and interest rates of the Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, Greece, and Israel. 

Their findings highlight the destabilising role of speculative capital flows that (in part 

due to pure contagion) in small and illiquid financial markets cause excessive exchange 

rate and interest rate volatility, thus entailing costly interventions and loss of resen'cs, 

The issue of risk reassessment and pooling of emerging markets into the same risk class 

by investors due to "similar fundamentals and other common features" is highlighted in 

a descriptive case study on the impact of the Russian crisis on the Polish economy by 

Krzak [1998]. 

85 Notice that the papers by Habib [2002] and Schardax [2002] became available only after we had 

finished the study presented in Chapter 3. 
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3.3 Modelling framework 

In constructing of the exchange rate's transitory part, we use the market spot rate 

of the lats vis-a-vis the US dollar (USD) and define the variable to be modelled as:'!> 

(3.1) LATNt = [LVLIUSD]t -0.7997 X [SDRIUSD]t 

where 0.7997 is the lats' peg value vis-a-vis SDR. We can do so because there have 

been no realignments and therefore no information on the lats' behaviour is lost bv 

examining only the deviations from the parity. Since LATNt depicts the fluctuations of 

the L VL/USD rate net of parity variation due to fluctuations in the SDRJUSD exchange 

rate, we refer to LATNt as the net rate of the lats.87 Its transitory nature implies that 

explanatory variables should also be of the transitory type. 

Notice that we can regard LATNt as a disequilibrium process representing a 

controlled target diverging from what the market leads from time to time. Such a process 

has to be weakly stationary or transitory to be practically sustainable, i.e., to keep the 

controlled target dynamically stable, see Qin and Lu [1996]. This interpretation enables 

us to apply the standard theory of inter-temporal cost minimisation to depict the 

dynamic adjustment process of LA TNt. For instance, a simple cost function could be: 

(3.2) 

C, = E,[~5'[¢(LATN,+, - f(Z,'+,))' + 1J(LATN,+, - LATN'_1+,)2 + BLATN'~'l] 
where E is an expectations operator, 6 denotes a constant discount rate; ¢, 1], e are 

adjustment cost parameters with restrictions ¢ = 1-1] - e, 1] > 0, e > 0; and f(z{e+ k ) 

is a function of a set of expected forcing variables, Zt
e

, representing foreign currency 

shocks at period t + k . The term (LATNt+k - f(Zte+k) r reflects the costs of the lats' net 

rate not moving in line with the expected movement of the forcing variables, the tenn 

(LA TN - LA TN )~ represents the cost of dynamic adjustment for the net rate, and 
t+k t-l+k 

LATN2 represents the cost of deviating from the parity.88 Minimising Cr in (3.2), 
t+k 

taking a linear form for the functionj(.) and allowing for a more general dynamic cost 

86 The USD rate is chosen for two reasons. First, fluctuations in the USD rate are of key importance 

b f tr d d l'ng the study period have been in the dollars due to Its reserve currency role. ecause most 0 a es ur . , . 
Second it is convenient because data series are typically reported \'IS-~-\"lS the dollar. . . 

87' h d d fi' the transl'tory part in this way \\le obtam nonunal exchange rate d:-nanucs In ot er wor s, e mmg - ~ 

that are particular only to the market of the Latvian lats. . ' .' .' 
88 . h (3 2) be augnlented to take into consideratIOn the dynamiC adjustment cost ot NotIce t at . can ~ 

LA TNI+A to lagged Z·I+k. 
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adjustment structure, we can link (3.2) with an ADL model, e.g., see Nickell [1985] 

and Pagan [1985]: 

I n 

(3.3) LATNt = f.J, + alA TNt-1 + LLPkjZj,t-k + ut 
k=O j=l 

where parameters f.J" ex and P are functions of 0, rp, 1] and e. Henceforth, we adopt the 

ADL model as the generic econometric model form in the current investigation. 89 

Next, let us consider the choice of feasible variables in the set Z j,t' There are 

basically two ways of choosing the variables. The direct and obvious way is to choose a 

number of currencies from the countries that have relatively strong economic ties with 

Latvia. Denoting the exchange rate vis-a.-vis USD of the currency from a country j by 

Rj,t (in units of the foreign currency per USD), we define a currency shock variable 

simply as the exchange rate returns, ~r. = In R. -In R . 90 However it is practl'cally 
J,t J,t J,t-l' , 

impossible to keep all the currencies of the world in the model and therefore the choice 

of the currencies has to be driven by economic developments during the study period. 

For forecasting purposes, therefore there is always the risk of omitting a foreign 

currency from an economy that might originate a future crisis and make a direct and 

significant impact on the lats. The alternative and indirect way is to identify certain 

domestic variables, which could act as the first port of call, or the domestic initial 

indicators, of any major foreign currency shocks before they are reflected in LAm. 

This seems to be more desirable than the direct way, but can be extremely difficult to 

implement in practice for two key reasons. The first relates to the fact that the exchange 

rate itself is normally very responsive to various shocks, and increasingly so in view of 

the current trend of rising world integration of financial markets, as well as growing 

international trade. It would therefore be very difficult to find indicators, which possess 

faster reaction speed than that of the exchange rate. The second relates to the non

experimental nature of economic statistics. Whatever economic statistics we choose, it 

is impossible to filter out the part of information, which is not due solely to external 

89 Econometric specification in (3.3) is akin to that in the target zone models that follow the "drift
adjustment" method of Bertola and Svensson [1993], see Chapter 4 for a target zone review. In contrast, 
the current framework provides interpretation of adjustment to unobservable costs. Similarly to "drift
adjustment" studies with data of monthly and lower frequencies, our model assumes linear mean 
reversion. Yet, the cost function (3.2) can be easily adjusted to allow for non-linearity by adding higher 
powers to the cost items. Similarly, if we are willing to account not only for ~e costs due to the deviation 
from the parity but also for the likely effect on costs to the ~onetary authonty. due to ~e exchange rate 
approaching the edges of the currency band, the cos~ functIon .can ~e a.ccor~~ly adjusted. However, 
model diagnostic tests in section 3.5 suggest that our sunple speclfica~on IS emp~~ally.adequate .. 

90 Standard asset pricing models rationalise exchange rate fluctuatIons as reVISions m expectatIons or 
"news" see a review by Frankel and Rose [1995]. We shall not distinguish among expectedJ unexpected 
shocks because of our aim to study aggregate cross-country interdependence of financial markets. 
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currency shocks. Nevertheless, we try to construct a number of such indicators and 

denote them as DOMz.!. 

Another question arising from the choice of the shock variables relates to what 

the possible channels are via which these shocks could be transmitted to the lats' net 

rate. The literature review in section 3.2 highlights two key channels of currency shock 

transmission: trade and financial linkages. It is hence desirable to incorporate these two 

channels into the specification of shock variables. 

During the modelling experiment, we look at the following four versions of a 

model (3.3), depending on how Zj,t is specified. 

3.3.1 Currency shocks model with domestic initial indicators 

This version of (3.3) includes in Z. both the direct foreign currency shock 
j,t 

variables, !!..ri,t' and the domestic indicators, DOMz,t: 

1 7 1+1 4 

(3.4) LATNt = f.l + aLATNt-l + IIf3~!!..rj,t-k + IIf3z:: do17l z,t-k + £/ 
k=O j=l k=1 ==1 

j = EST,LIT,POL,RUS,GB,GER,SWE 

where domz,t = In DOMz,t and the subscript I denotes the minimum lag length, which 

brings about a white-noise residual, £t' Seven !!..r. t are included in (3.4) where EST 
j, 

stands for Estonia, LIT for Lithuania, POL for Poland, RUS for Russia, GB for Great 

Britain, GER for Germany, and SWE for Sweden. They are chosen as representatives 

of three major country groupings in accordance to their integration with Latvia and 

openness to international financial markets. 

Specifically, we define the first group as the neighbouring companion countries 

for their closely shared history and economic experience with Latvia. Lithuania and 

Estonia are the representatives of this group on the ground that together with Latyia, 

they are widely viewed as forming a single economic area, and thus currency shocks 

from one are likely to be highly transmittable to the other two. The second group is 

designated to cover a wider region of transition economies. Russia and Poland are 

selected to be the representatives. Russia is important not only as the once major trade 

partner with Latvia, but also as an external financial source, since Latvian financial 

system has benefited significantly from Russian capital inflows. l\loreo\\.~r. thc rouble 

crisis of August 1998 forms a major currency shock to the Latyian cconomy in 1990s. 

Poland is seen as a representatiyc of the other CEE economies. Albeit Latvian bilateral 

trade with Poland is minor, they could be competitors in third markets. FurthemlOl'c. 
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the zloty shocks may wield a significant impact on the lats' rate via financial links, as 

Poland is one of the key eEE financial markets with a strong presence of international 

investors. The third group contains developed economies of the EU. We choose Great 

Britain, Germany and Sweden on the grounds of both their sizeable trade shares \vith 

Latvia and their roles as international financial centres and! or their strong presence in 

the Latvian financial system via ownership.91 

Four DOMz.t variables are constructed as the possible domestic indicators: (i) 

the ratio of net foreign assets of the central bank to reserve money (DOAht) as a 

measure of the central bank's ability to meet requests for foreign currencies in case of a 

run on the lats; (ii) the ratio of the net foreign assets of the central bank to domestic 

money demand (DOM2,t) as a measure of the relative size of the central bank to the 

banking system, and therefore of its capacity to calm down a fully fledged financial 

crisis;92 (iii) the share of foreign assets in the total assets of the banking system 

(DOM3.t) as a measure of the vulnerability of the banking system to foreign shocks via 

its asset structure; (iv) the share of the foreign liabilities in the total liabilities of the 

banking system (DOM4,t) as a proxy for the common lender effect. 93 

Notice that the set of I1rj ,t variable in (3.4) is not strictly contemporaneous to 

the explained variable, LATN/4 This is because empirically we choose to record LA TN, 

at the beginning of the period t (i.e., beginning-of-month exchange rate) while /).r j ,( 

represents the exchange rate changes of country j over the past observation interval (a 

month), i.e., from t -1 to t. In other words, we model the instantaneous market rate's 

deviation from the parity and assume that the deviation is caused by the latest change of 

91 See Adahl [2002] on the banking sector's ownership links in-between the three Baltic States, and 

with developed economies. , . 
92 Variables in similar definitions to DOMJ•t and DOM].1 have been found to trIgger speculatl\'e 

attacks, e,g., see Fratzscher [1998] and Gelos and Sahay [2000]. We ,assume that they are li~edwith 
foreign currency shocks through shifts in the central bank's net foreIgn .ass~ts. Caramazza, RICCI ~nd 
Salgado [2000] argue that empirically the short-run debt can be a more. cruClal factor to n:gger speculative 
attacks than reserves/ money ratios. We do not use short-run debt senes because of their l~erently high 
content of domestic information. Reserves/ money ratios are expected to be more external dnven because 
of political independence of the Bank of Latvia and it~ sole, re~ponsibility for price, stability. 

93 Data availability limitations prohibit us from Identtfymg partIcular countries from the aggregate 

common lender effect. . . 
94 The following table gives the exact point of observations of the varIables used III our models (for 

the description of variables. see sections 3.2.1-3 .. 2.4): 
Period Point of observatIOn Variables 

End-ofmontll DOM:.t ; \\'(, ,: wkl,.,; H'kS., 

t 
Beginning-ofmollth 
End-ofmontll 

t-/ 
Begillnillg-otmolltll LA TS,_I ; R " 
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the external environment. Similarly, we cannot use contemporaneous donz to I' =.1 exp am 

LA TNt because authorities report the series, from which domz.t are derived, at the end of 

the period (month here). domz.t-l are actually the closest subsequent forcing \'ariables to 

LATNt (there is only a one-day lag in spite of the notation appearing to suggest a one

month gap from t to t -1). Since exact simultaneity is absent from our model, \\e 

should be able to estimate the models by the OLS method. 95 

Obviously, we would expect f3~ = 0 if the set, domz.!, indeed takes in \'irtually 

all the initial currency reaction of the lats to external currency shocks. On the other 

hand, we could have f3~ = 0 if the indicators fall short of the above expectation and the 

lats net rate turns out to be reacting directly and almost immediately to the foreign 

currency fluctuations embodied by the seven exchange rate return variables. 

Since (3.4) describes a short-run adjustment, it is difficult to designate a priori 

economic interpretation to f3~ and f3~. This is because the short-run adjustment 

process to various external shocks, which may also be dynamically interdependent, is 

normally too specific and complicated to explain by economic theory alone, which is 

usually concerned with long-term causal effects. Nevertheless, assuming a simple non

oscillatory dynamic impact, we may form certain economic anticipation concerning the 

signs of some of these parameters. For example, among the four domestic initial 

indicators, we would expect the coefficients of dorno and dom:: l to be negatively 

related to the net rate of lats. Increases in doml.! indicate the strengthening of the lats' 

foreign exchange backing, reducing the feasibility of currency runs triggered by 

inadequate reserves. Correspondingly, excessive depletion of the central bank's net 

foreign assets would create uncertainty on the peg's sustainability and the central 

bank's ability/ willingness to defend it, thus increasing the probability of speculatin? 

attacks. Similarly, growing dom::.t indicates enhancing capacity of the central bank to 

calm down financial markets in times of turmoil. In sum, sufficiently large decreases in 

doml,t and dom2.! are expected to trigger a speculati\'e attack. We also expect negative 

coefficients for dom3.t because a fall in foreign assets owing to a partner country's 

currency depreciation could increase the depreciation pressure on LA TNt. For d011l.J [, 

we would expect positive coefficients as long as it embodies the potential risk of the 

common lender effect. Finally, as the four indicators are designed to convey similar 

95 Nevertheless, we hJ\'e tested for exogeneity of the explanatory \ JrIJbles usi~g Grangcr-(a~sahty 
tests. The null hypothesis that the variables are Granger-caused by the lats' net rate IS In general rejected 

at 5% significance level. 
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information, we should expect them to be highly substitutive between each other and 

hence only one or two would survive the model reduction process. 

As for the currency shocks, the sign of their coefficients depends on the channel 

via which they are propagated. For instance, we expect positive coefficients if they 

harm the financial sector's assets or instigate an abrupt loss in trade competitiveness 

that cannot be neutralised by shifts in price levels and! or productivity gains. Co

movement with other emerging markets may arise due to pure contagion if devaluation 

of one currency makes investors act indiscriminately towards other emerging markets. 

However, if country-specific information is taken into account and foreign currency 

shocks do not affect Latvian fundamentals or destabilise them to a lesser extent than in 

the source country, the competition for funds effect may dominate and currency shocks 

will have negative parameters. Negative CEE and Russian currency shocks' parameters 

therefore reflect spillovers and imply that contagion risk is lower since investors 

distinguish between individual economies rather than pool them together. Positive 

parameters for the CEE shocks may comprise both spillovers and pure contagion. 

3.3.2 Currency shocks model without domestic indicators 

Since we expect that the sets of dam;:,! and I1rj,t in (3.4) might be substitutive 

and that the shock transmission of I1rj,t to LATNt is likely to outrun that of dam;:,," we 

define the second version of model (3.3) simply as: 

I 7 

(3.5) LATNt = J1# +a#LATNt _ 1 + IIf3~#l1rj,t_k +E: 
k=O j=1 

with identifier # denoting parameters under assumption that all f3~ = 0 in (3.4). As 

model (3.5) is nested in (3.4), we can use various tests to compare the empirical 

performance of the two models. These tests will help us to determine whether the seven 

chosen countries are adequate representatives of direct foreign currency shocks to the 

lats, whether and how susceptible LA TNt is to the global foreign exchange markets, and 

whether domestic initial indicators dam;:,! are substitutive to currency shocks. 

Since model (3.5) is a special case of (3.4), our previous analysis about the 

limited economic interpretability of the f3 parameters remains unaffected. l\otice also 

that models (3.4) and (3.5) assume that LA TNt reacts to the currency shocks in a simple 

and direct way. The assumption disregards the possibility that the lats net rate may 

respond to the shocks more strongly from the countries that have closer economic links 

than from the countries less closely linked \\'ith Latvia. In other \\'ords, (3.5) treats the 
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seven currencies as having equal impact on LA TNt regardless of their different capacity 

of transmitting currency shocks. The next two versions of (3.3) relax this assumption 

by introducing a set of weights to adjust I1rj ,(, see Qin [2000]. 

3.3.3 Currency shocks model weighted by foreign trade 

Measures for direct and indirect trade linkages via third market competition are 

commonly based on trade shares, where trade to a relevant foreign country is weighted 

by the total foreign trade of the home country, e.g., see Glick and Rose [1999] and Van 

Rijckeghem and Weder [2001]. Though, it is very difficult to distinguish the two types 

of linkages from the movement of such measures because the movement can be caused 

by either changes in the specific trade volume to one country, or changes in the total 

trade volume of the home country, or both.96 Whereas indirect linkages are likely to 

induce the latter changes, direct linkages can induce both. Here, we construct a set of 

trade weights, wt j,t' by taking the export share of a country j in Latvia's total exports 

at period t, so implicitly accounting for direct and indirect trade linkages. We then 

define a set of currency shock variables via the trade channel by:97 

(3.6) st 't = wt . I-I X I1r
J
, I . J, J, , 

The currency shocks model weighted by trade can be therefore written as: 

I 7 

(3.7) LATNt = j.1T + aT LA TNt_1 + LLf3~T stj,t_k + ct

T 
. 

k=O j=1 

Since the trade weights in st
j
,! have one period lag, the property of no strict 

simultaneity in (3.5) remains with (3.7). Notice that albeit all wt j,t are positive by 

definition, weighting may yield a different sign for f3~T than that of f3~# . It is because 

wt, modifies the magnitudes of the original external shocks. For instance, shocks from 
J.t 

economies that are not closely integrated with Latvia (i.e., low H't j,l and thus relatively 

smaller shocks) may only induce competition for funds, while shocks from economies 

that are closely integrated with Latvia (i.e., high H't j,1 ) may prompt co-movement. 

96 h' bi . b cause we perfonn a time-series rather than cross-section analysis. as in. e.g,. 
T IS pro em anses e 

Glick and Rose [1999]. ." th ' 97 '. . the total trade as the base for calculatmg the share. Smce e Impact ot 
An aiternatl\ e IS to use . . --

I Id be opposite of that on Import, we cxpect that dltkrences due to 
currency shocks on export s lOU . . . . ~ 'fh 

, ' . f h b h Id be insubstantial. NotICe that we use lagged trade \\elghts m (- .6). IS 
different chOice 0 tease s ou . . .···1 1 > d d . . I ere are taken as begmmng-of-month obsef\ atlOns \\ hi e hlt: tra e ata 
IS because exchange rate senes 1 

are from end-of-month observations. 
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3.3.4 Currency shocks model weighted by capital market openness 

Another key channel of transmitting foreign currency shocks is the international 

capital markets. We intend to design a set of financial weights, which account for the 

degree of capital mobility. Obviously, the higher the degree of a country's capital 

mobility, the stronger its exchange rate changes would impact on the currencies of 

other economies linked to each other via capital markets. In order to measure changing 

degrees of capital mobility, we exploit the principle of zero country premiums 

underlying the interest rate parity condition. Specifically, the future cross-country 

currency price difference, i.e., the exchange rate return, is expected to match the cross

country capital price difference under the free market situation.98 Mismatch of the 

prices should therefore reflect the degree of capital market segregation from the world 

markets. In other words, we should have the interest parity condition: 

(3.8) Et[~rj] = Idj,t 

under the situation of perfect financial market integration where Et [/).rj ] is the 

expected exchange rate returns and Id j,/ is the interest differential of a country j vis-a-

vis a benchmark economy measured at period t for exchange rate returns and interest 

rates of the same maturity. Imperfect capital mobility can thus be reflected by the non-

zero premiums, (Id j -E[~rj])t·99 

Hence, we construct the basic financial weights on the basis of the absolute 

deviations lId. - ~r. I using the ex post uncovered interest parity version of 
, },t .1'/+1 , 

(3.8),100 which entails an additional assumption of rational expectations, and thus could 

make the deviations a less accurate measure of capital mobility, see Lemmen [1998]. In 

fact, different empirical specifications of (3.8) are bound to compound the fundamental 

hypotheses contained in the interest rate parity condition with different auxiliary 

assumptions and therefore weaken the interpretation of the deviations as solely due to 

capital immobility. 

98 There are two other methods of capital mobility measurement in theyterature: sa\lngs-investm,ent 
approach due to Feldstein and Horioka [1980] and consumption .correlatlOnapproach due to Obstteld 
[1986]. We do not adopt those methods because of their slo\\TIess llllllforrnatlOn transmission as well as 

the unavailability of such monthly data. . . . ". ' , 
99 Notice that the interest parity condition also assume.s perfect. asset substttutablht) and fisk 

neutrality. It therefore is more stringent than the perfect capital mobilIty condition. e.g .. see Frankel 

[1991] and Lemmen [1998]. . ' . 100 ., 11 h no verSlOns of l3.8) WIth regard to the formulatIOn of the expectatllll1 
Empmca y, t ere are \ . ' 

d . t arity (CIP) defines the expectation by the difference bet\\ een the forward 
£,[.11;]. The covere llltehres p the uncovered interest parity (l'(P) simply uses the difference between the 
rate and the spot rate, w ereas . .. 'I' d h 

fi t t s The choice of l TIP here is due to unavaIlabilIty ot t le lorwar e:\c ange 
present and the uture spo ra.e . 
rate data for the CIT economies. 
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Apart from the difficulties in specifying E t [l1rj ], there are two other issues 

pertinent to our design of the financial weights. One relates to the concept of capital 

mobility. It should intrinsically depict a trend over a certain time period. To meet this 

requirement, we choose to smooth the deviations from the interest rate parity calculated 

from weekly data by means of 12-week rolling averages. The series of monthly 

deviations are produced by selecting the end-of-month observations from the smoothed 

weekly deviation series. The other issue concerns the accuracy of using money market 

rates as the measure of the aggregate price for capital, especially in view of the 

common fact that the short-term rates are often used as monetary policy targets. To 

circumvent this problem, Baig and Goldfajn [1999] propose to use the sovereign 

spreads of foreign currency denominated debt traded in offshore markets as a substitute 

for the interest rates differential, Id. t' Such data for CEE economies are not available 
j, 

until very recently. Here, we choose to use the stock market returns as an alternative 

price measure for capital and to construct another set of the financial weights by the 

differential of the realised aggregate stock market returns between the country 

concerned and a benchmark country, denoted as Sd j,t .101 

Specifically, we define the two sets of financial weights as: 

(3.9) 

where subscript OJ denotes weekly frequency, 111 denotes number of weeks over which 

interest rate and exchange rate returns are measured, and RA/2 denotes 12-week rolling 

average, which is transferred to monthly frequency by taking the weekly frequency end

of-month observation. The particular exponential function is used in order to ensure 

that the weights are within the domain of [0,1], and that the higher values correspond to 

higher degrees of capital mobility. On the basis of (3.9), we specify a pair of foreign 

currency shocks transmitted via the channel of financial markets: 102 

( 3. 10) j.t j. '. 

{

skI. = wkJ. t-2 X I1rj •t 

skSj,l= H'kSj .t _ 2 X 111J.r 

101 We are aware of the fact that stock market returns may not be a \'ery gnod price measure for 
. I I th tock mark,~t is well functioned and \\ell dn·eloped. Although that IS \"et to be realised capita un ess e s ... . . 

. tr 't' econonu'es the money market rate rna\" not be a much better measure 01 the capltJl 
111 man\' ansI IOn· . 
price d~e to the imperfectly de\'eloped banking system.. . . . .. 

102 Note that financial weights are lagged two penods. I.e., \\ eights are observed Just bel ore the 
. d '1 . h the exchange rate return is measured. This speCificatIOn stresses mertla m capital perlO oyer \\ lIC • 

mobility. 
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We then construct two versions of the currency shock model via financial 

linkages, in a similar manner to (3.7):103 

I 7 

(3.lla) LATNt = J./ +aILATNt_1 + IIp;skIj,t-k +c: 
k=O j=1 

I 7 

(3.1lb) LATNt = J.lS + as LA TNt-1 + IIp:: skSj,t_k + ct
S 

• 

k=O j=1 

Again, albeit all weights are positive by design, the signs of p; and p~s may differ 

from those of p;#. The capital market openness weighted shocks cannot distinguish 

between interdependence due to spillovers or pure contagion and hence capture the 

aggregate effect. 

Since models (3.7) and (3.11) form two alternative ways to (3.5), we would 

naturally want to compare them. There are two issues in need of clarification before we 

can attempt the comparison. The first issue relates to the comparability between the 

OLS estimates of p;#in (3.5), and p;T in (3.7), p; in (3.lla) or p~s in (3.11b), 

respectively. Denoting all the explanatory variables in (3.5) by matrix X, all the 

weights by matrices Ws, and all the coefficients by vector f3s in all the models 

concerned, we want effectively to make comparisons between the OLS estimators of: 

(3.5') 

and (3.7') 

or (3.lla') 

or (3.llb') 

pr# = (X'XrIX'LATN 

prT = ([WT 
0 X],[WT 

0 X])-I[WT 
0 X]'LATN 

prI = ([WI 0 X],[WI 
0 X])-I[WI 

0 X]'LATN 

prS = ([Ws 
0 X],[Ws 

0 X])-I[WS 
0 X]'LATN 

where 0 indicates Hadamard product. 104 Notice that we could regard (3.5') as a special 

case of (3.7'), (3.lla') or (3.llb'), in which there is an implicit weight matrix of unity 

in all its elements. Since all the coefficients are estimated by OLS, their statistical 

properties should be comparable. Any difference in the estimates should result from 

differences in the weights. 

Another issue relates to the relationship between the weighted models (3.7) and 

(3.lla) or (3.llb). Although p~T in (3.7) and p; in (3.lla)or p~s in (3. 11 b) could be 

regarded as further decompositions of p~# in (3.5), it would be wrong to assume that 

\03 It is unnecessary to introduce a separate measure for the changing degrees of openness of the 
home country, i.e., Latvia, since it should be reflected in the significance of the shocks in our models. 

104 Hadamard product is an element by element product of two matrices of the same dimensions, see 

Styan [1973] and Visick [2000]. 
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(3.5) is composed of (3.7) and (3.11). In other words, currency shock impacts yia trade 

and via financial linkages do not add up to account for the unweighted model (3.5). 

This is due to the non-additive nature of the trade and financial weights due to their 

very different definitions. Moreover, we cannot rule out the possibility that trade and 

financial weights may convey overlapping information and hence may not embody the 

trade or financial market channels solely. In fact, difficulties in separating trade effects 

from financial effects have been acknowledged in other studies of financial crises, e.g" 

see Van Rijckeghem and Weder [2001]. 

3.4 Key data characteristics of main variables 

Econometric modelling is based on monthly frequency data, although we use 

weekly series to construct the financial weights. The length of the sample is primarily 

dependent on the available trade data, which goes back to April 1994 and ends in May 

2000. As explained in Chapter 1, the end observation of the sample reflects the latest 

data available when empirical estimations presented in this chapter were carried out. 

Data series relating to the financial weights are shorter, with some of them going back 

only as far as September 1996. Therefore, two sample lengths are defined: one for 

April 1994 to May 2000 and the other for September 1996 to May 2000. We refer to 

the former as the "full sample" and the latter as the "small sample". In order to enable 

more comparisons of the model results, we extrapolate those missing early observations 

of some financial series and construct financial weights for the full sample. However, 

such comparisons should be treated with care. The description of the data sources is 

provided in Appendix 3.A. Tables and Figures are presented in Appendix 3.B. 

3.4. 1 Deviations of the L VUUSD spot rate from the parity 

As defined in (3.1), our explained variable is the lats' net rate, LA TNt. The 

monthly series of the L VLIUSD rate, the parity and LATNt are plotted in Figure 3.1.105 

The dotted lines in the lower panel denote the ±1 % band around the parity. We can see 

from the figure that: (i) the net rate shows no long-run mean diversion; (ii) there are a 

few instances in which LA TNt has exceeded the boundaries allowed by the peg;l06 (iii) 

105 Since Datastream provides the L VUCSD spot rate only from June 1997, we have constructed its 
earlier part as a cross rate from the L VL 'GBP and GBP,USD rates. This implies the assumption of no 
arbitrage possibilities. To verify the validity of this assumption, we have checked the cross rate agamst 
the actual spot rate for the period of 1997M6-2000M5 and found that the two senes are ~Ighly correlated 
in both their lewis and returns \\'ith the correlation coefficients of 0.99 and 0.97, respectively. 

106 All violations are temporary and, gi\'en that the Bank of Latvia automatically intervenes at the 
edges of the band, are perhaps due to a mismatch of quotation times of the ISLL'SD and SDRlSD rates. 
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its speed of mean reversion has significantly slowed down from mid 1996 to 1997 

onwards; (iv) the Russian crisis caused prolonged pressure on the lats in the second half 

of 1998. Overall, the peg has been sustained but periods of appreciation pressure (when 

LATNt approaches the lower edge of the band) and/or of depreciation pressure (when 

LA TNt approaches the upper edge of the band) have become more persistent in the 

second half of the sample period. This is particularly prominent after the Russian crisis 

when the exchange rate is seen to spend prolonged periods at the weak side of the 

currency band. 

Formal statistical (i.e., Dickey-Fuller (DF) and Augmented Dickey-Fuller 

(ADF)) unit root tests are carried out on LA TNt and the results are summarised in Table 

3.l. We see that the null of a unit-root, i.e., non-stationarity, is unanimously rejected at 

1 % significance level. Analysis of autocorrelations and partial autocorrelations (not 

reported for brevity) suggests an AR(I) process for LA TNt. Ifwe run an autoregression 

estimation of LA TNt for the full sample period, we find that the first lag is significant at 

5% level with the estimated coefficient of 0.36 (standard error 0.11). However, the 

estimated coefficient becomes insignificant (0.24 with a standard error of 0.13) when 

the AR(l) is estimated for the sub-sample of 1994M4-1998M7, i.e., for the period prior 

to the Russian crisis, whereas it becomes highly significant (0.74 with a standard error 

of 0.16) for the post Russian-crisis period, i.e., 1998M8-2000M5. These estimates 

confirm the earlier observation of changing patterns in the dynamics of LA TNt. 

The lack of constancy in the autoregression of LA TNt implies that simple AR 

models are inadequate in characterising the disequilibrium adjustment of LA TNt. 

Intuitively, it is easy to see that the lats' rate would become inevitably more receptive 

to an increasingly wide range of external shocks, as the Latvian economy becomes 

more open and market-oriented. 

3.4.2 Currency shocks and domestic initial indicators 

Figure 3.2 plots exchange rates vis-a-vis the US dollar and their returns (i.e .. 

currency shocks) of the seven countries defined in (3.4).107 One of the most noticeable 

107 Similarly to LArN, Datastream does not supply the spot rates of Estonian, Lithuani~n and Polish 
currencies vis-a-vis the US dollar for the early part of the full sample. Therefore we substItute the spot 
rates by their cross rates via the British pound sterling for the missing period (except for Lith~ania). The 
feasibility of this is supported by correlation coefficients of 0.99 in both levels a~d returns of the actual 
series and cross rates for their overlap period for the Estonian laoon and the Polish zloty. The very thm 
pound sterling market in Lithuania produces too low correlation ~oefticients to be considered" as 
appropriate (0.13 for levels and 0.15 for returns for 1997\17-:20001\1)). As a result, for the "ilthualllan 
litas we use series of its spot rate \"is-a-yis the US dollar suppiJed by Reuters. Smce t~ese senes go back 
only to 1995M6, we extrapolate its first available observation to the begml1lng of the lull sample. 
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countries here is Russia in tenns of both the depth and magnitude of its 1998 crisis. \\' e 

expect that the Russian variables might play certain destabilising roles in our models. 

Table 3.2 reports the ADF and DF test results, where it is confinned that all the 

exchange rate returns are stationary. 

It should be noted here that it is inappropriate to include, into our models , 

exchange rate returns as individual shock variables when one of the currencies is 

rigidly pegged to the other. This is because the shocks from a country that pegs its 

currency are a mixture of shocks from both countries and do not embody a country

specific infonnation. The Estonian kroon is the only currency in our sample that falls 

into this category, for it has been pegged to the deutschmark (and subsequently to the 

euro) at the parity 8:l.\O8 In order to circumvent this problem, we redefine the Estonian 

shock variable as the difference between the exchange rate returns of the kroon and the 

deutschmark, both vis-a.-vis the US dollar. We find, from the plot of the Estonian shock 

variable, a pronounced regime shift, which is caused either by narrower fluctuation 

bands and/ or gains in credibility of the peg. \09 

Figure 3.2 also plots the domestic indicators. We can see from the plots that 

there was a massive build-up of the central bank's net foreign reserves during mid 1995 

to 1996, reflecting the bank's policy target to fully back up narrow money by hard 

currencies after the 1995 banking crisis. The banking crisis lead to a drastic increase in 

the size of the central bank relative to the banking system. It resulted from a withdrawal 

of monetary positions from the monetary aggregates due to the bankrupted banks, as 

shown from the rising dam2,(. Since then, to the end of the study period the net foreign 

reserves have been covering about 70-80% of the domestic money demand. The Bank 

of Latvia is a very influential player in the lats' market. 

The indices of the banking sector's exposure to foreign shocks via its asset and 

liability structures, dam3, ( and dam4,(, followed surprisingly similar growth patterns 

until 1998, when foreign assets first fell early in the year and dropped further following 

the Russian crisis. While the share of the foreign assets subsequently recovered 

somewhat, dam3,t was still below its pre-1998 level by 2000, indicating that banks ha\"e 

been re-orienting their business towards the home market. The share of foreign 

108 As for the other currencies during the study period, only Poland had a similar problem. The 
Polish zloty had a crawling peg \'is-a-vis a basket of currencies with a band of ± 1 % until it \\ as widened 
to ±2°o on 6 March 1995, to ±ro on 16 May 1995. to ±10oo on 26 February 1998, to :d2.5'~·0 on 2S 
October 1998, to ±15°o on 25 March 1999, and was free tloated on 12 April :WOO. In \'Ie\\ of Wide 
tluctuation bands and considerable weight of the US dollar in the basket (4YYo), we do not "purify" the 

zloty shocks. 
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liabilities, dom4,t, has displayed a continuous growth, albeit being slowed down by the 

Russian crisis. However, we have to treat this index very cautiously because of a data 

definition problem. Only since 1998, the Bank of Latvia allows for a separate statistic 

entry of foreign investment in the banking system's capital and reserves, foreign loans 

and deposits. Hence, the ratio of more than 50% in 2000 is very much a manifestation 

of Nordic and German banks buying into the Latvian banking system (which, in fact, 

may stabilise the system) rather than staggering dependency on short-term! medium

term foreign financing. 

While the null of the unit root (see Table 3.2) is not rejected for the majority of 

domestic initial indicators, various sub-sample results support their weak stationarity. 

The evidence suggests that all four series are stationary but have experienced regime 

shifts corresponding to stages of economic transition. 110 

3.4.3 Trade and financial weights 

Historical exposure to currency shocks via trade linkages is well covered by the 

chosen seven partner countries, which jointly account for about 70% of total Latvian 

export. Figure 3.3 shows that by 2000, Germany and Great Britain had the largest share 

of approximately 15% each. Sweden had a lower share of about 10% in 2000. While 

trade shares of these developed economies increased over the sample period, Russian 

trade share has drastically decreased from about 30% in 1994 to less than 10% in 2000. 

Apart from the Latvian efforts to reorient its trade towards the EU, the implementation 

in Russia of political sanctions on imports from Latvia at the end of 1997, and the 

Russian financial crisis of 1998 have certainly added to the decrease. Export shares to 

Estonia and Lithuania have been relatively small in comparison, reaching about 5% and 

7% respectively in 2000. Although Poland is the largest Latvian export market of CEE 

(except for Estonia and Lithuania), its average share has been only about 2%. Currency 

shocks from Poland via the trade channel should therefore have very limited effect on 

the lats. 

The US is used as the benchmark country in the construction of the two sets of 

financial weights. We use one month interbank market interest rates in the first set, and 

ex post four-week stock market returns in the second set, to form the capital price 

109 The possibility that the observed shift in Estonian series is due to the merger of actual and cross 

series is rejected by data analysis. , " 
110 Even if they may fail the stationarity assumption. the .unbalanced regressIOn pr~blem IS aVOided 

b . I d fficI'ent lags that allow them to comtegrate and produce differenced senes. ecause we mc u e su I ~ . , ' ' ' . 
N h I ' nted by uSI'ng first differences of domestIc mltlal mdlcators mstead ut levels. evert e ess, we expenme ,,_ 
They had only episodic significance and the key results were consistent With the results tm levels, 
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differential. All the raw data series are weekly in frequency when we calculate ·wk!. 
l.t 

and wkS},t using (3.9), with one month and four-week realised exchange rate returns, 

respectively. We then take the end-of-month observations of wkI. and H'kS. from 
l.t l.t 

their 12-week rolling averages to calculate skI},t and skS}.t in (3.10). The two sets of 

capital mobility indices, wkI}, ( and wkS},t' are drawn in Figure 3.4. 111 We see that 

wkSj,l are normally smaller than wkIj,t' This can be explained by either relatively high 

macro policy content in the interest rates such that they may over represent openness, 

or by a lower degree of stock market integration with international capital markets,112 or 

both. On average, Germany, Great Britain and Sweden exhibit, as one would expect, 

higher degrees of financial openness than the emerging market economies. 

Table 3.3 shows that the correlation between both types of financial weights, 

wklj,l and wkSj,t' is low, reflecting a significant disparity between the stock market 

differential and the interest rate differential in pricing aggregate capital. 113 But we can 

see that weighted shocks can have a high correlation despite the dissimilarity in the 

weights, as shown from the correlation coefficients of Sfj.t , skIj,t and skSj,t in Table 

3.4. This is due to the general dominance of the exchange rate returns, I1rj ,t' over the 

weights in terms of their sample variances. Table 3.2 reports the ADF test results of all 

the weighted shock variables, which confirm weak stationarity. 

3.5 Empirical Results 

We follow the "general to specific" dynamic specification and model reduction 

approach, see Hendry [1995], to derive well-specified parsimonious models (3.4), (3.5), 

(3.7), (3.11a), and (3.11b). Econometric analysis is performed by PcGive 9.0 package. 

Using the OLS estimator, two sets of models are derived covering the full sample and 

the small sample, respectively. Considering the limited degrees of freedom available, 

the model reduction is performed twice, once setting the maximum lag length at /=2 

111 Due to shorter data samples, we have to extrapolate some early observations for Russia. Lithu~nia 
and Estonia in the full sample. In addition, Lithuanian weekly interest rates are mterpolated largely trom 

monthly data. A detailed description of the data sources is given in ~ppendlx 3,A. 
112 Traditional arguments for relatively low stock market mtegratlOn mclude imperfect asset 

substitutability and home bias of inwstors: see Lemmen [,1998]. " '," J 
113 R " h the only exceptIOn Howewr Its relatlwly high correlatIOn coeffiCients (0,5_ . ussla IS per aps ", . ." 

and 0.74 over the full and small samples. respectively) are mamly the result of the RUSSian lflSIS, 
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and the other with /=4 in the general models. 114 The two settings result in the same 

parsimonious models for the full sample case. For the small sample, model reduction 

sometimes fails to result in parsimonious models which pass all the diagnostic tests in 

the setting of 1=4, mainly due to the small degrees of freedom of the starting general 

models. Encompassing tests are used to help to choose between alternative models 

from the two settings when the reduction has not led to the same parsimonious models. 

Tables 3.9a and 3.9b report the regression results. As standard, 5% significance 

level is used to eliminate insignificant variables 115 and reject any null hypothesis. All 

derived models are well-specified. It is confirmed by a comprehensive set of diagnostic 

tests with the following null hypotheses: (i) no residual autocorrelation; (ii) no residual 

ARCH effects; (iii) residuals are normally distributed; (iv) residuals are homoskedastic; 

(v) no functional form misspecification using White's general heteroskedasticity and 

RESET tests. Figure 3.5 plots the relevant recursive regression results. 

In order that the estimates of all the shock parameters are economically 

interpretable, we check orthogonality between all the shock variables within a model. A 

simple check is the relevant sample correlation coefficients, which are given in Tables 

3.5-3.8. We can see from the tables that correlation coefficients are generally low 

between the foreign shock variables of the same model (e.g., across shocks via trade 

linkages), but that there is a quite high correlation between the domestic indicators, 

although it appears to fade away in the small sample. We can thus anticipate that the 

parameters of the shock variables represent more individual shock effects than those of 

the domestic variables. It must be noted that the correlation coefficients between the 

currency shocks and domestic variables never exceed 0.3 in absolute value neither for 

levels (see Table 3.5) or first differences (not reported for brevity) over both samples. 

Such a low correlation means that domestic indicators are likely not to be good proxies 

of the currency shocks and may not be substitutive of them. 

The modelling framework of section 3.3 allows for various types of comparison 

between well-specified parsimonious models of (3.4), (3.5), (3.7), (3.l1a), (3.11b). At 

the model level, we can use encompassing tests to infer, which model(s) can best 

capture currency shock propagation to LATN,; we can make a comparison of models 

(3.4) and (3.5) to evaluate to what extent domestic initial indicators can act as proxies 

114 An exception is model (3.4), which is estimated with /=2 for both samples because of the large 
number of regressors. For the full sample case, we have also experimented with five lags for models 
(3.5), (3.7), (3.lla), and (3.llb). but none of the fifth lags are statistically si~ficant at 5% level. 0 

liS The exception is Polish shocks in the full sample for. models (3.5) WIth p-valueo~·074 and m ~e 
II I ~ model (3.lla) with p-value 0.11. We retam them because they survne the reductIon 

sma samp e lor od I 0 °fi 0 

process till the very last stage and their exclusion then would lead to a m e nuSSpeCI lcatIon. 
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of foreign currency shocks; we can also compare (3.7), (3.11a), and (3.lIb) with (3.5) 

to assess the differences in shock transmission via the two channels. At the country 

level, two types of comparison are possible, too. One is to compare the identified 

dynamic structures of the shocks from one country between different models and 

discuss the relative importance of shocks from different countries. Also, we can compare 

the two sets of models produced from different sample sizes to assess parameter and! or 

model constancy. The following subsections report these comparisons in turn. 

3.5.1 Comparison of overall model performance 

At least four features stand out immediately from Tables 3.9a and 3.9b, and 

Figure 3.5. One is the goodness of fit embodied by the R2 , which is about 0.5 and 0.7 

for the models of the full and small samples, respectively. This is remarkable particularly 

in regard to the fact that the models examine only the effect of foreign currency shocks. 

Furthermore, the R:hocks' which is a crude proxy of the share of the explained variation 

in LA TNt solely due to the currency shocks (apart for model (3.4), which also has 

domestic initial indicators) by simply netting out the contribution of the AR(1) 

component, is about 0.35 in both samples, thereby confirming the relevance of the 

external shocks. At the same time, the widening gap between R2 and R:hocks in the 

small sample implies that in the latter part of the study period the AR(1) part has grown 

in importance, as is indicated in section 3.4.1. Another feature relates to the parameter 

estimates of LATNt- l . It is found to be significant and self-damping (i.e., 

o < a, a # ,a T ,a I ,a S < 1), in all models, thus confirming our choice of the theoretical 

model (3.2). But what is more interesting is that this parameter appears quite receptive 

to model configurations. The degree of its cross-sample constancy varies with models, 

as shown from the recursive graphs as well as the Hansen parameter instability tests (in 

the regression results' tables). In particular, while the Hansen tests do not identify 

instability problems in the small sample models, for the full sample in all weighted (but 

not in unweighted) models constancy of LATNt-l parameters is rejected at 5
0

0 

significance level. This implies that the shock propagation channels have been 

changing in importance over the full sample and that a single channel cannot 

successfully capture the shocks, which are then passed onto the models' autoregressi\'e 

part. lIb The third feature relates to the \\'ithin-sample forecasting pcrfomlance of the 

models from their recursi\'e tests. It is discernible from the recursive graphs of Chow 
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tests and I-step residuals that the models are capable of satisfactory short-tem1 

forecasts, with very few isolated I-step break points considering the data yariability. 

Correspondingly, most parameter estimates are relatively stable, as demonstrated by 

either the parameter instability tests or the recursive graphs of OLS estimates. Finally, 

the relatively high goodness of fit is supported by only a small number of shock 

variables, especially in the weighted shock models. Starting normally with a general 

model of over 30 regressors when 1=4, and over 20 regressors when 1=2, we can reduce 

the number to four or five, while keeping the models well-specified. 

An effective measure of the relative performance of different model types is the 

parsimonious encompassing test. We report the test results in Table 3.10. According to 

these results, model (3.4) can parsimoniously encompass model (3.5) in the small 

sample case but neither model is able to encompass the other in the full sample case, 

suggesting that model (3.4) lacks significant superiority over model (3.5) on the whole. 

As for the overall comparison between the unweighted shock model (3.5) and the 

weighted shock models (3.7), (3.I1a), and (3.11b), model (3.5) turns out to encompass 

all the weighted shock models in the full sample case, indicating that neither trade or 

finance can monopolise the route of foreign currency shock propagation. 117 If we look 

at the small sample results, we find a less convincing evidence showing (3.5) being the 

best model. In fact, we see a mutually encompassing relation between model (3.5) and 

models (3.7) and (3.11 a), whereas such mutual encompassing is effectively wanting 

between models (3.5) and (3.1Ib). 

More interestingly, encompassing results between the weighted shock models in 

the small sample case reveal that model (3.11 b) encompasses models (3.7) and (3.11 a) 

respectively, whilst (3.7) and (3.IIa) mutually encompass each other. Superiority of 

(3 .11 b) over (3 .11 a) suggests that stock market returns convey more accurate 

information concerning the capital price movement. Success of (3.11 b) over (3.7), on 

the other hand, indicates that currency shock propagation via financial linkages has 

been relatively more important than via trade linkages. 

These results highlight how difficult it is to filter out one best performing model 

of the short-run disequilibrium in exchange rates, especially when the data sample is 

116 The likely mismeasurement of financial weights due to extrapolation do~s not generate this result. 
for the same problem appears in the trade-weighted model where there are n~ nusmeasurement problems. 

117 Logically, it is desirable to experiment with an enlarged model, whIch In.eludes both trade- and 
finance-weighted shocks. However, we are unable to do so for two reason~: hIgh sample correlatlon 
between sl

i
( and skli.t or skS. I' as shown in Table 3.4, and a lack of degrees of treedom. 
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small. Consequently, we conclude that LA TNt can be more or less equally well explained 

by several different models within this relatively narrow sample window. 

3.5.2 The roles of domestic initial indicators 

Let us now compare models (3.4) and (3.5) in more detail. As indicated by the 

above encompassing test results, model (3.4) is hardly an improvement of model (3.5). 

From Tables 3.9a and 3.9b we find that in both samples (3.4) still contains most of the 

currency shocks significant in (3.5), and that inclusion of domestic indicators produces 

only a slight improvement in explanation of the lats' net rate. It is also noticeable that 

the domestic variables tend to lag behind the external shock variables in transmitting 

currency shocks onto LATNt• Moreover, the two versions of (3.4) considerably differ in 

the configuration of these additional regressors, to which we refer as a severe absence 

of a cross-sample parameter invariance of these domestic variables in explaining 

LA TNt. As pointed out earlier, the series of four domestic indicators suffer from a low 

degree of orthogonality and their correlation coefficients vary greatly with the sample 

size. These are reflected in the total absence of the lags of dom 1,1 variable, in the 

switching signs of the parameter estimates for dom4,1 lags (since its correlation 

coefficients with dom2, I and dom3,t series change signs), as well as in the overall 

configuration changes of these variables in the two versions. We thus must be 

extremely cautious in interpreting the roles of these variables. 

The foreign assets exposure indicator, series of dom3,1 variable, is the only 

domestic variable which appears in both versions of (3.4). Its parameter estimates have 

the expected negative sign, despite the shift in its lag structure from the full to small 

sample models. It therefore is supportive of the intuitive view that a loss of foreign 

assets is followed by a depreciation pressure, while expansion of the banking system 

across national borders is perceived to strengthen the currency. The positive impact of 

dom4,t-3 in the full sample model seems to suggest a significant common lender effect. 

However, this evidence is very flimsy since its parameter estimate switches its sign in 

the small sample model, a sample period where we observe stronger factual evidence of 

the common lender problem than in the full sample. Likewise. similar correlation 

between dom3.t and dom2, I variables makes it virtually impossible to interpret the 

"wrong sign" of the parameter estimate for dOm2.t-2 in the small sample model. 

The above analysis confirms our a priori conjecture, that it is practically \·ery 

difficult to find, from available domestic information, adequate substitutable measures 

of external currency shocks, especially in view of the persistent and relatively robust 
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presence of the shock variables from Estonia and Russia in both versions of models 

(3.4) and (3.5). Hence, we disregard domestic variables in the subsequent modelling of 

external currency shocks via trade and financial channels. 

3.5.3 Cross-sample model comparison 

One feature is discernible from Tables 3.9a and 3.9b, and the above subsections: 

the full and small sample versions of the same model can differ considerably in terms 

of both the regressor configuration and the parameter signs and sizes. The unweighted 

model (3.5) shows the least difference. Such a low cross-sample parameter invariance 

highlights the difficulty to identify a unique mechanism, or a viable structural explanation, 

of how short-run exchange rate disequilibrium is caused largely by a regular set of 

short-run external shocks via particular changing shock transmission channels. 

On a close look, we see that the trade and finance weighted models (3.7) and 

(3.IIa) are similar to model (3.5) in the small sample case and that all the weighted 

shock models share the same configuration in the full sample case. Moreover, the models 

of the full sample case contain more lagged variables from the developed economies 

than the corresponding models of the small sample case, and these variables appear to 

crowd out certain variables from the emerging market economies. However, we must 

be cautious in making cross-sample comparison involving the finance weighted models 

because of possible data measurement errors due to the fact that a number of these 

weight series contain extrapolated observations in the early part of the full sample. 118 

But even if present, the effect of mismeasurement seems to be outdone by structural 

changes in propagation channels, as the two versions of (3 .11 a) and (3.11 b) have a very 

different configuration in the small sample case when data mismeasurement is absent, 

whereas they share an identical configuration in the full sample case. 

At least, three observations are worth making from the relatively low model 

robustness. Firstly, the partial shifts in regressor configuration help us to single out, which 

regressors have relatively more robust effect and therefore should form the core part of 

the models of the lats' net rate, whatever data windows we choose for the estimation. 

As noted earlier, the first lag the lats' net rate is very robust in the two versions of all 

models. As for the shock variables, Estonian and Russian, and also Lithuanian shocks 

118 Particularly. the first observation of Estonian financial weights measured by stock market indices 
may assume too high openness possibly due to inexperienced stock market at the early stages of Its 
op~ration. Extrapolation of this possibly fla\wd estimate, whi~h is later corrected by the market (obsaw 
the following drop in its series plotted in Figure 3.-+), may nus~easure ~e abIlIty of shock propagation 
via financial linkages. One may possibly find similar problems In the senes of finanCial weights In terms 
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are quite persistent. Secondly, degrees of robustness of one-country shock variables 

appear to be associated with the country groups. For example, currency shocks from the 

developed economies become less prominent than from the emerging markets when we 

estimate the models using the narrower and more recent data window, i.e., the small 

sample. However, this might well be a sample-specific feature since the Russian crisis 

plays a dominant role here because it has undoubtedly infected emerging markets much 

more than developed economies. We shall look at the country comparison in more 

details later. Finally, the combination of the low cross-sample parameter invariance and 

the relatively constant within-sample parameter estimates tells us that it is possible to 

reach certain structural explanations, although non-unique, of the short-run shock 

transmission. But these explanations require a frequent update in terms of a model 

specification and data window for estimation. 

3.5.4 Analysis and comparison at country level 

Let us now tum to the country-level analysis by assessing the constancy of 

parameters and dynamic structure of individual country shocks, and comparing their 

relative contributions to explaining LA TNt. The analysis follows the country groups 

introduced in section 3.3.1. 

3.5.4.1 Estonia and Lithuania 

The Estonian kroon is found to be one of the most significant currencies whose 

fluctuations feed immediately and positively on to LATNt in all models, except for the 

small sample model (3.11 b). Its positive coefficient exhibits relatively high robustness, 

acknowledging the importance of Estonian shock transmission via both trade and 

financial linkages. EST! also tends to take the lead in terms of the partial Rl. We belie\'e 

that the kroon has played an important role of a transmission port of shocks from 

outside of the Baltic region on to the lats' market, which is perhaps more important 

than being a possible instigator of currency shocks. This is because Estonia has 

integrated itself into the world capital markets deeper than Latvia and Lithuania, 119 and, 

of interest rates. Mismeasurement may also be an issue in the series of Lithuanian and Russian finanCial 

weights. . . 
119 Estonia is the most open eEE economy with least restrictions on capItal flows and the. highest 

trade opelmess. For description of Estonian openness, see Weber and Taube [1999] and Ganb,aldl. \Iora, 
Sahay and Zettelmeyer [1999] and IMF Country Reports for mO.re r~cent assessment. Estoma S abIhtyto 
act as a transmission port of international shocks during our estImatIOn penod had been enhanced by Its 
\'ulnerability to fluctuations in international financial markets. du~ to its weak fundamentals such as 
booming private credit expansion and dependence on large capItal mflows. For a d~taIle~ dISCUSSIon of 
financial vulnerability of Estonia during the study period, see Fnes et al [1998]. Lattemae and PIkkalll 
[200 I] prOVide an an;lysis of foreign shock propagation via monetary transmission mechanism. 
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moreover, its financial institutions have established a strong presence in Latvia. Our 

belief is supported by the small sample recursive tests of models (3.5), (3.7) and (3.IIa) 

in Figure 3.5(D, F and H) that record a value shift of the Estonian coefficients in the 

second half of 1998, thereby revealing its auxiliary role in propagating the Russian 

crisis. The somewhat temporary character of the shift displayed in panels F and H of 

Figure 3.5 hints that beyond the existing permanent susceptibility via spillovers, there 

have been at least temporary pure contagion effects. Perhaps because the investors' 

perception of the similarity of the two countries was enforced during the Russian crisis. 

There is no such effect in the recursive tests of the Lithuanian currency shock variables. 

However, the above inference of a transmission port is weakened by the small 

sample model (3.11b), where the impact of the Estonian kroon's returns has turned 

from a current and positive one into a one-period lagged and negative one, while the 

partial R2 is also reduced. Perhaps, the disparity with the other small sample models 

embodies the widely held observation that stock markets are less integrated into the 

international capital markets and thus contain more local information. The negative 

parameter may reflect the competition for funds effects, if investors view these two 

stock markets as individual entities. However, it is not clear how much of the 

differences in (3.11 b) in both samples is due to the likely mismeasurement of wkSj,1 (it 

displays a large correction from the extrapolated value for the full sample) and hence 

we must be careful with the interpretation. 

Lithuanian shocks are found to have a consistently negative effect on LATN/. 

The relatively high partial R2 associated with the negative parameter estimates seems to 

verify that Lithuania is indeed an important competitive neighbour of Latvia. But such 

economic interpretation should be treated with caution because of the low robustness of 

the Lithuanian parameter estimates, as reflected in their variable dynamic impact and 

their recurrent failure of the Hansen instability tests in the small sample. 

3.5.4.2 Poland and Russia 

The immediate significance of the Russian shock variable demonstrates ho\\" 

much the lats' rate suffered from the massive depreciation of the rouble during 1998, as 

shown by the rather high partial Rl. We see from Figure 3.5 a distinct value shift in the 

recursive parameter estimates of the Russian variable, showing an instant~mcous 

destabilising impact on the lats. The impact is more striking if we compare configurations 

of the Russian variables in various models between the t\\O sample cases. 
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The parameter estimates of RUSt in model (3.5) are quite similar across both 

samples. Its presence persists in models (3.7) and (3.11a) in the small sample case. 

Only model (3.11 b) presents a very different dynamic configuration, i.e., a four-lag 

difference, which seems to reflect the correction for overshooting in financial markets 

after the actual size of the shock becomes evident. It also includes implicitly an early 

effect of changing capital mobility measured by stock-market based capital prices, 

portending escalating troubles in Russian stock market during May 1998. Similar to the 

Estonian case, we see this mainly due to the reason that stock markets usually contain 

more local information than money markets, especially in less developed economies. 

Polish shocks are the least prominent between the emerging markets' shocks in 

terms of their partial R2 as well as the significance of parameter estimates. The zloty 

shocks have an immediate negative impact on LATNt, possibly indicating competition 

for funds between a wider group of eEE economies. Polish shocks are never significant 

in the trade-weighted models, which is consistent with the minor exposure of the 

Latvian exporters to the Polish markets (only 2% of total exports). 

3.5.4.3 Germany, Great Britain and Sweden 

The currency shocks have a lower cross-sample parameter invariance and less 

explanatory power than those from emerging markets. The Swedish kronor shocks are 

generally insignificant except in the small sample case of model (3.5). Shocks from the 

deutschmark and the pound sterling have a more persistent presence, particularly in the 

weighted models of the full sample case, where both currencies are found to have one 

period lagged impact on LA TNt. This reflects the importance of the two countries both 

as major Latvian export markets and as representatives of the developed financial 

markets. Notice that the parameter estimates for GBt-1 and GERt-1 in the full sample 

case of (3.11 a) and (3.11 b) are effectively the same. 

Shocks from the developed economies on the whole appear to be less prominent 

in the small sample case than in the full sample case. 120 Great Britain turns out to be the 

only robust country here, as GBt-l in (3.11 b) remains significant over both samples and 

its parameter estimates stay virtually the same. Shocks of the deutschmark in the small 

sample case are significant only in model (3.5). However, the dynamic structure and 

parameter signs of the German variables vary between the two sample cases, therefore 

not allowing us to attempt an economic interpretation. 

120 Notice though that none of the financial weights series of these countries is cxtrapoiah . .'d In the 

full sample case. 
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3.5.4.4 General findings in group comparison 

There are three major conclusions to be drawn from the country-level analysis 

over the current estimation windows. Firstly, we find similarity in the sources of 

currency shocks across trade and financial models. This supports the vie\\' held in the 

contagion literature that trade and financial linkages are historically intertwined and 

hence both channels identify shocks from the same countries. 121 Secondly, we find that 

the Russian crisis of August 1998 had a strong and immediate impact on the lats' rate, 

prompting prolonged depreciation pressure in the second half of 1998 transmitted via 

both trade and financial linkages. Thirdly, we find that the most important sources of 

currency shock propagation have been emerging markets, with countries from a single 

economic region (Estonia and Lithuania) playing the key role. We maintain that there 

are two mechanisms driving this result. Internally, extensive structural transformation 

due to transitional and EU accession reforms makes emerging markets particularly 

vulnerable to external crises via spillovers. Externally, these economies are frequently 

perceived as belonging to the same risk category by investors, thus generating the risk 

of external susceptibility via pure contagion. 

3.6 Concluding remarks 

In this chapter, using monthly frequency data we have researched the short-run 

dynamic impact of foreign currency shocks on the deviations of the market spot rate of 

the Latvian lats vis-a-vis the US dollar from the implied parity during the first six years 

of the lats' peg to SDR. The deviations from the parity have been transitory, confirming 

the sustainability of the peg during the researched period. We have set the assessment 

on the basis of a standard inter-temporal cost minimisation theory, from which 

empirical models of the autoregressive distributed-lags form are derived. The derived 

models have a high goodness of fit with R2 reaching nearly 0.8. This demonstrates the 

extensive impact of the currency shocks on the lats' rate, because shocks from domestic 

sources are generally disregarded in our models. However, propagation channels and 

configuration of these foreign shocks are neither unique nor very stable. Our findings 

highlight the need for the Bank of Latvia to follow closely the movements in the 

international foreign exchange markets, particularly in the neighbouring economic area. 

121 Van Rijckeghem and Weder [2001, p.304] on the similanty of trade and fina~ci.al channels \\Tite 
that ..... [the] role of trade finance may contribute to this high correlatIOn. smce It IS likely that the 
historical expansion of bank lending started by financing trade and then gradually expanded mto other 
lending as banks became more knowledgeable about a country. ThIS would lead to a pattern 01 hank 

lending that follows the trading routes". 
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More specifically, the main findings of this chapter are: 

l. Autoregressive properties. The lats' net rate exhibits a strong first-order 

autoregressive property, which has strengthened in the latter part of the study period, 

perhaps as a result of the 1998 Russian crisis. It implies increasing adjustment costs 

with respect to various shocks, particularly for the monetary authority. Financial 

liberalisation and international integration shall reinforce this effect because the relative 

size of the central bank to market will diminish, making any intervention by the bank 

harder to achieve the desired targets. 

2. Domestic initial indicators. It is empirically very difficult to find 

domestic variables, which would act as initial indicators of foreign currency shocks. It 

is because the effect of external shocks on the lats' net rate is largely direct and 

immediate, and also because domestic indicators may embody internal shocks more 

than external shocks. 

3. Foreign currency shocks. The Latvian lats is exceptionally susceptible to 

foreign currency shocks. The key shocks are those from emerging markets of the same 

economic area as Latvia, i.e., from Estonia and Lithuania. Moreover, we find that the 

Estonian kroon may have acted as a transmission port of currency shocks from 

elsewhere, not just an original source of shocks. Of the other emerging markets, the 

1998 Russian crisis is found to have exerted a massive devaluation pressure on the lats. 

We find evidence of both spillovers and pure contagion. Currency shocks from the 

group of developed economies are found to be less influential in comparison, 

particularly in the small sample. Of them, the pound sterling shocks are most prominent. 

However, the dominance of the emerging markets' shocks could be a sample-specific 

result due to the Russian crisis, which infected emerging markets more than developed 

economies and perhaps temporarily strengthened their interdependence. 

4. Shock propagation channels. Both trade and financial linkages are found 

to be highly significant in propagating currency shocks on to the lats' market, with the 

financial channel being the most important of the two. Moreover. models with 

weighted currency shocks imply that the origin of the currency shocks via the two 

channels are similar, confirming the view held in the financial contagion literature, that 

trade and financial linkages are intertwined. 

5. Policy implications. Models \\·ith unweighted, trade- and finance-weighted 

shocks are found to explain the lats' net rate more or less equally well. Configurations 

of these models, however, may not stay invariant over a changing sample size. The lack 

of a unique model of susceptibility to the foreign currency shocks and the relatively 
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low cross-sample parameter invariance highlights the well-known difficulty of 

empirically modelling short-run exchange rate movement. If such econometric models 

are used to assist exchange rate monitoring, results from a number of different models 

should be analysed and compared, and they should be frequently updated. For instance. 

our unweighted currency shocks model can be used to monitor policy significance and 

the immediate effect of external shocks, whilst weighted models can be used to assess 

shock propagation via specific channels. 



Appendix 3.A: Data sources 

All data from Datastream, unless stated otherwise. RespectiYe codes in brackets. 

Spot exchange rates vis-a-vis USD, beginning of month and weekII' observations 
Latvia: From 1997M6 the Latvian lats to USD, [LATVLA$]. Bef~re that cross rate 
through the Latvian lats to GBP, [LATVLAT] and GBP to USD [USBRITP]. Parity to 
SDR calculated from SDR to USD, [SPEDRA W]. Correlation coefficient of the cross 
and the actual latslUSD rates for the overlap period are 0.99 and 0.97 for levels and 
returns, respectively. 
Estonia: From I997M5 the Estonian kroon to USD, [ESTOKR$]. Before that the cross 
rate through the Estonian kroon to GBP, [ESTOKRN]. Correlation coefficient of the 
cross and the actual kroonlUSD rates for the overlap period are 0.99 and 0.99 for levels 
and returns, respectively. In order to identify shocks specific to Estonia, for shock 
variable we use difference between return on the deutschmark and return on the 
Estonian kroon. 
Lithuania: Spot rate (close, bid) from Reuters from I995M7. Before that shock variable 
is assumed to be zero. 
Poland: From I995MI the Polish zloty to USD, [POLZLO$]. Before that the cross rate 
through the Polish zloty to GBP, [POLZLOT]. Correlation coefficient of the cross and 
the actual zlotylUSD rates for the overlap period are 0.99 and 0.99 for levels and 
returns, respectively. 
Russia: From I996M3 the CIS rouble (market) to USD, [CISRUB$]. Before that 
OFICIAL RATE: the Russian rouble to USD, [RSUSDSP]. Correlation coefficient for 
the overlap period are 0.99 and 0.88 for levels and returns, respectively. 
Germany: the deutschmark to USD, [DMARKE$]. 
Great Britain: GBP to USD, [USBRITP]. 
Sweden: the Swedish kronor to USD, [SWEKRO$]. 
USA: SDR to USD, [SPEDRA W]. 

i-month interest rates, weekly frequency 
Estonia: From I996MI interbank I-month average rate of TALIBID and TALIBOR 
(interbank market). Source: Eesti Panko 
Lithuania: From I999MI average of I-month VILIBID and VILIBOR (interbank 
market). Source: Bank of Lithuania. Before that weighted averages of m.oney market 
rates for maturity horizons of up to 1 month, from I995M3 to I996M7 senes code 60a. 
from I998M8 to I999MI series code 60b. Source: International Financial Statistics. 
Poland: Poland interbank I-month middle rate, [POIBKIM]. 
Russia: From 1 994M9 Russia interbank 30-days middle rate, [RSIBK30]. 
Germany: German interbank I-month offered rate, [FIBOR 1M]. 
Great Britain: British interbank I-month (LDN:BBA) offered rate, [BBGBP 1 \'1]. 
Sweden: Sweden interbank I-month middle rate, [SIBORIM]. 
US: US commercial paper discount 30-days middle rate, [USCP30D]. 

Stock market indices, weekiy frequency 
Estonia: From 1996M6 T ALSE. price index [EST ALSE(PI)]. 
Lithuania: From 1996MI LITIN G, price index, [LNLITj\JG(PI)]. 
Poland: Warsaw General Index WIG. price index, [POL \VIGI(PI)]. 
Russia: From 1994M9 Mosco\\' Times (RUR), price index. [RSi\lTI0:D(PI)]. 
Germany: DAX 200 AVERAGE. price index. [DAX200A(PI)]. 
Great Britain: FTSE 250 VALUE, price index. [FT250VA(Pl)]. 
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Sweden: Stockholm Fondbors General, price index, [SWEGENL(PI)]. 
US: S&P 500 COMPOSITE, price index, [S&PCOMP(PD]' 

Latvian export volume and domestic initial indicators 
Trade data: monthly Latvian export volume in LVL. Source: Central Statistical Bureau 
of Latvia. 
Monetary data: Net foreign assets of the Bank of Latvia, reserve money, domestic 
money demand, asset and liability structure of Latvian banking sector; all in L VL at the 

end of month. Source: the Bank of Latvia. 
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Appendix 3.B: Tables and Figures 

Table 3.1. Unit root tests for LA TNt: 
Dickey-Fuller (DF) and Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) tests 

Sample periods 

Full sample 
(/994M4-2000M5) 

Small sample 

ADF(5) 
critical values 

5% = -1.9 / 1 % = -2.6 

-2.82** 

ADF{l) 
critical values 

5% = -1.9 /1% = -2.6 

-3.90** 

DF 
Critical \'alues 

5% = -1.9 / 1% = -2.6 

-5.85** 

(l996M9-2000M5) -2.99** -2.85** -3,13** 
Notes: Results for different "whitening" lags (their number is given in the brackets in the top row of the 
table) are reported to show robustness of the results because in small samples they are known to be 
delicate to the number of "whitening" lags. The test specifications include neither a constant nor trend. 
Null hypothesis: unit root. ** stands for rejection of the null hypothesis at 1 % level of significance. 
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· Table 3.2. Unit root tests for currency shocks: 
DIckey-Fuller (DF) and Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) tests 

.~F (5) ADF (1) DF 
cohcal values critical values critical values 

5% = -l.9 /1% = -2.6 5% = -l.9 /1% - -2.6 5% -1.9/1% -2.6 

Full sample (1994M4-2000M5) 1 Small sample (1996M9-2000M5) 
Unweighted, ~j.t 

EST 
LIT 
POL 
RUS 
GB 
GER 
SWE 

Trade weighted, stj.t 
EST 
LIT 
POL 
RUS 
GB 
GER 
SWE 

-4.18**1-6.39** 
-5.45**1-4.08** 

-2.17*/-1.82 
-2.55*/-1.80 

-2.69**/-1.73 
-2.87**/-2.34* 

-2.82**1-2.63** 

-4.20**1-5.86** 
-5.39**1-4.00** 
-2.74**1-2.23* 
-3.26**/-1.83 
-2.07*/-0.91 

-3.05**/-2.42* 
-2.67**1-2.39** 

Finance weighted (interest rates), skJ.i.t 
EST -4.16**/-6.41** 
LIT -5.45**1-4.06** 
POL -2.10*1-1.78 
RUS -2.43*1-1.53 
GB -2.65**/-l.74 
GER -2.87**1-2.34* 
SWE -2.83**1-2.62* 

Finance weighted (stock market returns), s~.t 
EST -4.08**1-7.46** 
LIT -4.68**/-3.94** 
POL -2.10**/-l.80 
RUS -3.19**1-l.54 
GB -2.77**1-1.80 
GER -2.83**/-2.37** 
SWE -2.89**/-2.85** 

Initial domestic indicators, domz.t 

-12.26**/-5.65** 
-11.07**/-8.52** 
-5.75**1-4.54** 

-16.58**/-14.05** 
-12.99**/-9.96** 
-7.93**/-6.14** 

-4.27**/-3.54** -5.02**/-4.20** 
-7.47**1-5.96** -9.18**/-6.73** 
-5.90**1-3.88** -8.57**/-6.32** 
-6.43**1-4.44** -9.67**/-6.31 ** 

-11.91 **1-5.37** -16.11 **/-13.24** 
-11.19**/-8.57** -12.92**/-9.89** 
-6.47**/-5.25** -8.77**/-6.43** 
-3.44**/-3.81 ** -4.29**/-4.98** 
-6.98**/-5.43** -9.10**/-6.69** 
-5.73**1-3.75** -8.40**/-6.23** 
-6.32**/-4.65** -9.45**/-6.86** 

-12.31 **-5.54**1 -16.84**/-14.01 ** 
-11.07**/-8.51 ** -13.00**1-9.97** 
-5.58**/-4.39** -7.80**/-6.03** 
-3.84**/-3.68** -4.87**/-4.87** 
-7.40**/-5.92** -9.70**1-6.73** 
-5.89**/-3.88** -8.62**1-6.34** 
-6.43**/-4.47** -9.26**/-6.35** 

-12.58**/-5.20** -16.78**1-13.64** 
-10.92**1-8.40** -12.86**/-9.87** 
-5.51 **/-4.26** -7.66**1-5.82** 
-3.46**/-3.45** -3.98**/-4.08** 
-7.60**/-6.07** -9.77**/-6.77** 
-6.00**/-3.91 ** -8.68**/-6.41 ** 
-6.23**/-4.25** -8.92**1-6.06** 

doml,t -1.311-0.93 -1.78/-1.40 -2.19*/-2.06* 
dom2.t -1.09/0.70 -1.12/0.40 -0.97/0.05 
dom3,t -1.26/-0.25 -1.92/-0.35 -1.72/-0.38 
dOII4.t -3.23**/-2.86** -4.85**12.99** -4.85**/-2.46* 

Notes: Results for different "whitening" lags (their number is given in the brackets in the top row of the 
table) are reported to show robustness of the results because in small samples they are known to be 
delicate to the number of "whitening" lags. The test specifications include neither a constant nor trend. 
Null hypothesis: unit root. * and ** stand for rejection of the null hypothesis at 5% and 1 % level of 
significance. Although unit root hypothesis is not rejected in this specification for doml. r• dom:. r and 
domJ.h more detailed analysis fmds that they are stationaryl trend stationary when adjusted for regime 
shifts due to different periods during transition. Complete unit root tests are available from the authors 
upon request. 
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Table 3.3. Correlation coefficients between different types of weights 

wtESTt 

wtLITt 

wtPOLt 

wtRUSt 
wtGBt 

wtGERt 

wtSWEt 

~rESTt 

~rLITt 

~rPOLt 

~rRUSt 

~rGBt 

~rGERt 

~rSWEt 

stESTt 

stLITt 
stPOLt 
stRUSt 
stGBt 

stGERt 
stSWEt 

Full sample (1994M4-2000M5) / Small sam Ie (1996M9-2000:\15) 
wkJ. t wkS t 

-0.48/-0.19 -0.49/0.14 
0.64/0.05 0.12/0.13 

-0.13 / -0.58 -0.01 / -0.20 
0.04/0.37 0.40/0.45 
-0.11/0.08 -0.54/-0.37 
-0.19/-0.19 -0.50/-0.32 
-0.06/-0.12 -0.33 / -0.51 

wklESTt 

wklLITt 
wklPOLt 
wklRUSt 
wkIGBt 

wkIGERt 
wkISWEt 

lIkS, 

0,.51/0.19 
0.2'+ /0,13 
0.17/0.45 
0 . .52 10:".+ 

-0.02/-0.16 
0.37/0.50 
0.03/-0.1'+ 

Table 3.4. Correlation coefficients of currency shock variables 

Full sample (1994M4-2000M5) / Small sample (1996M9-2000M5) 
stu sklj,t skSi,t 

0.99/0.99 0.99/0.99 0.99/0.98 
0.99/0.99 0.99/0.99 0.97 /0.97 
0.86/0.95 0.98/0.99 0.99/0.99 
0.80/0.97 0.89/0.92 0.77 / 0.94 
0.96/0.98 0.99/0.99 0.99/0.99 
0.98/0.99 0.99/0.99 0.99/0.99 
0.98/0.98 0.99/0.99 0.99/0.99 

skJ. t skS' t skS t 
0.97/0.98 0.98/0.99 sklESTt 0.99/0.98 
0.97/0.97 0.99/0.99 sklLITt 0.97/0.97 
0.86/0.93 0.85/0.94 sklPOLt 0.99/0.99 
0.96/0.92 0.91/0.94 sklRUSt 0.91 /0.97 
0.95/0.98 0.96/0.98 sklGBt 0.99/0.99 
0.97/0.98 0.98/0.99 sklGERt 0.99/0.99 
0.97/0.97 0.98/0.98 sk/SWEt 0.99/0.99 
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Table 3.5 Correlation coefficients of currency shocks (drj,t) and domestic indicators (domz.t) 

Full sample (1994M4-2000M5) / Small sample (1996M9-2000M5) 
L\rEST, ~,{JER, ~rLIT, ~rPOL, ~rRUSt ~rSWE, ~Bt doml,t dom2,t dom3,t dOIl4,t 

L\rEST, 1.00 
1.00 

~ER, -0.09 1.00 
-0.11 1.00 

L\rL1Tt -0.001 0.19 1.00 
0.13 0.19 1.00 

L\rPOL, -0.04 0.60 0.06 1.00 
-0.09 0.54 0.02 1.00 

L\rRUS, 0.09 -0.27 -0.01 0.18 1.00 
0.03 -0.28 -0.02 0.24 1.00 

ru-SWE, -0.10 0.69 0.18 0.42 -0.11 1.00 
-0.08 0.72 0.18 0.43 -0.10 1.00 

~B, -0.04 0.57 -0.02 0.26 -0.26 0.46 1.00 
-0.22 0.48 -0.07 0.12 -0.24 0.37 1.00 

dom •. t -0.04 0.20 0.07 0.12 0.02 0.19 0.08 1.00 
-0.16 0.02 0.09 0.08 -0.15 -0.06 0.15 1.00 

dom2.t -0.03 0.23 0.05 0.11 -0.02 0.26 -0.005 0.86 1.00 
-0.05 0.05 0.10 0.10 -0.05 0.10 -0.19 0.55 1.00 

dom3.t -0.007 0.22 0.04 0.10 -0.16 0.18 0.06 0.66 0.84 1.00 
0.02 -0.03 0.05 0.03 -0.22 0.001 -0.02 0.001 0.29 1.00 

dOIl4.t -0.04 0.24 0.01 0.05 -0.05 0.20 0.15 0.73 0.79 0.81 1.00 
-0.01 -0.08 -0.02 -0.13 0.10 -0.09 0.27 0.09 -0.54 -0.38 1.00 
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Table 3.6. Correlation coefficients of trade weighted currency shocks (st) 

Full sample (1994M4-2000M5) / Small sample (1996M9-2000M5) 
stESTt stGERt stUTt stPOLt stRUSr stSWEr sIGBr 

stESTt 1.00 
1.00 

stGERt -0.06 1.00 
-0.13 1.00 

stUTt -0.01 0.19 1.00 
0.10 0.19 1.00 

stPOLt 0.02 0.51 0.06 1.00 
-0.06 0.48 0.03 1.00 

stRUSt 0.17 -0.27 -0.01 0.09 1.00 
0.05 -0.23 -0.03 0.36 1.00 

stSWEt -0.04 0.65 0.17 0.32 -0.17 1.00 
-0.05 0.68 0.18 0.32 -0.08 1.00 

stGBt -0.04 0.53 -0.05 0.17 -0.27 0.42 1.00 
-0.21 0.50 -0.08 0.09 -0.26 0.37 1.00 

Table 3.7. Correlation coefficients of financial linkages weighted currency shocks (s~,t) 

Full sample (1994M4-2000M5) / Small sample (1996M9-2000M5) 
sklESTt skIGERt skIUTt skIPOLt skIRUSr skISWEr skIGB, 

sklESTt 1.00 
1.00 

skIGERt -0.10 1.00 
-0.13 1.00 

skIUTt -0.001 0.18 1.00 
0.13 0.18 1.00 

skIPOLt -0.05 0.61 0.06 1.00 
-0.10 0.55 0.02 1.00 

skIRUSt 0.13 -0.24 0.03 0.19 1.00 
0.02 -0.14 0.03 0.36 1.00 

skIS WEt -0.10 0.70 0.18 0.43 -0.12 1.00 

-0.11 0.73 0.18 0.43 -0.07 1.00 

skIGBt -0.03 0.58 -0.02 0.27 -0.27 0.46 1.00 

-0.23 0.48 -0.07 0.13 -0.22 0.37 1.00 

Table 3.8. Correlation coefficients of financial linkages weighted currency shocks (skSj ,,) 

Full sample (1994M4-2000M5) / Small sample (1996M9-2000M5) 
skSRUS, skSSWE, skSEST, skSGERt skSLITr skSPOL, skSGB, 

skSESTt 1.00 
1.00 

skSGERt -0.10 1.00 
-0.15 1.00 

skSLIT, -0.02 0.17 1.00 

0.03 0.17 1.00 

skSPOL, -0.02 0.59 0.03 1.00 

-0.09 0.53 -0.01 1.00 

skSRUSt 0.19 -0.24 0.04 0.09 1.00 

0.009 -0.16 0.07 0.32 1.00 

skSSWEt -0.10 0.70 0.18 0.41 -0.15 1.00 

-0.12 0.74 0.19 0.41 -0.09 1.00 

-0.02 0.58 -0.03 0.27 -0.27 0.46 1.00 
skSGBt 

-0.22 0.48 -0.08 0.13 -0.23 0.37 1.00 



Model 
Variable 

CONST 

POLt 

GBt_1 

GERt_1 

dom2,t_2 

dom3,t_1 

dom3,t_3 

~doI14,t_1 

d0I14,t_3 

R 
2 

(R 2 
shocks) 

Equation s.e. 

Diagnostic tests: 
AR 

ARCH 
Normality 

Heterosked. # 1 
Heterosked. #2 

RESET 

Table 3.9a. Full sample regression results 

3.4 
-0.004 

(0.004)/(0.10) 
0.290 

(0.102)/(0.11) 
0.212 

(0.041 )/(0.29) 

-3.473 
(1.378)/(0.09) 

0.012 
(0.003)/(0.13) 

-0.008 
(0.002)/(0.13) 

0.004 
(0.001)/(0.10) 

0.55 (0.43) 
0.00290011 

Full sample: 1994M4 2000M5 
3.5 3.7 

0.443 
(0.094)/(0.25) 

0.220 
(0.042)/(0.29) 

-5.169 
(1.653)/(0.13) 

-0.027 
(0.015)/(0.04) 

0.011 
(0.003)/(0.12) 

0.51 (0.41) 
0.00300678 

0.481* 
(0.096)/(0.27) 

7.710 
(1.443)1(0.30) 

0.474 
(0.183)/(0.09) 

-0.294 
(0.113)/(0.09) 

0.45 (0.34) 
0.0031605 

(0.97) 
(0.57) 
(0.92) 
(0.56) 
(0.71) 
0.33 

0.475* 
(0.095)/(0.27) 

0.263 
(0.048)/(0.31 ) 

0.071 
(0.026)/(0.10) 

-0.054 
(0.019)/(0.10) 

0.47 (0.35) 
0.00312071 

(0.91) 
(0.88) 
(0.82) 
(0.29) 
(0.33) 
0.14 

0.473* 
(0.096)/(0.26) 

0.294 
(0.057)/(0.29) 

0.082 
(0.028)/(0.11 ) 

-0.057 
(0.021)/(0.09) 

0.45 (0.33) 
0.00317008 

(0.89) 
(0.87) 
(0.72) 
(0.16) 
(0.53) 
0.19 

Notes: Dependent variable is LATNt, 69 (45) monthly observations for the full (small) sample. In the 
brackets next to the estimated parameter value we report its standard error and partial R2. respectively. 6. 
denotes one-lag difference; A. denotes four-lag difference; };z denotes a sum of two consecutive lags; and 
E3 denotes a sum of three consecutive lags, i.e., a quarterly return; "-" denotes that the variable is 
insignificant; " ... " denotes that the variable is not included in the model; * reveals parameter 000-
constancy at 5% significance level indicating fragile model following the Hansen parameter instability 
test; "nla" denotes that the test is not available due to too few degrees of freedom. All reported 
parameters are significant at least at 5% significance level except for POL, in the full sample of model 
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(3.5) with p-value 0.074, and in the small sample of model (3.lla) with p-value 0.11. Equation standard 
error (s.e.) is the square root of the residuals' variance. In addition to standard R2, we report R\hoclcs that 
is a rough proxy of the explanatory power only due to foreign shocks, i.e., it simply removes the .-\R 
contribution. 
The model diagnostic tests reported are (see Doornik and Hendry [1996] for details): 
1) AR reports a p-value for an LM F-test for the 3rd order residual autocorrelation by regressing the 

residuals on lagged residuals. Null hypothesis: no autocorrelation. 
2) ARCH test reports a p-value for an F-test checking for 3rd order autocorrelation in squared residuals 

by regressing the squared residuals on a constant and lagged squared residuals. Null hypothesis: no 
ARCH effects. 

3) Normality test reports a p-value for a i test checking whether residuals' skeweness and kurtosis is 
consistent with the normal distribution. Null hypothesis: residuals are normally distributed. 

4) Heterosked. #1 test reports a p-value for an F-test checking for residual heteroskedaticity by 
regressing the squared residuals on a constant, the original regressors and the original regressors 
squared. Null hypothesis: homoskedasticity. 

5) Heterosked. #2 test reports a p-value for an F-test checking for residual heteroskedaticity by 
regressing the squared residuals on a constant, the original regressors, the original regressors squared 
and all the cross-products, i.e., it is the White's general heteroskedasticity test. which may also be 
used for model specification error. Null hypothesis: no model misspecification. 

6) RESET test reports a p-value for an F-test checking for model specification by adding powers (from 
2 to 4) of the fitted value to the original regression. Null hypothesis: the model is correctly specified. 



Table 3.9b. Small sample regression results 

Model Small sample: 1996M9 2000M5 
Variable 3.4 3.5) 3.7 

CaNST 

LATNt_1 0.664 0.524 0.622 0.558 0.742 
(0.078)/(0.65) (0.092)/(0.45) (0.097)/(0.49) (0.099)/(0.44) (0.094)/(0.60) 

ESTt 0.428 0.545 13.368 0.547 
(0.107)/(0.29) (0.117)/(0.36) (3.374)/(0.27) (0.14)/(0.26) 

ESTt-1 -0.598 
(0.196)/(0.18) 

E3L1Tt -5.790* -55.835 -5.003* 
( 1.486)/(0.28) (21.56)/(0.14) (1.601)/(0.19) 

LlTt-1 -3.564* 
(1.211)/(0.18) 

I;zLlTt-1 -5.061 
(1.912)/(0.14) 

POLt -0.058 -0.030 
(0.020)/(0.17) (0.018)/(0.06) 

RUSt 0.013 0.018 0.1 I I 0.034 
(0.003)/(0.28) (0.004)/(0.33) (0.041)/(0.14) (0.011)/(0.19) 

a.RUSt 0.091 
(0.021 )/(0.31) 

~RUSt_1 -0.007 
(0.003)/(0.14) 

GBt_1 0.093 
(0.023)/(0.27) 

GERt 0.045 
(0.020)/(0.11 ) 

GERt_1 

SWEt_1 -0.034 
(0.016)/(0.10) 

dom2,t-2 0.021 
(0.006)/(0.23) 

dom3,t-1 -0.006 
(0.001)/(0.20) 

dom3,t-3 

~dOIl4,t-1 -0.041 
(0.010)/(0.30) 

dOIl4,t-3 

R 
2 

(R 
2 
shocks) 0.78 (0.43) 0.72 (0.39) 0.63 (0.30) 0.65 (0.32) 0.69 (0.35) 

Equation s.e. 0.00224051 0.00249857 0.00278829 0.00272513 0.0025741 

Diagnostic tests: 
AR (0.38) (0.76) (0.86) 

ARCH (0.64) (0.94) (0.37) 

Normality (0.19) (0.93) (0.07) 

Heterosked. # 1 (0.90) (0.82) (0.18) 

Heterosked. #2 nla (0.12) (0.21) 

RESET 0.72 0.13 0.55 

Notes: as to Table 3.9a. 
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Table 3.10. Encompassing tests 

Full sample 
(l994M4-2000M5) 

Small sample 
(l996M9-2000M5) 

Full sample 
(l994M4-2000M5) 

Small sample 
(1 996M9-2000M5) 

Full sample 
(1 994M4-2000M5) 

(3.5) vs (3.7) / 
(3.7) vs (3.5) 

[0.330] / [0.032]* 

[0.910] / [0.070] 

(3.7) vs (3.lla)/ 
(3.lla) vs (3.7) 

[0.568] / [0.932] 

(3.4) vs (3.5) 

[0.039]* 

[0.158] 

(3.5) vs (3.1la) / 
(3.lla) vs (3.5) 

[0.0718] / [0.013]* 

[0.421] / [0.060] 

(3.7) vs (3.1lb)/ 
(3.1lb) vs (3.7) 

[0.909] / [0.829] 

(3.5) \'5 (3.4) 

[0.017]* 

[0.009]** 

(3.5) \'5 (3.11b) 
(3.11b) \'5 (3.5) 

[0.117] / [0.009]** 

[0.052] / [0.034]* 

(3.1la) \'5 (3.11b) / 
(3.l1b)vs(3.11a) 

[0.203] / [0.087] 

Small sample [0.544] / [0.940] [0.020]* / [0.204] [0.016]* / [0.092] 
(1 996M9-2000M5) 
Notes: The null hypothesis that model (3.4) is encompassing model (3.5) is on the left; the null 
hypothesis that model (3.5) is encompassing model (3.4) is on the right; p-values in brackets. Likewise, 
for other tests. * and ** stand for rejection of the null at 5% and 1 % significance levels, respectively. See 
Doomik and Hendry [1996] for details. 



Figure 3.1. LVLIUSD spot rate, parity and LA TNt with bands 
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Source: Datastream and authors' calculations. 
Notes: Parity is calculated via the lats' parity to SDR, i.e. USD parity = 0.7997 x [SDRlUSD]. Bands are 
± 1 % around the parity. 
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Figure 3.2. Exchange rates vis-a.-vis USD and their returns do t'" . l' . , mes IC IDIt1a mdlcators 
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Notes: exchange rates are in levels; exchange rate returns are the fIrst difference of the natural logarithm 
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Figure 3.3. Shares of Latvian export markets as of total Latvian exports 
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Source: Central Statistical Bureau of Latvia. 

Figure 3.4. Indices of capital mobility, wkI. and wkS. j.t j.t 
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Figure 3.5. Recursive tests for regression results 

A: Full sample model (3.4) 
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Notes: Three types of output are reported for each model, see Doornik and Hendry [1996] for detail . 
1) Parameter estimates with approximate 95% confidence interval. 
2) Residuals (i.e., I-step residuals) with 95% confidence interval. 
3) Chow tests with a horizontal line scaled at uruty to represent 5% critlcal value for the null hypolhe i 

of parameter constancy: (i) "lup" or i-step forecast F-test at time t, (u)" dn" or break-po111t r-te l 
for constancy from t to T, and (iii)" up" or forecast F-test for con tanc} from 11/+1 (with 11/ initial 
values) to f. Exceeding the critical value Identifies an outlIer or parameter In tablhty. 
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Figure 3.5 (continued). Recursive tests for regression results 

E: Full sample model (3 .7) 
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Figure 3.5 (continued). Recursive tests for regression results 

I: Full sample model (3 .11 b) 
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Chapter 4 

Daily Dynamics of the Latvian Lats' Exchange Rate: Target 

Zone Properties and Susceptibility to Foreign Shocks l22 

4.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, we continue the analysis of the transitory part of the Lat\-ian lats' 

spot exchange rate vis-a-vis the US dollar moving on to daily frequency data. Daily 

data provides insights on more immediate cross-country interdependence and, due to 

larger sample sizes, it is possible to examine susceptibility to a wider set of foreign 

shocks than in Chapter 3, and to use non-overlapping sub-samples to effectively assess 

the models' cross-sample parameter invariance. In addition to external susceptibility, 

daily data permits analysis of non-linear dynamics in the exchange rate returns arising 

from the existence of the currency band. 

A standard approach of modelling the exchange rates within a currency band is 

target zones, see section 4.2. The innovative insight of the target zone literature, which 

originates from Krugman [1991], is to realise that the exchange rate behaviour within a 

currency band (in addition to various other fundamental/ non-fundamental factors '2
,) is 

determined by the peg's credibility and the intensity of the central bank's intervention 

policy. Theoretical target zone frameworks specify a probabilistic environment where 

normally only interventions are linked to an observable variable (i.e., to the exchange 

rate's position within the band), whereas the factors that prompt exchange rate 

instability are regarded as unobservable processes. The advantage of such a modelling 

approach is that it permits to measure the effect that shifts in credibility and stabilising 

interventions exert on the exchange rate behaviour directly from the parameters and 

functional forms of mean reversion and conditional volatility properties. The 

parameters are derived using the exchange rate's own series and do not rely on hard to 

obtain intervention data. However, these models do not identify those factors that 

provoke the exchange rate instability and whose impact the interventions are called to 

offset. 

122 JEL classification: E.t .. L E4~. ES8, F31. 
Key words: target zones, mean re\'ersion,. conditional \·olatility. monsoonal effects, spillovers. pure 

contagion Central and Eastern Europe, LatVIa. .. 
12~1 Fo~ a general rcvicw of exchange rate detemtination theories. see Taylor [199)]. 
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To investigate such sources of instability, empirical studies amalgamate 

theoretical target zone frameworks with other exchange rate determination theories. For 

example, Bekaert and Gray [1998] augment a target zone model with macroeconomic 

variables to explain shifts in credibility, see section 4.2.2. 

In the present chapter, we focus on two aspects of the historical behaviour of the 

transitory part of the lats' exchange rate. Firstly, we research the peg's credibility and 

the intervention policy of the Bank of Latvia. This is done in a target zone frame\\"ork 

asking the following questions: Have mean reversion and conditional volatilit\ 

properties been similarly intensive on both sides of the currency band? Has the peg's 

credibility recovered as it weathers a series of crises? Has the intervention policy of the 

Bank of Latvia become more or less active? Secondly, we postulate that foreign shocks 

constitute a significant driving force for the dynamics of the transitory part of the lats' 

exchange rate. For that reason, we research susceptibility to monsoonal effects, 

spillovers and pure contagion (recall section 3.2.1) where the choice of shock variables 

is guided by data availability and our aim to identify the shocks that may prompt an 

abrupt destabilising impact. The susceptibility hypothesis can be broken down into the 

following questions. Which shocks or shock groups (e.g., monsoonal effects vs. pure 

contagion, CEE vs. global shocks) have been most destabilising? What effect did the 

Russian crisis have on the peg's credibility? Is the lats' exchange rate equally 

responsive to ordinary and large foreign shocks? Has the structure of the exchange rate 

susceptibility changed? 

Notice that both parts are intimately linked where causality runs from foreign 

shocks to the target zone properties. For instance, a volatile period in the international 

financial markets may prompt the central bank to intervene actively to contain the 

exchange rate close to the parity or move it to the strong side of the currency band to 

create a safety margin for the future exchange rate adjustment if disturbing foreign 

shocks are likely. Similarly, the central banks' intervention policy may become less 

active during tranquil periods. 

The method of empirical modelling is based on Bekaert and Gray [1998] .. -\ key 

advantage of this approach is its ability to account for distinct structural properties of 

theoretical target zone models in the first and second moments of exchange rate returns. 

This approach permits to build a very general model that can be used to test h~V()theses 

regarding interycntion policy and the peg's credibility, rather than impose them a 

priori. External susceptibility is analysed by implanting foreign shock \"ariables into the 

taroet zone framework, which pemlits to identify their individual d~ namic impact in 
:;, 
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prompting exchange rate instability. Econometric models are augmented by time-series 

elements, i.e., AR(3) component and FIGARCH(I,d,l) conditional volatility model of 

Baillie et al [1996], to account for dynamic characteristics not captured by structural 

effects. We use Quasi-Maximum Likelihood Estimation (QMLE) in conjunction with a 

Gaussian density, which yield consistent and asymptotically normally distributed 

parameters if the model is correctly specified, see Bollerslev and Wooldridge [1992]. 

This study contributes to the existing literature in at least two aspects. Firstly, 

we present the most comprehensive target zone analysis for the Latvian lats yet. The 

existing empirical target zone models are improved to allow more detailed 

measurement of the exchange rate behaviour. Specifically, a novel modelling approach 

is introduced to measure intensity of mean reversion and conditional volatility on the 

weak and strong sides of the band separately, thereby uncovering salient behavioural 

disparities of investors and the central bank when the exchange rate approaches the 

currency band's edges. We propose a simple ad hoc way to test for non-linearity in the 

target zone properties. Secondly, we present the most comprehensive analysis of the 

lats' susceptibility to foreign shocks to date by modelling dynamic impact of foreign 

currency, interest rate and market risk shocks. We differentiate among ordinary and 

large external shocks, thereby distinguishing between permanent and occasional 

susceptibility. Foreign shocks are categorised into monsoonal effects, spillovers and 

pure contagion to investigate the changing structure of the lats' external susceptibility 

and risks to the peg's sustainability. 

The rest of the chapter is organised as follows. Section 4.2 reviews the target 

zone literature highlighting the key theoretical issues and discussing merits and 

drawbacks of the major empirical modelling approaches. It also provides a review of 

the literature on Latvia and CEE. Section 4.3 describes the data. Section 4.4 discusses 

the choice of explanatory variables, elucidates on the expected signs of their parameters 

and sets up the models to be estimated. Section 4.5 reports empirical results. Section 

4.6 reports the conclusions from the daily frequency analysis. Section 4.7 draws the key 

conclusions on the external susceptibility of the Latvian lats' transitory part (and thus 

on the peg's sustainability) in view of the results of Chapters 3 and 4. 

14:-: 



4.2 Target zones: a selective literature review 

4.2.1 Theoretical target zone models124 

Target zone literature derives from Krugman [1991], which is built on the 

standard asset price relation of the monetary model where the exchange rate depends on 

a composite fundamental and the expected rate of the exchange rate depreciation. 125 

One part of the fundamental is assumed to follow a Brownian motion and is exogenous 

to the central bank (e.g., velocity); the other is controlled by the central bank (e.g., 

money supply), thereby allowing to contain the exchange rate within a pre-specified 

band. Additional assumptions of (i) a perfectly credible peg, i.e., the exchange rate is 

expected to remain within the currency band at all times, and (ii) only marginal 

interventions to defend the peg, complete the model. 126 

Krugman's model derives two results for the exchange rate behaviour in a 

perfectly credible currency band, see Garber and Svensson [1995] for a thorough 

exposition. First, "honeymoon effect": expectations of future marginal interventions of 

the central bank aimed at containing the exchange rate within the band must stabilise 

the exchange rate with respect to the composite fundamental in comparison to a free 

float where it is determined solely by the exogenous fundamentals. Second, "smooth 

pasting effect": to eliminate the possibility of risk free one way bets, the exchange rate 

must be insensitive to the composite fundamental close to the band's edges. 

Combination of these effects makes the exchange rate function S-shaped, which is the 

hallmark of Krugman's model. It imparts three testable properties. First, the exchange 

rate must display non-linear mean reversion where the negative relation between the 

expected exchange rate depreciation and the current exchange rate within the band 

must strengthen as the exchange rate approaches the currency band's edges and 

stabilising interventions become more likely.127 Second, for the same reasons, the 

conditional volatility of the exchange rate returns must decrease as the exchange rate 

approaches the edges of the band. Third, the unconditional distribution of the exchange 

1::'-1 For a thorough technical exposition of the key theoretical models, see Bertola [1994]. 
125 The flexible price monetary model set-up is used for convenience and its poor empirical record is 

recognised. The advantage of this theoretical specification is its linear form that allows a convenient 
closed form solution. Garber and Svensson [1995. p.1872] note that ..... general results are likely to be 
robust to the inclusions of sticky prices and other factors that would make the model more realistic". 

126 Marginal interventions mean that a central bank intervenes only at the edges of the band (i.e .. at 
margins). Interventions in the band's interior are intra-marginal interYentions. . 

127 Mean reversion is a general property of all target zone models With a credIble currency band and 
is not unique to Krugman [1991). Empirically, the estimated mea.n re\"l~rsion is a joint resul~ of 
interventions and credibility, The role of credibility is the followmg. If the peg IS not credIble. 
npcctations \\ould instigate" speculative attacks that the central bank's interventions would be unable to 

surmount and hence mean reversion would disappear. 
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rate level must be U-shaped or bimodal with most of the probability mass near the 

edges of the band. 

Krugman's elegant innovation prompted a large empirical literature mostly on 

the currencies of European Monetary System (EMS), which has typically delivered 

strong rejections of the model. In particular, mean reversion is typically of a linear 

rather than non-linear form, see Rose and Svensson [1995], Klaster and Knot [2002] 

among many others. Endogenous non-linearity is empirically insignificant or only 

marginal and is unable to explain the observed excess kurtosis and volatility clusterina 
b' 

see Lindberg and Soderlind [1994], De Jong [1994] and Taylor and Iannizzotto [2001]. 

Numerous studies find an inverted S-shape that reflects growing rather than decreasing 

volatility as the exchange rate approaches the band's edges, see Flood et al [1991] and 

Bekaert and Gray [1998]. Furthermore, results are sensitive to data frequency: non

linearity is typically confined to daily and weekly frequency and is not observed in 

monthly data, see Svensson [1991a], Lindberg and Soderlind [1994] and Rose and 

Svensson [1995]. Some recent studies using refined econometric methods do find non

linearity consistent with Krugman's model, but this evidence is fragmented and relates 

only to particularly quiet periods of EMS, see Veestrreten [2000] and Garratt et al 

[2001]. Unconditional distributions of the exchange rates more often than not are found 

to display an inverted U-shape, see Flood et al [1991]. 

The key reason for the poor fit of Krugman's model is that its assumptions are 

too simplistic to fit empirical facts. Two key extensions of the model are introduction 

of imperfect credibility and intra-marginal interventions. Bertola and Caballero [1992] 

introduce fixed probability of devaluation when the exchange rate reaches the weak 

edge of the band. Bertola and Svensson [1993] and Ball and Roma [1993] model 

realignments through an exogenous jump process with a constant intensity. To capture 

intra-marginal interventions, Lindberg and Soderlind [1994] and Ball and Roma [1994] 

introduce mean reverting fundamentals via Orstein-Uhlenbeck process. 

These extensions can generate realistic exchange rate behaviour. In particular, 

growing devaluation risk as the exchange rate approaches the weak edge of the band 

eradicates mean reversion and increases conditional volatility to produce an in\'erted S

shape. Intra-marginal interventions reinforce mean reversion, but weaken non-linearity. 

This is because with intra-marginal interventions, the probability of touching the band's 

edges is lower than under marginal interventions and thereby the probability' of risk free 

arbitrage is smaller. The shape of the c~change rate function then is closer to a straight 
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line (i.e., linear form of mean reversion) with non-linearity occurring only when the 

exchange rate is allowed in the very proximity to the edges of the band. 

4.2.2 Empirical target zone models128 

It is widely documented that daily and weekly exchange rate returns under a 

currency band display the following stylised facts: (i) negative serial correlation; (ii) 

realignments and jumps within the band; (iii) volatility clustering and excess kurtosis. 

Vlaar and Palm [1993] propose a MA(l}-jump-GARCH(l,l) model to account for these 

regularities where moving average process captures serial correlation, Bernoulli or 

Poisson jumps with time invariant jump probability and normally distributed jump size 

capture realignments and speculative attacks, and GARCH model of Bollerslev [1986] 

with Gaussian density captures volatility clustering and excess kurtosis. This model has 

gained great popUlarity and has been generalised in a number of ways. For instance, 

Nieuwland et al [1994] capture excess kurtosis by t density and serial correlation by an 

autoregressive process. Baillie and Han [2001] apply FIGARCH model that imposes a 

hyperbolic rate of decay on impulse response weights, allowing for longer volatility 

persistence than GARCH model with a geometric rate of decay. 

These are purely time-series models and relating them to the structural effects 

of theoretical target zone models, which is often done, is somewhat erroneous. Albeit 

they capture time-series regularities that may stem from certain target zone properties, 

their presence does not imply structural causality per se. For instance, whereas mean 

reversion may produce serial correlation, ARMA specification does not identify the 

credibility effect between the expected exchange rate devaluation and the exchange 

rate's position within the band. Hence, a negative serial correlation is not necessarily 

128 Other standard econometric target zone modelling methods not discussed here include Ordinary 
Least Squares (OLS), Full Information Maximum Likelihood (FIML) and Method of Simulated Moments 
(MSM). OLS is used for the "drift-adjustment" approach of Bertola and Svensson [1993]. It relates 
exchange rate (or is return) within the band to its past values and, perhaps, a set of other factors such as 
interest rates assuming linearity of the exchange rate function, which is an empirically accepted 
approximation for exchange rates of monthly and lower frequencies. For daily frequency data, linearity is 
not a likely a priori assumption due to volatility clustering, which makes us to discard OLS. 

Modelling exchange rates with FIML and MSM requires specifying full probabilistic environment as 
defined by a particular theoretical model. The advantage is ability to estimate structural parameters of the 
theoretical model solely from the exchange rate series. De Jong [1994] derives maximum likelihood 
estimator for Krugman's model by approximating the density function for a two-sided reflected 
Brownian motion by a mixture of densities for a one-sided reflection. Ball and Roma [1994] extend the 
approximation to include intra-marginal interventions using Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process. Veestrzten 
[2000] derives exact conditional density function for Krugman's model. Use of FIML, however, is 
limited since estimation of more complex models that might capture exchange rate behaviour more 
successfully is not feasible for transition densities of more elaborate fundamentals are usually unknown. 
In such instances MSM has been used instead, see Lindberg and Soderlind [1994]. Large computational 
costs and estimation inefficiency (parameter estimates obtained from FIML and MSM can differ 
substantially, see De Jong [1994]) lessen popularity ofMSM. 
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the evidence of mean reversion. GARCH effects may not indicate target zone implied 

volatility properties because there are many other structural reasons that may cause 

volatility clustering in currency returns. 129 Finally, time-invariant jump intensity is a 

harsh simplification. Realignments and speculative attacks, which jumps are supposed 

to account for, themselves imply that credibility is not uniform during the peg's life. 

Bekaert and Gray [1998] provide one of the most advanced empirical target 

zone models to date by explicitly building into its econometric specification the key 

structural properties of theoretical target zone models. Furthermore, they attempt to 

identify an empirical set of fundamentals to explain shifts in the peg's credibility. Their 

model comprises two regimes: a quiet (i.e., perfectly credible) regime when the exchange 

rate is contained within the band at all times, and a volatile (i.e., jump) regime that 

allows for imperfect credibility. The following structural elements are captured. 

First, the mean reversion property is modelled by letting the exchange rate 

return at time t to depend on the position within the band variable at time t -1, which 

takes a value within [-1; 1] to indicate the exchange rate's relative position within the 

band. When it is zero, exchange rate is in the centre of the band; when it is unity, it is at 

the upper edge, etc. Since the exchange rate of a credible peg is always contained 

within the currency band, exchange rate distribution is truncated at the band's edges in 

that way introducing non-linearity in mean reversion. Second, the conditional volatility 

property is modelled by conditioning the variance at time t on the absolute value of the 

position within the band variable at time t -1. The conditional volatility equation is 

augmented by GARCH model to capture volatility clustering due to particularities of 

market microstructure neglected in theoretical target zone models, see footnote 129. In 

addition, a dummy variable is introduced to insulate conditional volatility from 

realignment shocks. Third, imperfect credibility is endogenized. Time-varying jump 

probability, size and variance are set to be a function of an interest rate differential, 

129 Gallant et al [1991] rationalise volatility clustering as a consequence of information arrival into 
the market. They show that if arrival of news is serially dependent, the .model's squared errors are 
autocorrelated. ARCH specification, however, is only second best and substItutes for unobservable news 
arrival process. Lamoureux and Lastrapes [1990] pr~vide empirical sup~ort for. the news arrival 
hypothesis. They augment GARCH specification by trading volume to proxy informatIon flows and fmd 
that the earlier significant ARCH effects are crowded out by the trading volume variable. Engle et al [1990] 
extend this evidence by fmding significant cross-country news or "meteor showers" between financial 
markets. Ederington and Lee [1993] document impac~ of scheduled. macroeconomic announcements on 
daily and intra-daily volatility. Depken II [2001.1 ex~nes asymme~c effect of good and b~d news. 

Other behavioural explanations include MlZrach s [1990] learnmg model where leanung errors are 
serially correlated, Stock's [1988] time deformati~n hypothesis ~~ mismatch between ~ process' 
"operational" and "calendar" time scales, and Daruelsson and Shin s P002] endogenous nsk model 
where mechanical trading rules endogenously exaggerate market fluctuatIons. 
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cumulative inflation differential, slope of the yield curve, foreign exchange reserves of 

the central bank and the position within the band variable. 

This set-up encompasses various theoretical target zone models and pennits 

direct testing of specific structural properties. For instance, a negative parameter for the 

position within the band variable in the conditional mean equation confinns mean 

reversion and the peg's credibility. No improvement in model fit for a truncated 

distribution in comparison to that of an untruncated distribution rejects non-linearity in 

mean reversion, presumably because of intra-marginal interventions as in the model of 

Lindberg and Soderlind [1994]. Negative parameters for the absolute position within 

the band variables in the conditional variance equation confirm credibility effect in the 

second moments. In contrast, positive parameters demonstrate low credibility and 

nervous market conditions. Significant jump parameters confirm swings in credibility. 

Finally, integrating the area of the exchange rate's conditional distribution above the 

weak edge of the currency band, one can estimate devaluation expectations without 

invoking the disputable uncovered interest rate parity condition, which underpins 

traditionally used credibility measures of Svensson's [1991b] "simplest test" and 

Bertola and Svensson's [1993] "drift-adjustment" approach. 

One key weakness of Bekaert and Gray's framework is its non-uniqueness. To 

model time-varying jump parameters one must relay on data mining to find the best fit 

because economic theory does not suggest if, for example, the central bank's foreign 

exchange reserves affect jump size, jump probability or both. Furthermore, truncation 

introduces an important econometric flaw, i.e., the estimated mean reversion parameter 

has a tendency towards mean aversion. This is because the estimated parameter is the 

mean of the underlying normal distribution that is truncated and not the mean of the 

truncated distribution. In other words, when the exchange rate is close to the top of the 

band, the right tail of the conditional distribution is truncated more than the left one and 

thus the mean of the truncated distribution shall be lower than the peak of the estimated 

normal distribution. Bekaert and Gray show how to adjust the parameter size; adjusting 

the corresponding standard errors appears impossible. 

Alternatively to jump-GARCH models, shifts between quiet and volatile regimes 

can be modelled using Markov-switching models. Markov-switching process allows to 

capture volatility clustering by conditioning the current state of the regime on the 

previous state, fundamentals or the exchange rate's closeness to the edges of the band. 

scc Engel and Hakkio [1996], Fong [1998]. Tronzano et al [2003]. Howevcr. a \Vord of 

caution is necessary here. Whereas inclusion of jumps and regime switches improves 



the model fit, both approaches experience the same difficulty of testing for significance 

of jumps and switches. Under the null of a single regime, likelihood function is flat 

with respect to jump and switch parameters, and standard testing procedures such as 

likelihood ratio tests are only indicative at best. Given the model misspecification risk, 

simple GARCH models could be a better choice, see Engle and Gau [1997J. 

4.2.3 Target zone literature: evidence from Latvia and CEE 

To date, in addition to the results reported in this chapter, Ajevskis et al [2004] 

is the only other study to investigate the lats' target zone properties.130 Using monthly 

frequency data from January 2001 to April 2003, they use Svensson's [1991bJ "simplest 

test" to assess credibility of the lats' peg. It amounts to assessing whether interest rates 

lie within the rate-of-return band consistent with the exchange rate being contained 

within the currency band. Using one, three, six and 12-month money market interest 

rates, they find that the peg has been credible. Only for the maturity of six and 12-

month there are instances in which interest rates exceed the credibility-consistent rate

of-return band, yet such violations are relatively minor. Furthermore, the money market 

at these long maturity horizons is illiquid and is not a good measure of the expectations 

of the lats' exchange rate dynamics. However, it must be noted that the simplest test 

approach is inaccurate because it yields very wide rate-of-return bands, especially for 

shorter maturity horizons where Ajevskis et al [2004] obtain their most favourable 

results, see Svensson [1993]. No other target zone issues such as mean reversion, non

linearity and central bank's interventions are examined in their study. 

The research of the target zone properties is very partial for CEE in general. The 

most notable studi31 is by Crespo-Cuaresma et al [2004] who research the behaviour of 

the EU currencies during their ERM and ERM II membership, and the behaviour of the 

Czech koruna, the Hungarian forint, the Polish zloty, and the Slovak koruna from 1999 

to 2004. Of the CEE countries, only Hungary was pursuing an explicit currency band 

regime during this period. The analysis is done in a three-regime SET AR-GARCH( 1.1) 

model using daily frequency data to study mean reversion and presence of implicit 

bands, i.e., when a monetary authority intervenes to contain the exchange rate \vithin an 

undeclared band or within a band that is narrower than the official one. The modelled 

130 Their results were made available after the study presented in this Chapter was completed. 
1.'1 To the author's knowledge, Kocenda [1998] and Funke and Stadtmann [2002] are the only other 

studies that examine the target zone properties for any of the CEE currencies. Both of them (in a 
GARCH( 1,1) model augmented by !e\'erage effects or regime dummies) focus on the cha.nges of the 
Czech koruna's volatility brought about by a step-wise widening of its currency band and an mtroductIOn 



variable is the first difference of the log exchange rate (vis-a-vis the euro) deyiation 

from a parity or from a period average for no peg cases. No explicit intervention data is 

employed and the obtained results on mean reversion and the width of the implicit band 

are used to infer about the intervention activities of the central banks. 

For CEE currencies, their key finding is strong asymmetry in mean reyersion. 

An implicit band within the official currency band of ±15% is detected for the 

Hungarian forint; its mean reversion parameter on the weak side is found to be about 

three times of that on the band's strong side, thereby implying that policyrnakers were 

more proactive to a depreciation risk. For the other CEE currencies, mean reversion is 

found to be one-sided: only on the strong side for the Czech koruna and the Polish 

zloty, and only on the weak side for the Slovak koruna. Crespo-Cuaresma et al [2004] 

do not model the impact of implicit bands on the conditional volatility, which may 

reveal whether the markets are aware of such implicit bands. In fact, their employed 

GARCH(l, 1) specification is not appropriate to capture conditional volatility for the 

only genuine CEE target zone in their study, i.e., for the Hungarian forint, because the 

sum of the conditional volatility parameters is virtually unity or even exceeds it. 

4.3 The lats' series and key data characteristics 

The transitory part of the lats' exchange rate vis-a-vis the US dollar is denoted 

as the lats' net rate, latnt , and constructed as: 

(4.1) laIn, = 100 x [In( ~;~ J -In( 0.7997 x(:~)J] 
where 0.7997 is the lats' peg value vis-a-vis SDR, and hence the second term is the 

implied L VLIUSD parity calculated via SDRIUSD spot rate. The first difference of the 

net rate, ~latnt = latn t -latnt-l, measures percentage point depreciation within the 

band or net (of parity) return. Daily dynamics of the lats' net return is the focus of the 

current empirical investigation. The data are retrieved from Datastream and extend 

from 27 May 1997 to 31 December 2001 to which we refer as the "full sample". The 

beginning of the sample is determined by the earliest available observation for 

L VLIUSD series. As explained in Chapter I, the end observation corresponds to the 

latest data available when the estimations presented in this chapter were carried out. A 

of a managed float. We refrain from discussing their modelling techniques and results because it is not 
directly relevant to our exercise - the lats' currency band has never been changed. 



description of the data sources is provided in Appendix 4.A. Tables and Figures are 

presented in Appendix 4.B. 

As noted earlier, the Asian crisis of 1997, the Russian crisis of 1998 and the 

Brazilian crisis of 1999 have been reported to destabilise CEE currencies.132 The plot of 

latnt in Figure 4.1 shows that the lats' rate was affected by at least two of these crises. \33 

The Asian crisis unfolded through series of events, starting with the collapse of the peg 

of the Thai baht on 2 July 1997 and spreading further to yield devaluations of four 

other East Asian currencies by the end of 1997. Currency crashes slashed Asian equity 

prices sending shock waves around the world. The heaviest impact on international 

financial markets followed after the nearly 25% fall of Hong Kong stock market in 20-

23 October 1997. The impact of this episode is easy to identify as the second spike (23 

October 1997) in 1atnt series.134 Its effect, however, was brief and within a number of 

days the lats' rate returned to the parity and then to the vicinity of the strong edge of the 

currency band. The Russian crisis (i.e., the currency devaluation and default of August 

1998), preceded by the Russian stock market crisis in May 1998, unfolded significantly 

faster. The impact from the rouble's devaluation of 17 August 1998 was immediate and 

extremely destabilising prompting prolonged pressure on the lats, which abated only 

late in the year. 135 The effect (if any) from the Brazilian devaluation of 13 January 1999 

is difficult to notice visually. 

It is unlikely that such shocks had not changed the behaviour of investors. It 

must have affected the peg's credibility and therefore the intervention policy of the 

Bank of Latvia, recall the shift in the lats' AR(1) process discovered in Chapter 3. It is 

improbable that susceptibility to foreign shocks would have remained time-invariant 

given that the Latvian economy has become increasingly open as a result of transitional 

and EU accession reforms. One way to account for the changing susceptibility toward 

\32 The Czech financial crisis that culminated by the abandonment of the koruna's currency band on 
May 26, 1997 is just outside of the current study period and thus we do not assess its effect on lats' rate. 

133 In the full sample, there are 33 instances when lats net rate violates the band. All 15 violations of 
the strong edge are prior to the Russian crisis; all 18 violations of the weak edge are during the Russian 
crisis. All violations are minor and, given that the Bank of Latvia automatically intervenes at the edges of 
the band, are perhaps due to a mismatch of quotation times of L VLIUSD and SDRJUSD rates. 

134 Darvas and Szapary [1999] and Habib [2002] identify the Hong Kong crisis as the start of the 
Asian contagion for the Czech Republic, Hungary and Poland. It is possible that a smaller spike (6 
August 1997) in laln

t 
was also prompted by the Asian crisis. Howewr, we could not match it \\ith 

devaluation dates of any of the Asian currencies. 
us To recoup from the earlier Chapters, in response to the rouble's devaluation, net foreign assets of 

the Bank of Latvia fell by 10% in September and by further 7% in October of 1998. Due to their 
exposure to the moratorium of the Russian debt instruments, three Latyian banks (out of 28) went 
bankrupt or their licences were rnoked. It is remarkable to note that the 1997 ASian CflSIS ?ad nrtually 
no adverse effect on the stock of the Bank of Latvia's net foreign assets. Instead, It had a rumous Impact 

on the Latvian stock market. 



different factors is to allow for time-varying influence through a sub-sample analysis. 

Significant differences in the structure of the lats' dynamic adjustment process between 

sub-samples will then support the hypothesis of structural breaks. Hence, guided by 

major shocks to latnt we distinguish three sub-samples. Sub-sample I (27 May 1997 to 

14 August 1998) runs until the Russian devaluation. Sub-sample II (l January 1999 to 

30 June 1999) covers the half-year period of visibly different exchange rate behaviour 

after the currency pressures instigated by the Russian crisis had subsided. Sub-sample 

III (l July 1999 to 31 December 2001) extends over the rest of the full sample. 

beginning with the episode of devaluation tensions in the mid-1999 caused by domestic 

fiscal unrest due to a larger than expected government budget deficit. Note that the sub

samples leave out the Russian crisis episode to limit its impact on parameter constancy. 

Plots of the data series and descriptive statistics of latn and I1latn for the full 
t f 

sample and the three sub-samples are given in Table 4.1 and Figures 4.1-4.2. 

4.3.1 Statistical properties of the lats' net rate, latnt 

Density plots of latn t demonstrate that, whilst it indeed had spent most of the 

time relatively close to the band's edges (except during the sub-sample II), resemblance 

with Krugman's [1991] V-shape of the unconditional distribution is feeble. Tendency 

of the lats' net rate to spend more time on the strong side of the band reflects the Bank 

of Latvia's policy to keep liquidity low thus increasing the lats' value. The plots of the 

autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation functions suggest an AR(l) process for latn,. 

Estimates of AR(l) and unit root tests i36 find stronger autocorrelation in the sub-sample 

136 Unit root tests are widely used to test for mean reversion and hence for credibility of a peg. This 
is because stationary series revert to their long-run level, which must be the case for a credible exchange 
rate regime, see Nieuwland et al [1994], Anthony and MacDonald [1998, 1999]. As seen in Table 4.1, 
Augmented Dickey-Fuller, Phillips-Perron and Variance ratio tests do not reject unit root in the sub
sample III, which might suggest that the peg of lats to SDR has lost its credibility. 

Though, we have strong objections for using unit root (or stationarity tests in general) tests to test for 
credibility. First, the presumption that the assumption of perfect credibility holds over periods with no 
realignments is too simplistic. It ignores realignment expectations that have been overcome by heavy 
leaning-against-the-wind by the monetary authorities. Second, standard stationarity tests do not account 
for non-linearity in mean reversion. Third, stationarity tests do not fully correspond to the notion of mean 
reversion. Mean reversion relates the expected depreciation to the exchange rate's past position wi thm 
the band rather than to the past exchange rate per se. Fourth, stationarity tests have low power and 
robustness problems, which explains our somewhat contradictory results in Table ·t 1. For instance, 
Dickey-Fuller tests are sensitive to error "whitening". Phillips-Perron test has evidence of "growing size 
distortions in finite samples when the data-generating process has a predommance of negatl\'c 
autoco,.,.ela tion in first d~{rercllcL's" (Campbell and Perron [1991], emphasis added). \' anance ratio test. 
although adjusted for heteroskedasticity and non-Gaussian density, has (similarly to Augmented Dickey
Fuller test) low power to reject a false unit root when the exchange rate follows a random walk except for 
close neighbourhood near the band's edges, see Taylor and Iannizzotto [2001]. ~n fact. s~ch behaviour is 
distincti\'e to exchange rates under a credible currency band with only margmalmterventlOns. 



Sample 

Mean 
Std. dev. 
AR(I) 
ADF 
Phillips-Perron 

Variance ratio: 
/=2 
/=8 
/=16 

Mean 
Std. dev. 
Jarque-Bera test: 

Skeweness 
Excess kurtosis 

Q(5) 
Q(10) 
ARCH(5) 
ARCH(10) 
AR(2) 
AR(3) 

Table 4.1. Descriptive statistics for latnt and Illatnt 

Full sample Sub-sample I Sub-sample IT 
May 27, 1997 to May 27, 1997 to Jan. 1, 1999 to 

Dec. 31, 2001 Aug. 14, 1998 June 30, 1999 

-0.154 -0.660 -0.010 
0.641 0.332 0.316 
0.97 0.84 0.85 

-2.75** -4.80**4- -2.76** 

-2.96** -4.88**4- -3.09** 

0.051 0.211 0.488 
0.004** 0.009** 0.086 
0.004** 0.010** 0.126 

0.000 0.002 0.002 
0.140 0.182 0.173 

1017** 73** 9.58** 
-0.02 -0.06 -0.03 

4.51 ** 2.34** 1.33** 
21.04** 11.98* 2.79 
29.63** 19.53* 10.58 
12.27** 4.06** 0.20 
8.97** 2.46** 0.07 
-0.104 -0.149 

Sub-sample ill 
July 1, 1999 to 
Dec. 31,2001 

-0.059 
0.627 
0.99 

-1.934-

-1.654-

0.896 
0.113 
0.056 

-0.002 
0.095 
602** 
0.25** 
4.67** 
13.66* 
16.85 
2.47* 
2.16* 
-0.091 
-0.079 

Notes: 1200, 319, 129 and 653 daily observations for the full sample, sub-sample I, sub-sample IT, and 
sub-sample III, respectively. * and ** reject the relevant null hypothesis at 5% and 1 % significance level, 
respectively. "'" denotes that a constant is included in the specification of the test. 
1) AR(P) provides a point estimate of the respective autoregressive parameter, constant included. For 

/atnt we report only AR(1). For IJ..latnt, we report whichever lag (maximum of 5 lags) is significant 
at 5% significance level according to the t-test adjusted for heteroskedasticity. 

2) Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) tests for the presence of a unit root. The number of "whitening" 
lags is set at 10, no constant or trend included. Reported test statistic is for the specification with the 
highest significant "whitening" lag at 5% significance level. Null hypothesis: unit root. 

3) Phillips-Perron test statistic is reported for truncation at lag six. Null hypothesis: unit root. 
4) Variance ratio test is calculated as in Anthony and MacDonald [1999]. We report p-values of a one

sided heteroskedasticity adjusted test statistic with null hypothesis of a unit root, i.e., p-value of less 
than 0.05 rejects a unit root. / stands for the number of lags. 

5) Jarque-Bera degrees of freedom adjusted test reports the test statistic for null hypothesis that 
skeweness and kurtosis are consistent with Gaussian distribution. For individual tests of skeweness 
and excess kurtosis, see the respective test statistics. 

6) QO reports Box-Pierce statistic with null hypothesis of no autocorrelation (lag length in brackets). 
7) ARCH reports the LM test statistic (lag length in brackets) for the presence of volatility clustering. 

Null hypothesis: no volatility clustering. 

III than in the earlier sub-samples, which agrees with monthly frequency analysis in 

Chapter 3 and implies that the Bank of Latvia had become less eager to stabilise the 

lats' rate closely around the parity. This interpretation follows from the relation that 

less active intervention policy allows latn, to remain close to its value at t -1 (i.e., the 

Notice that the lats' currency band of ± 1 % permits us to interpret latn as the position in the band 
variable. Consequently, Augmented Dickey-Fuller test can be interpreted as a joint test for (linear) mean 
reversion and rational expectations, which ensure that Et['&atnr+/]='&atnr+l, where Et is the expectation 
operator at time t. We do not assume this interpretation given the above criticisms. 
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process approaches a unit root), while active intervention policy would re\'ert latn 

closer to the parity so reducing magnitude of the autocorrelation coefficient. 

In fact, each sub-sample seems to reflect a different intervention policy of the 

Bank of Latvia. 137 In the sub-sample I, latnt with only brief exceptions is confined to the 

strong side of the band. Instead, in the sub-sample II, although the fluctuation range 

extends over nearly the entire currency band, the lats' rate is by and large contained 

relatively close to the parity, perhaps suggesting a choice of an implicit band that is 

narrower than the official band. In the sub-sample III, the central bank's intervention 

policy seems to become more confident as the lats' rate is allowed to remain in the 

band's weak side for prolonged periods, e.g., at the end of 2000. \38 We conjecture that 

these changes in the lats' behaviour are linked to evolving credibility of the peg. In 

particular, withstanding the Russian crisis and the domestic fiscal crisis, and subsequent 

strong economic growth, low inflation, capital inflows and absence of global financial 

crises must have increased the peg's credibility, which has made it possible for the 

Bank of Latvia to intervene less actively. Another explanation for a less active exchange 

rate stabilisation policy follows from Stebunovs [2001], who finds that the Bank of 

Latvia's intervention costs have increased considerably after the Russian crisis. \39 

However, even if the Bank of Latvia would intervene less actively to limit the costs, 

without gains in the credibility, the lats' net rate should have been kept away from the 

weak edge of the band to avoid inducing speculative attacks. As noted before, we see 

weakening of such behaviour after the Russian crisis. 

4.3.2 Statistical properties of the lats' net returns, LJlatnt 

Statistical properties of the net returns, except in the sub-sample II, are in line 

with the stylised facts set forth in section 4.2.2. Specifically, I1latn t series display: (i) 

137 There is no data on the timing and volumes of interventions that would allow a direct analysis of 
the intervention policy. Daily swap and repo data are available only since very late 1999. Net foreign 
assets data, which is a traditional although imprecise measure of interventions (see Sarno and Taylor 
[2001]), is published only monthly. Furthermore, the interventions also comprise moral persuasion, 
communication with markets to stabilise expectations, etc. The Bank of Latyia does not publIsh nunutes 
of its Executive Board's meetings and the construction of news series is therefore not possible. 

\38 We cannot identify any major domestic! foreign shock that may haw pushed latnt i~to the weak 
side of the currency band, and hence the lats' weakening cannot be attributed to a CflSIS. \lonetary 
Review of the Bank of Latvia [2001] claims that it is prompted by typical seasonal factors such as larger 
imports volume due to the start of a heating season and Christmas. . 

139 Using monthly frequency data from 1997 to 2000, Stebunovs [2001]. finds that the das~lclty 
coefficient between the lats' net rate and foreign reseryes of the Bank of Lat\"la Jumps from -4 to ~ Just 
after the Russian crisis. Stebunovs does not address the possible reasons for the rising costs of sustaming 
the peg. The results of this study (see section -+.5) hint that one possible explanatio~ is growing financial 
openness. It exposes the economy to a \\"ider range of shocks an~ reduces ~he relative size of the central 
bank vis-iH'is market. thus making it more expensive to lean-agamst-the-wmd. 
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negative serial correlation, except in the sub-sample II; (ii) volatility clustering, again 

except in the sub-sample II; and (iii) leptokurtic unconditional density. :\bsence of 

ARCH effects in sub-sample II is presumably attributable to the shortness of the sample 

and to the fact that the lats' rate was not allowed close to the edges of the band, thereby 

limiting volatility clustering instigated by the exchange rate's position within the band. 

Another remarkable insight is that the Russian crisis did not generate the largest 

depreciation rates for the lats. Instead, it instigated repeated average-sized depreciations, 

which demonstrates either heavy leaning-against-the-wind by the Bank of Latvia or that 

investors were slow to comprehend the consequences of the crisis. 

4.4 Modelling framework 

4.4.1 Target zone properties 

To model target zone properties, we build on Bekaert and Gray [1998]. Since 

the lats' rate is allowed to fluctuate ±1 % around the parity and is thereby defined within 

the interval [-1,1], mean reversion can be modelled via the lats' net rate. An important 

novelty of the present study with respect to the existing literature is that the position 

within the band variable is split in two distinct variables. Particularly, we distinguish 

between the position within the band variable on the weak side of the band (PBW" i.e., 

latn, above the parity) and on the strong side of the band (PBSt , i.e., latn, below the 

parity).14o The conditional volatility property is captured by the absolute value of the 

position within the band variable, which is also split into two parts, i.e., ipB W,I and 

IPBSt I for the weak and strong sides of the band, respectively. We do so because 

investors and the monetary authority may act differently when the currency approaches 

the weak or strong edge of the band, see Crespo-Cuaresma et al [2004]. Target zone 

framework forms the core of our empirical return-generating process, which we denote 

as Model A: 

(4.2) I1latn, = !(PBn;_I'PBS'_I'!oreign shocks) + Et 

2, ~ iid(O,l) 

(J,2 = !(lpBn~_II,lpBSt-ll) 

140 I am grateful to Professor Richard T. Bail~ie for su~gesting this possibility. Technically. the use 

f I· . . . 'Iar to the use of the interventIOn data 10 the central bank 1OterventlOn hterature, see o sp It senes IS simi 
Baillie and Ostenberg [2000]. 
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where St is a residual and a t
2 

is a conditional variance. As noted earlier, into the target 

zone model we implant foreign shocks, see the following section. 

Model A imposes a linear form of mean reversion assuming that the intensity of 

intra-marginal interventions is uniform within the currency band. It is not the case if 

intensity varies with the exchange rate's closeness to the edges of the band. In order to 

avoid technical problems due to truncation as in Bekaert and Gray [1998], non-linearity 

in mean reversion is introduced by raising the position in the band variable to the power 

of three. 141 That is, PBW/ is above the parity and PBS: is below the parity part of the 

cube of latnt . This specification is linear in parameters. Non-linearity between !J.latnt 

and the position in the band variables PB~~1 and PBSt
3_1 arises in the following way. 

As the exchange rate moves into interior of the band, whilst the mean reversion 

parameter is unchanged, the feedback from the position in the band variable onto the 

lats net return weakens more than one-for-one because Ilatll t I < 1 and therefore its cube 

is proportionately smaller. Similarly, conditional volatility is modelled via /PB WI~I/ 

and IPBSr
3
_11. Replacing the position within the band variables in (4.2) with their cubic 

transformations, we derive Model B that captures non-linear form of mean reversion: 

(4.3) !J.latnr = f(PB~~I'PBSt3_l'foreign shocks) + it 

Zt ~ iid(O,I) 

Empirical significance of non-linearity then can be verified by contrasting the model fit 

characteristics of Model A and Model B. 

As for the parameter signs, negative mean reversion and conditional volatility 

parameters corroborate credibility of the peg, recall section 4.2.2. Note that there is an 

intrinsic identification problem in cross-sample comparison of the target zone properties. 

It is because each parameter embodies features of both credibility and intervention 

policy, which precludes a unique explanation, for instance, of shifts in mean re\'Crsion 

because they may stem from the changes in credibility, intervention policy or both. 

141 Of a power function is only one way of introducing non-linearity into mean reversion. 
course, . . d h' l' \ .. 

O 
. t' t a pO\\'er function and impose a cubic form is its intUitive an tee mca simp ICltV. ur motlVa IOn 0 use . -

I . rt' 1 r pO\\'er function reduces the number of parameters to be estimated and, more mposmg a pa ICU a . . . .. . . 
importantly, simplifies estimation algonthm Improvmg model convergence. A cubiC tunctlon IS chosen 
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The identification problem can be mitigated by indirect hints. For instance, a 

shift from a linear to a non-linear form of mean reversion indicates less acti\'e intra

marginal intervention policy, see section 4.2.1. Since interventions are costly, under a 

credible peg intervention activity and credibility must be negatively related. Specifically. 

gains in credibility should permit a less active intervention policy without jeopardising 

the peg's sustainability. And vice versa, a less active intervention policy must indicate 

gains in credibility that allow such a policy shift without instigating speculative attacks. 

4.4.2 Foreign shocks 

We distinguish between shocks that prompt monsoonal effects, spillovers and 

pure contagion, as discussed in section 3.2.1. Depending on the degree of cross-country 

integration, they mayor may not significantly destabilise the lats' net rate. Since 

emerging markets' shocks may generate both spillovers and pure contagion and it is 

impossible to distinguish between different shock propagation mechanisms because the 

data describing them are not available at daily frequency, we do not strictly separate 

spillovers from pure contagion. As explained earlier, we assume that all shocks from 

developed economies are monsoonal effects. The choice of shock variables is guided 

by section 3.2.1 and the results in Chapter 3. 142 

4.4.2.1 Monsoonal effects 

Currency shocks are measured as the percent daily spot returns 

I1rj, = 100 x [In{RjJ -In{Rj,_Jl where Rjt is a country j's exchange rate in units of the 

domestic currency per the US dollar at period t. Germany (i.e., the euro zone) and Great 

Britain are an obvious choice. They are major Latvian trade partners as each of them 

accounts for approximately 15-20% of total Latvian exports during the study period. 

Germany and other euro zone countries have a vital presence in the Latvian financial 

sector via ownership.143 Currency shocks from these countries were found to have a 

significant impact on the lats' rate in Chapter 3. Real integration shall bring about co

movement of economies and therefore positive parameters for the currency shocks. 

because: (i) it captures relatively strong non-linearity; and (ii) an odd function retains ~he sign effect of 
the position in the band variable, which would disappear if we were to use an even functIOn. _ 

1-11 As noted in Chapter 3, we shall not distinguish among expected! unexpected shocks because of 
our aim to study aggregate cross-country interdependence of financial markets. 

I-I~ At the end of 2001. Gennan inwstors owned 15 0 
() of the Latvian banking sector. \\' e may add 

fUrther 16% owned by Swedish investors due to the high (in excess of 0.8) correlation of daily retums of 
the deutschmark and the Swedish kronor. (An expected multicollinearity problem IS the reason why the 
kronor shocks are not considered in this chapter.) The banking sector accounted for 90% of the Latvian 
financial sector. Data source: the Bank of Latvia and Central Statistical Bureau of Latvia. See Adahl 
[200~ 1 on the ownership links bet\\'een the Latvian and foreign banking sectors. 
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Interest rate shocks measured as the first differences, flig
t 

= ig, - ig
r
-

1 
\yhere 

igt is the annualised percent nominal interest rate for a country g at period t, are of 

interest for two reasons. Firstly, as shown by other studies, global interest rates are vital 

determinants of capital flows to emerging markets. Secondly, susceptibility to global 

interest rate shocks reveals the degree of monetary independence allowed to the Bank 

of Latvia by the width of the currency band and less than perfect capital mobility. 

Specifically, finding that global interest rates significantly affect the lats' net returns 

implies that domestic interest rates are smoothed at the expense of the exchange rate 

stability. 

We examine overnight and three-month interbank rates. Overnight rates are 

chosen to capture destabilising impact due to banks' overnight liquidity borrowing and 

lending, and interest rate arbitrage. For Latvian banks, overnight market is by far the 

best-developed interbank market segment. The Bank of Latvia [2002a] study of the 

interbank market transactions in the first half of 2002 of top ten Latvian banks finds 

that overnight trades constituted 89.9% of the interbank market turnover, and only 

12.6% of all trades were between domestic banks. The major partners were the euro 

zone (47.7%) and the US (20.8%). Currency composition was dominated by the US 

dollar followed by the euro and other OECD currencies. As pointed out by the study, 

exceptional activity of banks in the international overnight market stems from their 

liability structure - demand deposits constituted at least 60% of their total deposits and 

more than half of their liabilities were denominated in OECD currencies. Other reasons 

include an underdeveloped home money market and an inexperienced banking system. 

Three-month interest rates are chosen to capture other short-term speculative 

capital flows. They shall convey different information from that in the overnight rates 

for at least two reasons. 144 Firstly, unlike the overnight rates, three-month rates are not 

policy variables and are not subject to direct interventions from monetary authorities. 

Secondly, whereas the Expectations theory of the term structure of interest rates implies 

that three-month rates shall embody changes in the current overnight rates, large 

disparity in maturity horizons should make this effect of small importance. 

To study importance of currency specific factors, we investigate susceptibility 

of the lats' net returns to the US and German interest rate shocks. 1-15 For the US dollar, 

we use first difference of the overnight effective federal funds and three-month interbank 

1-1-1 It is confirmed by the data; the correlation coefficients between overnight and three-month rJtc~ 
for any of the samples neither for Germany nor the US exceed 0.18 in absolute value. . 

l.to; These two currencies are chosen to capture the liability structure of the LatVian bankmg ~cdor. 
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rates, l1iUSDtO
N 

and l1iUSD:
M 

respectively. For the deutschmark (i.e., the euro after 1 

January 1999), we use first difference of Frankfurt overnight and three-month interbank 

rates, 11 iDEM tON and l1iDEM:M 
.146 As for the expected signs, we shall observe a 

positive parameter if increases in global interest rates instigate capital outflows and 

thereby depreciate the currency. 

The lats' rate's susceptibility to the changes in global economic gro·wrh cannot 

be assessed, for such data is not available at daily frequency. Whereas interest rates 

may capture growth prospects to some extent via their forward-looking nature, such 

relation is unlikely to be precise and stable, and therefore is not used in this study. 

4.4.2.2 Spillovers and pure contagion 

Shocks from other emerging markets can be well measured by currency shocks 

because exchange rates are normally very responsive to all sorts of disturbances in their 

domestic markets. Following Chapter 3, we choose percent daily spot exchange rate 

returns of three CEE economies (i.e., Estonia, Lithuania, Poland) and Russia. 1~7 They are 

chosen for their integration with Latvia and openness to international financial markets. 

We also use EMBI+ family of indices to measure shifts in the attitude towards 

the riskiness of emerging markets for a representative investor. Similarly to currency 

shocks, market risk shocks may reflect both spillovers and pure contagion. Consider the 

following example. The Russian default and devaluation of August 1998 reportedly 

exerted severe pressure on the lats via such fundamental links as asset structures of the 

Latvian banks (via holdings of Russian financial assets) and trade competitiveness. 

Concurrently, collapsing prices of Russian debt instruments depressed EMBI+ via their 

share in the index, thus increasing perception of riskiness towards emerging markets 

and perhaps prompting co-movement in the lats beyond fundamental interdependence. 

The content of spillovers and pure contagion therefore depends on the extent of how 

much information on Latvian fundamentals the EMBI+ index contains. We build 

market risk shocks from the spreads of two EMBI+ indices. One comprises regional 

data on European emergmg markets and Russia (denoted as ER). 

l1el11(ER = 100 x lln(EMBI + ~R )-In(EMBI + ~~)J, whereas the other is a global index that 

compnses debt instruments of major emergmg markets world wide. 

146 We would like to use UBOR rates, but overnight data are available only from January 2001. This 
should not affect our results radically, as markets for these currencies are known to be very efficient. 

147 Similarly to Chapter 3, shocks from the Estonian kroon are net of fluctuations in the deutschmark 
to the US dollar exchange rate. 
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!1em~ = 100 x lln(EMBI + ~ )-In(EMBI + ~I )J. 148 The !1em~ is a good indicator of pure 

contagion because the proportion of economies in the global index with which Latyia 

has strong fundamental integration is relatively small. In contrast, significant i1em
r
ER 

shall point to spillovers as Latvia is closely integrated with CEE economies and Russia. 

It is difficult to predict the effect that currency and market risk shocks will have 

on the lats' net returns for the reason that different propagation mechanisms may lead 

to conflicting outcomes. 149 To illustrate, we highlight some possibilities assuming a 

simple non-oscillatory dynamic impact. Currency shocks are expected to prompt co

movement (i.e., positive parameters) if they harm the financial system's assets or 

instigate a loss in trade competitiveness. Co-movement may arise as a result of pure 

contagion if a devaluation of one currency makes investors act indiscriminately towards 

other emerging markets. However, if country-specific information is taken into account 

and foreign currency shocks either do not affect Latvian fundamentals or destabilise 

them to a lesser extent than in the source country, competition for funds effect may 

dominate and those currency shocks will have negative parameters. Negative emerging 

markets' currency shock parameters hence reflect spillovers and imply that contagion 

risk is lower because investors distinguish the economies rather than pool them together. 

Similar analysis can be applied to the two market risk shock variables. 

4.4.2.3 Large shocks vs. ordinary shocks 

It is likely that the lats' net returns are more responsive to large shocks than to 

ordinary shocks.150 Discriminating shocks by their size is a simple way to establish 

whether the relation between !1latn
f 

and a foreign shock variable is permanent (when 

the lats is sensitive to all shocks) or occasional (when the lats is sensitive only to large 

shocks). Moreover, the lats' rate may respond to large shocks in a different manner 

than to ordinary shocks. For instance, ordinary shocks may induce competition for 

funds between emerging markets, whereas large shocks may destabilise fundamentals 

to a level that quells competition and prompts co-movement. Large shocks may also 

increase the risk of co-movement arising from pure contagion, for large shocks have 

148 At the end of 2001, the global index included 91 sovereign debt instruments from 18 emergll1g 
markets. The share ofCEE and Russia in the global index was 26.8% with 15.9% for Russian and 2...l% 
for Polish instruments. The emerging Europe and Russia (i.e., ER) index contamed 17 debt mstruments 
from six countries. None of the indices contain Latvian debt instruments. 

149 These issues were discussed in Chapter 3. They are briefly outlined here to facilitate reading. 
150 There is a growing literature on asymmetric response in the conditional mean (and vanance) to 

shocks depending on the magnitude of these shocks, e.g., see \Vlilti [2003] and Dungey at all2003] and 

references therein. 



been noted to make investors sensitive to perceived cross-country similarities in e:\cess 

to fundamental links, see Wiilti [2003] for the evidence from CEE stock markets. 

One way to identify large shocks is to follow the standard approach of the 

currency crisis contagion literature by defining large shocks as those e:\ceeding two 

standard deviations from the mean. 151 Given that we shall use sub-sample analysis, 

large shocks are identified in each sub-sample separately. It is done for the follo\\-ing 

reasons. First, if we were to identify large shocks on the basis of the full sample, there 

would be none or very few observations of large shocks in each sub-sample, thus 

rendering the estimation impossible. Second, we expect that shock "largeness" adjusts 

when economic environment becomes either more quiet or volatile. We denote large 

shocks by X, e.g., Xf1rjt for a large currency shock from a country j at period t. 

4.4.3 Econometric specification 

Our econometric model does not include a jump specification to model target 

zone behaviour. Apart from the peso problem and difficulty to test for significance of 

jumps, our choice is supported by the following considerations. Firstly, to assess the 

properties of mean reversion and conditional volatility, and to estimate the dynamic 

response of the lats' net returns to foreign shocks, it is not necessary to use a jump 

model. Furthermore, categorising foreign shocks contributing either to the jump size or 

probability would be purely arbitrary and would not add much to our understanding of 

the significance of these shocks per se. Second, the peg has never been realigned and 

we would establish parameters only for within the band jumps. Traditional use of 

jumps is to account for realignments. Third, our choice leads to a technically simpler 

specification and easier model convergence. 

151 This modelhnQ choice entails a discrete non-linear response to the shocks. the key shortcoming of 
which is that a posterior criterion must be used to specify a priori separation line to define large shocks_ 
An alternative could be to use a non-linear transformation of the original shock vanables (for e:\Jrnple. J 
cubic function) that brings out large shocks and diminishes small shocks_ This solution is not viable. 
because the transforn1ed series are highly correlated \\ith the original ones and thereby create severe 

multicollineJrity problems. 
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(4.4) 

We propose the following econometric specification for Model A of (4.2): 

3 

L1latnt = Yo + YIPB~_I + y2PBSt-l + LY3,kL1latnt_k + 
k=1 

333 

+ '"' '"' gON L1' ON '"' '"' g3M A' 3M '"' '"' . L..,;L..,;Y4,k 19t-k + L..,;L..,;YS,k D.lgt_k + L..,;L..,;Yi,k t1rjt-k + 
k=1 g k=1 g k=1 j 

333 

+ LLY;,kL1em;_k + LLy:~N XL1ig~~ + LLY:!'\! XL1ig:~: + 
k=1 v k=1 g k=1 g 

3 3 

+ LLY(O,kXt1rjt-k + IIYt1,kXL1em;~k + Gk 
k=1 j hI v 

where g = US,GER; j = EST,LIT,POL,RUS,GB,GER; v = ER,G 

Zt ~ N(O,l) 

(4.5) C7t
2 

= cu[l- p{L )tl 
+ {l- [1- p{L )tl 

¢(L Xl- LY }G
t

2 + el!PBW:_I! + e
2
!PBS

t
_ l! 

where ¢(L) = [1- a{L)- p{L )Kl- L tl 

(4.6) 1 T 
LogLik = --I [In{2.7r )+ In(C7t

2 )+ z;] 
2 t=1 

where (4.4) is the conditional mean, (4.5) is the conditional variance, and (4.6) is the 

Gaussian log-likelihood function. The G
t 

are uncorrelated residuals, whereas Zt are 

Gaussian innovations. The 1, cu, a, p, d and e are parameters to be estimated; Land 1·1 

are lag and absolute value operators, respectively. The countries are denoted by EST 

for Estonia, LIT for Lithuania, POL for Poland, RUS for Russia, GB for Great Britain, 

GER for Germany. All shock variables include three lags, which is a reasonable time 

span to capture day-to-day susceptibility of the lats' net returns to foreign shocks and to 

keep regressions manageable. The AR(3) component captures serial correlation that is 

not explained by mean reversion. Conditional variance equation nests a FIGARCH( I,d, 1) 

model to capture volatility clustering caused by certain behavioural aspects of financial 

markets not accounted for in theoretical target zone models, see footnote 129. 152 

Since the true density of Zt is unknown, it has been suggested to proceed \\ith 

the estimation as if the density is Gaussian and employ Quasi-Maximum Likelihood 

Estimator (QMLE), which yields consistent and asymptotically normally distributed 

parameters if the model is correctly specified, see Bollerslev and Wooldridge [1992]. 

15~ Notice that FIGARCH( l,d, 1) reduces to GARCH( 1,1) when d=O. It must also be noted here that 
FIGARCH displays a counterintuitive property: specifically, the length of its memory varies inversely 
with the size of fractional integration parameter d, see Davidson [2002]. 
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The difficulty to capture excess kurtosis has prompted a widespread use of non-Gaussian 

densities. As shown by Newey and Steigerwald [1997], this decision runs a risk of 

violating consistency requirements rendering the estimates inconsistent. This is the 

reason we choose Gaussian density. 153 

Identical econometric model to that in (4.4)-(4.6) is designed for Model B of 

(4.3), except that PB~_I' PBSt _I , IPB~_II and IPBSt-il are replaced by respecti\"ely 

PB~~I' PBS:_1 ,IPB~~II and IPBS:-11· 

4.5 Empirical results 

The estimation sample extends from 27 May 1997 to 31 December 2001, 1200 

observations in total. All data are retrieved from Datastream with their codes reported 

in Appendix 4.A. Notice that data on EMBI+ spreads are available only from 1 January 

1998; we assume that market risk shocks are zero prior to this date. Ordinary shock 

variables are plotted in Figure 4.3. Correlation coefficients confirm that shock variables 

are generally orthogonal, except for two pairs of three-month interest rate and market 

risk shocks. 154 The correlation coefficients of the US and German three-month interest 

rates are 0.50, 0.24, 0.19 and 0.59 for the full sample and the sub-samples I, II and III. 

respectively. We thus anticipate that these shocks are somewhat substitutive in the sub

sample III. Correlation coefficients among global and emerging Europe and Russia 

market risk shocks are 0.72,0.92,0.61 and 0.65 for the full sample and the sub-samples 

I, II and III, respectively. With these variables we are particularly careful and retain 

only the most robust ones. 

Models A and B are estimated over the full sample and the sub-samples by the 

algorithm of Broyden, Fletcher, Goldfarb and Shanno using G@RCH 2.3 sofhvare of 

Laurent and Peters [2002]. GARCH parameters are estimated without restrictions and 

positivity of a} is confirmed on a case-by-case basis. Different starting values ensure 

that the likelihood function is maximised at the global optimum. \Ve follow the 

"general to specific" dynamic specification and model reduction approach (scc Hendry 

[1995]) retaining those explanatory variables that are significant at least at 5% Ic\"c! of 

15:1 Even if the identification requirements are satisfied, non-Gaussian distribution may be of limited 
help. Pagan [1996] shows that manipulations \\"ith the density function enable t~ control excess kurtosis 
only to a degree. In particular, unconditional density of the net returns at the ongm can b~ ~xpressed as 
fJlII/II(O)=I(O)E[cr,-I], and thus more leptokurtic density off: will control for excess kurtOSIS mflla'II o~ly 
when E[ cr,-I] does not change. Pagan [1996, pA-+] notes that "estimators of the para~eters m th.: density 
t:. and those in cr,2, will generally be correlated. and therefore there may be offsettmg effects " In that 

"~ase, modelling of higher moments of.:, would be necessary. 
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significance. The derived empirical configurations are reported in Tables -+.2-4.5. The 

following sub-sections discuss these results starting with diagnostic tests in order to 

assess general adequacy of the derived empirical specifications. 

4.5.1 General model performance 

The derived empirical configurations are well-specified, which is confinned by 

a series of diagnostic tests. Engle's ARCH and Box-Pierce's QC) tests show that the 

models fully account for volatility clustering and serial correlation in the lats' net returns. 

Adequacy of a GARCH-type specification is confirmed by Engle and Ng's [1993] 

news impact curve test, which rejects an alternative EGARCH specification. Jarque

Bera tests report that models explain all or a considerable part of the deviations from 

normality, as seen when raw data in Table 4.1 is compared to the residuals in Tables 

4.2-4.5. Diagnostic tests, however, indicate a trade-off between explaining skeweness 

and excess kurtosis. For instance, Model A in the sub-sample I reduces excess kurtosis 

from 2.34 to 0.77 thus greatly improving Jarque-Bera statistic from 73 to 12.77. 

Concurrently, skeweness increases from statistically insignificant -0.06 to 0.30 

indicating departures from normality at 2.6% significance level. This, however, is due 

to a single outlier on 6 June 1997 that exceeds the mean of standardised residuals by 

3.7 standard errors. When the outlier is isolated, we find excess kurtosis fully explained 

and no significant skeweness. When this same observation is removed from the raw 

data, !:J.latn
t 

series still possess significant excess kurtosis. This confinns that the models 

do explain large net returns of the lats and that skeweness may worsen just because 

some outliers could remain unexplained. It shall not be surprising, given that we model 

only foreign shocks and leave out the impact from domestic disturbances. 

Albeit R2 ignores conditional volatility modelling and therefore IS not an 

adequate measure of the goodness of fit, it is an effective indicator of a model's ability 

to explain fluctuations in the conditional mean of the lats' net returns. 155 As accepted in 

the literature, explanatory power of exchange rate models is low: Rl is below 0.08 for 

the sub-sample I and 0.03 for the full sample and the sub-sample III. Surprisingly good 

fit with R2 just above 0.4 is attained in the sub-sample II. This remarkably high Rl is the 

outcome of the sample's shortness and a restless period in financial markets. Smallness 

154 These descriptive statistics are not reported for bre\'ity, They are 3niJable upon request , 
155 Similarly to Chapter 3. we also report R2 £hocks. which IS a crude proxy of the share of the explained 

" , tl d't'onal mean solely due to the foreign shocks by slmph netting out the contnbutlon vanatIon In 1e con I I. _., ~ 
due to the mean reversion and the AR proct'ss, In all cases. we find that foreign shocks form the largest 

share of the explained \'ariation of the net returns of lats. 
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of the sample allows isolating individual shocks distinct to a certain episode and hence 

describes the data more precisely. It is more difficult in larger samples, for importance 

of single episodes diminishes. In addition, the first half of 1999 was a particularly 

restless period in the international financial markets due to the then recent Russian 

crisis and the ongoing Brazilian crisis. We believe that this environment had excited the 

financial markets thereby increasing susceptibility of the lats' rate to foreign shocks, as 

illustrated by a large number of significant explanatory variables in the sub-sample II. 

In quieter periods, domestic shocks typically grow in importance, thereby diminishing 

the part of fluctuations in the lats' net returns driven by foreign shocks. This may explain 

why the impressive explanatory power was not carried over to the sub-sample III. 

One feature that stands out immediately from Tables 4.2-4.5 is that the full 

sample and sub-sample versions of the same model may differ significantly in terms of 

the regressor configuration and the parameter signs and sizes. Such low cross-sample 

parameter invariance acknowledges structural breaks and highlights the well-known 

difficulty of identifying a viable structural explanation of how high frequency exchange 

rate fluctuations are affected by the peg's evolving credibility and foreign shocks via 

changing shock propagation channels. Albeit the full sample estimation is beneficial to 

identify those variables that have had a consistent impact on the lats' net rate throughout 

the study period, such approach is misleading in periods of a forceful structural change. 

Low cross-sample parameter invariance implies that estimations must be continuously 

updated to monitor changes in the peg's credibility and susceptibility to adjust the Bank 

of Latvia's monetary policy in order to safeguard the lats' stability. 

The other general feature evident from Tables 4.2-4.5 is that the empirical 

configurations and model diagnostic statistics of Models A and B are very similar. It is 

not surprising given that the two specifications differ solely by the functional form of 

the position in the band variables. In order to discriminate amongst the two altemati \'e 

specifications, we choose the configuration with the smallest Akaike information 

criteria statistic that penalises log likelihood for the number of estimated parameters.
156 

This decision rule provides that Model A is superior in the sub-sample L whereas 

Model B fits the data better in the other samples. We shall focus our analysis around 

these configurations. For conYenience, inferior models in Tables 4.2-4.5 are shaded. 

156 In selecting the best empirical specification,. out-o.f-sa.mple forecasting performance has heen 

f: fi d t I I'kell'hood based rules see the dISCUSSIon m Bollers\c\ et al [19 )"11· The ann of thIs 
o ten pre eITe 0 og 1 ' . . . • . 

d 
. th It' dynanu'c adJ'ustment process dunng the sample penod lather than to fon;ca~t 

stu Y IS to assess e as.. ..... . 
out-of-sample. Hence the choice of the Akalke mformatlOn cntena IS adt:quate. 



4.5.2 Target zone properties 

Four features, at least, are evident from the estimates of the target zone properties. 

First, all target zone parameters are negative. Second, target zone properties display 

different configurations in all three sub-samples. Specifically, in the sub-sample I, we 

fmd mean reversion on the strong side but not on the weak side of the band. In the sub

sample II, mean reversion is present only on the weak side of the band. In the sub

sample ill, it is significant on both sides with equivalent intensity. Similarly, conditional 

volatility property in the sub-sample I is present only on the strong side, whereas in the 

sub-sample III it is of the same intensity on both sides of the band. 157 Volatility property 

is insignificant in the sub-sample II. Third, the size of the parameters decreases in the 

latter part of the study period. For instance, in the sub-sample II the conditional mean 

parameter for PB~~l is estimated at -0.2924 while in the sub-sample III at -0.0164. 

The same result applies for conditional volatility. Fourth, there is a shift from a linear 

form of mean reversion in the sub-sample I to a non-linear form thereafter. 

These features convey two key results: (i) negative parameters and subsequently 

evolving equally strong target zone properties on both sides of the band reflect gains in 

credibility; (ii) non-linear form of mean reversion and smaller parameter sizes reflect 

less active intra-marginal intervention policy. Together with the finding that in the sub

sample III endogenous non-linearity explains all volatility clustering, these results show 

that behaviour of the lats' net returns is increasingly consistent with Krugman's model. 

Let us proceed with a detailed sub-sample analysis. In the sub-sample I, mean 

reversion and conditional volatility properties simply reflect the fact that the lats' net 

rate is almost entirely confined to the strong side of the band. Note that the conditional 

mean equation contains an intercept, which detects an appreciation trend in latn" 

perhaps due to capital inflows. 158 A linear form of mean reversion suggests that the 

Bank of Latvia used intra-marginal interventions within the strong side of the band, 

which seems somewhat odd if the peg is perceived as credible (i.e., negative 

parameters) and if one acknowledges that interventions are costly. A possible 

explanation for this is that the central bank may have responded to capital inflows by 

157 Likelihood Ratio Test does not reject the null hypothesis that strength of mean reversion and 
conditional volatility effects is equal on both sides, i.e., flo: YI = ~1 an.d OJ = ~ has a p-v~lue of 0.81. 

158 During the sub-sample I, Latvia experienced str~ng capital inflows that were ~nterrupted by the 

R
. .. The average monthly increase of net foreign assets of the Bank of Latvia from June 1997 

USSIan cnsls. . d d (b 0 3°/) . 
to July 1998 was 2.2% per month. The only month when ~et foreIgn ass.ets e~rease y. 1'0 was. m 
October 1997 in response to the Asian crisis. The largest mcrease was m Apnl 1998 when net foreign 

assets grew by 7.1 %. Source: the Bank of Latvia. 
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unifonn interventions within the strong side of the band in order to counteract future 

inflationary pressures. 159 

In line with the visual analysis in section 4.3, the structure of mean reversion in 

the sub-sample II reveals an implicit currency band. Given virtually identical 

unconditional density of latnt around the parity (see histogram C in Figure 4.1), 

significance of mean reversion only on the weak side of the band implies that the 

implicit band was in fact asymmetric. It demonstrates that withstanding the Russian 

crisis did not make the peg fully credible and that the Bank of Latvia had to intervene 

to build up its credibility.160 That is, the central bank used intra-marginal interventions 

approximately halfway into the weak side of the band to keep the lats' rate away from 

the band's weak edge, whereas on the strong side it apparently resorted to marginal 

interventions. This explains absence of mean reversion on the strong side of the band: as 

the lats' rate never closely approached the strong edge, marginal interventions were not 

set off to prompt mean reversion. The hypothesis of intervention asymmetry becomes 

more convincing seeing that for at least over one and a half years prior to the sub

sample II the lats' rate had entered the weak side of the band only via speculative 

tensions. This must have made the Bank of Latvia concerned about the peg's credibility 

before allowing the lats' rate to approach the weak edge of the currency band. 

As seen from virtually identical mean reversion parameters on both sides of the 

band in the sub-sample III, the asymmetric currency band of the sub-sample II evolved 

into a symmetric one. Together with an observation that the lats' net rate spent 

relatively more time near the band's edges (see histograms C and D in Figure 4.1) it 

implies less active intra-marginal intervention policy on the weak side. The 

interpretation of less active intervention policy is confirmed by smaller target zone 

parameters. Note, however, that smaller parameters do not necessarily mean smaller 

intervention volumes. It means that in the sub-sample III, the Bank of Latvia was 

content with reverting the lats' rate into interior of the band and reducing its conditional 

volatility by a lesser extent than in the earlier sub-samples. As noted in section 4.4.1, 

159 At the ftrst look, it may suggest an implicit narrower band within the strong si~e of the official 
band. This hypothesis is inconsistent with the observed linear form of m~a~ revers10n: Under s~ch 
implicit band, mean reversion would ?e ~entred ar~und s~me target level W1thin ~e ~an~ s strong Side 
and linear form of mean reversion vis-a-VIs the offiCial panty thus sh~uld have bee.n mS1gru~cant.. . 

160 For simplicity, we assume here that mean ~eversion is .determmed o~~ .by mterventl~ns. ~nngmg 
· t th e t expectations of these interventlons that anse from credibility does not mvahdate the 
moe argum n , dib'l' I r. . · fi b m' terventions are necessary to endorse the peg S cre Ilty. n lact, smce a narrower m erence ecause th . . Ii Th" 
· l"t b d not announced the only way for it to originate is from e mterventlon po cy. IS IS Imp lCI an was, . n1' th ... th d f 
because the expectations' effect for uninformed investors would set In 0 Y m e v1cmlty to e e ges 0 

the official band. 
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less eager stabilisation policy must embody gains in credibl'll'ty Cond't' I 1 '1' . IlOna YO at! It\' 

analysis yields similar conclusions. 

Figure 4.4. Devaluation probabilities 
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Source: the author's calculations 
Notes:' The top panel plots devaluation expectations of the full sample regression, the bottom panel 
combmes those of the sub-samples. Vertical grey lines denote major crises: the Hong Kong stock market 
crash on 23 October 1997, the Russian devaluation on 17 August 1998, the Brazilian devaluation on 13 
January 1999, and the domestic fiscal crisis of 1999. Because the fiscal crisis loomed since the early 
1999, it is difficult to pinpoint a specific date when it hit. We identify 5 July 1999 as a start of the crisis, 
i.e., the day when the then Prime Minister Mr Kristopans and his Cabinet resigned thereby indicating 
fragility of the ruling coalition and suggesting that it may not be possible to resolve the mounting fiscal 
problems quickly. The devaluation probability is Pr[~latnt>maxlnt_I] where n'_1 denotes information set 
at f-l, and "max" is the distance to the band's weak edge. In order to simplify calculations, it is assumed 
that ~latnt is normally distributed. It shall not affect results radically because the deviations from 
normality are minor, see Table 4.1. 

Due to the identification problem, the above analysis provides only indirect 

evidence on evolving credibility. As pointed out by Bekaert and Gray [1998], shifts in 

the peg's credibility can be directly assessed as the probability of the exchange rate to 

exceed the weak edge of the currency band. Figure 4.4 contrasts two such estimates. 

The top panel plots devaluation probabilities from the full sample regression; the 

bottom panel combines those of the sub-samples. Recall that the sub-samples do not 

extend over the Russian crisis, therefore its impact is captured only in the top panel. 

Both sets of estimates provide similar devaluation probabilities identifying the 

same episodes. Of the foreign crises, the Russian crisis has been by far the most 

destabilising and withstanding it is truly remarkable. The impact of the Hong Kong 

crisis on the peg's credibility was minor, whereas the Brazilian crisis is not found to 

have any noteworthy effect. The domestic fiscal unrest of 1999 (which \\c find to be 

prompted by a resignation of the Cabinet) is also found to hit credibility. yet its impact 
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is less severe than that of the Russian crisis Notice that- (1') none f th . 
. . 0 e cnses was 

predicted; and (ii) their impact on the peg's credibility was virtually instantaneous. 

Consistently with earlier analysis, we see enhanced credibility in the latter part 

of the study period. 161 The peg's credibility, however, can be fragile since typical 

seasonal effects in the late 2000 are seen to have induced substantial devaluation 

expectations signalling that investors were not comfortable about the lats' rate 

approaching the weak edge of the currency band. It must be noted that devaluation 

probabilities could be somewhat overstated ex post, particularly during the Russian 

cnS1S. 

4.5.3 Foreign shocks 

Three key features are evident from the external susceptibility of the lats' net 

returns. 162 Firstly, we detect a shift in susceptibility to different shock groups: 

importance of country-specific currency shocks diminishes, whereas importance of 

global market risk and interest rate shocks increases. Specifically, in the sub-sample III, 

currency shocks either are insignificant (currencies of developed economies) or exert 

occasional impact on the lats' net return (CEE and Russian currencies) instead of once 

permanent susceptibility in the sub-samples I and II. In contrast, global market risk and 

161 Notice that the peg's credibility does not seem to be affected by a clear contradiction between the 
mandate of the Bank of Latvia and its monetary policy. Specifically, the Bank's mandate states that its 
responsibility is to ensure price stability whereas the Bank has chosen to introduce a currency peg. While 
such exchange rate policy was viable during 1990s when international financial integration was weak 
and a nominal anchor was necessary to halt inflation, subsequent growing fmancial openness undermines 
the framework (particularly after the inflation surge after Latvia joined the EU). Yet there are a number 
of explanations why the peg has been! may remain credible. First, the Bank of Latvia has positioned 
itself relentlessly stating that the exchange rate stability is the overriding target (as one of the Maastricht 
criteria). Second, target level for inflation has never been specified and thus the central bank can not be 
blamed for not meeting it. 

162 We believe that foreign shocks are propagated primarily via the banking sector. While stock and 
debt markets are well posed to propagate foreign shocks due to their considerable degree of 
intemationalisation (e.g., by the end of 1999 foreign investors owned 39% of the Latvian stock market; 
by the end of 2001 their share rose to 56%) these markets are thin and illiquid. Indeed, in 2001 joint 
annual turnover of the secondary stock and debt markets was 531.4 million lats (10.3% of Latvian GOP), 
which is just above the monthly average of the currency outside banks (excluding cash in banks' vaults) 
of 443.0 million lats. Albeit we do not diminish their importance in propagating external shocks, with 
this turnover it is very unlikely that investors could have wielded a consistent impact on the lats' rate via 
the competition for funds effect and pure contagion by using stock and debt markets. Also, fore~gn 
investors may enter the stock market for FOI reasons (e.g., the purchase of the second largest LatvIan 
bank Unibanka by Swedish Skandinavska Enskilda Banken) and do not trade their controlling block of 
stocks thereafter. For thin markets, such one-off purchases may make the stock market look more liquid 
than it in fact is. In contrast, interbank loans' market in 2001 reached a turnover of 77.0 billion lats, 
while foreign liabilities of the banking sector at ~e end of 2001 summed up to 1.69 billion la.ts (50% of 
total liabilities; 33% of Latvian GOP). Source: Riga Stock Exchange [2002], the Bank of LatvIa [2002b], 
Central statistical Bureau of Latvia http://www.csb.1v. 

Using a more recent data set, the author is currently working on a study that jointly mod~1s forei~ 
shock transmission across asset classes (exchange rates, stocks, bonds and money markets). This study IS 
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interest rate shocks emerge to wield a consistent and permanent impact on the lats' rate 

in the sub-samples II and m. Secondly, there is an asymmetry in response to emerging 

markets' shocks: currency shocks progressively more prompt competition for funds 

indicating that investors use country-specific information within the CEE economies , 

while global market risk shocks cause co-movement, which admits pure contagion vis-

a-vis emerging markets as a group. Both tendencies emerge in the sub-samples II and 

III. Thirdly, there are no marked differences in immediacy of the lats' net returns' 

response to the shocks from developed economies and emerging markets. 

These features convey that Latvia has become ever closer integrated into the 

global financial markets and that monsoonal effects (i.e., global interest rate shocks) 

and pure contagion (i.e., global market risk shocks) in the latter part of the study period 

have become the major sources of the risk to the exchange rate stability.163 It uncovers 

two distinct structural results. 

First, financial integration has a dual effect: it strengthens susceptibility through 

both fundamental and non-fundamental links. Standard financial literature identifies the 

former trend as beneficial - the resulting exchange rate variability and a less independent 

monetary policy is the cost for improving efficiency of the domestic financial markets. 

The other trend is dangerous because investors pool emerging markets failing to 

differentiate between fundamentally stronger and weaker economies. This introduces 

excess variability by exposing the lats' rate to a multitude of shocks from emerging 

markets all over the world with often very poor financiaV fiscal discipline and an 

inherent tendency toward crises. In contrast to monsoonal effects where the monetary 

authority ought to foresee such susceptibility and prevent its full impact by engineering 

shifts in home fundamentals, pure contagion is more difficult to counteract because it is 

the market sentiment that must be altered. 

Second, there are two regimes or phases in the behaviour of the lats' net returns: 

the sub-sample I vs. the sub-samples II and III. The first phase finds Latvia as a rather 

isolated financial market; the latter phase reflects an internationally integrated financial 

market with a less independent monetary policy and consistent susceptibility to global 

shocks, see below. Such borderline implicates the Russian crisis as the ''wake-up call" 

expected to clarify the importance of different domestic financial markets in propagating foreign shocks 

onto the lats' rate. 
163 Increasing importance of global shocks is consistent with the study of Bekaert and ~arv.ey [1 ~7] 

, t k markets They find that the explanatory power of global factors grows Wlth mcreasmg 
on emergmg s oc . . . I' ~ 

k l
'b I'.; moval of capital controls and openness to foreIgn mvestors. We be leve that lor mar et I era Isauon, re . . 

. h h been encouraged by the EU accession process, whIch has mduced development 
LatvIa suc outcome as , . 

f 
. fi . I k ts and ms' truments as well as unp' rovement of quahty of fmanclal data, 

o new mancla mar e 
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to shape these behavioural shifts by forcing investors to re evaluate the' . - Ir perceptlOns 

about the Latvian economy. This is illustrated by the ever-increasing role played by 

two types of investors: (i) infonned or "local investors" with specialist knowledge of 

individual economies who view eEE as a heterogeneous area and direct their resources 

between them considering country-specific features (hence competition for funds): and 

(ii) uninfonned or "global investors" who view Latvia as a part of largely homogenous 

emerging markets and direct their resources into and out of the country guided by global 

emerging markets' trends (hence susceptibility to emerging markets' global market risk). 

Let us now tum to the analysis of the lats' response to each type of foreign shocks. 

4.5.3.1 Monsoonal effects 

As for the currency shocks, the deutschmark and the pound sterling shocks are 

significant in the sub-samples I and II, but not thereafter. The deutschmark shocks are 

also significant in the full sample. Still, the dynamic structure and parameter signs of 

ordinary and large shocks of both currencies vary between and within the sub-samples 

without a regular pattern, thus deterring us from attempting an economic interpretation. 

Interest rate shocks are significant in all sub-samples. In the sub-sample L they 

have a mixture of negative and positive parameters. In the subsequent sub-samples, 

shocks from both overnight and three-month interbank rates have exclusively positive 

parameters, which is in line with a priori expectations that increases in global interest 

rates weaken the lats. Distinction by the size of a shock detects a shift from mainly 

occasional susceptibility in the sub-sample I to a permanent susceptibility in the suh

samples II and III, as shown by the fading importance of large shocks and increasingly 

significant ordinary shocks. It reflects closer integration with international financial 

markets and hence increasing susceptibility to global shocks and a less independent 

monetary policy. The parameter signs support this interpretation. Specifically, while in 

the sub-samples II and III the results are consistent with general empirical regularities 

enforced via arbitrage, muddled response to interest rate shocks in the sub-sample I 

reflects a more isolated financial market with perhaps volatile risk premium andl or 

inefficient banking sector unable to exploit systematically interest rate arbitrage. which 

has allowed the central bank to quell the likely effect from free capital mobility. 

Next, notice that, while in the sub-samples I and III shocks from both o\emight 

and three-month interest rates affect the lats' net returns, in the sub-sample II only 

shocks from the overnight rates are significant. \Ve see it to illustrate the well-known 

"flight to quality/ safety" attitude towards emerging markets in the attemlath of the 



Russian crisis indicating that foreign counterparts were willing to enter into only highly 

liquid short-term transactions with the Latvian financial institutions, 

Finally, with regard to the currency-specific aspect of the interest rate shocks. 

the US shocks are more prominent for the overnight rates, as shown by their more 

frequent significance than of the respective German shocks. It is consistent with the 

earlier discussed the Bank of Latvia [2002a] study, which finds that the US dollar 

trades make up the major share of the Latvian interbank market. For the three-month 

interest rates, such regional distinction is impossible to make, because the shocks from 

both countries are interchangeably significant. One must recall, however, that German 

and the US three-month interest rate shocks are somewhat substitutive. 

4.5.3.2 Spillovers and pure contagion 

Results of the currency shocks broadly confirm the key findings of the monthly 

data analysis in Chapter 3. Specifically, (i) the lats' net returns have been most susceptible 

to the shocks from Lithuania and Estonia; (ii) the Russian crisis exerted a major 

destabilising impact on the lats' rate; (iii) the Polish zloty shocks are of only episodic 

importance; (iv) there is an evidence of the competition for funds and pure contagion. 

Shocks from the Lithuanian litas exert a significant impact on the lats' rate in 

the sub-samples I and II. In the sub-sample I, the ordinary litas shocks are the only 

emerging markets' shocks whose fluctuations feed onto the lats' rate prompting a co

movement of the two currencies. In the sub-sample II, the ordinary litas shocks have 

negative parameters, which we interpret as the competition for funds effect, \\hereas 

large shocks prompt co-movement. General emergence of the competition for funds 

effect in the sub-samples II and III illustrates that the Russian crisis made in'v'estors 

reassess similarities between the CEE economies and distinguish between them rather 

than view it as a homogenous region. It shows that agents rely on a country-specific 

information, which reduces the risk of pure contagion and improves international 

portfolio diversification. Large shocks, on the other hand, either destabilise Latvian 

fundamentals up to the level that quells competitive effects or prompt pure contagion as 

the two economies foml a single economic area and could be percei\'ed to be 

vulnerable to the same shocks. 

Shocks from the Estonian kroon are significant only in the sub-samples 11 and 

III, and only large fluctuations exert an impact on the lats' net returns, In the sub

sample II, the kroon shocks cause co-movement in the lats. In the sub-sample I I I. a 



competition for funds effect dominates suggesting that investors now regard Lat\'ian 

and Estonian economies as sufficiently different. 

The Russian rouble shocks are found to prompt a co-movement in the full 

sample and the sub-sample III. Note that only large shocks are significant. The full 

sample result is clearly due to the Russian crisis because virtually all large shocks are 

concentrated around this episode. It is consistent with the results of Chapter 3 and the 

devaluation pressure estimates in Figure 4.4. The post-crisis turmoil, Russia's 

temporary seclusion from the international financial markets, abrupt loss of Russian 

markets and re-orientation of the Latvian economy towards the EU explains 

insignificance of the rouble shocks in the sub-sample II. In the sub-sample III, positi\'e 

parameter of the rouble shocks implies that spillovers and perhaps pure contagion links 

among the Latvian and Russian economies have been re-established. 

Shocks from the Polish zloty have only episodic significance. In line with other 

significant CEE currency shocks in the sub-sample II, its ordinary shocks have negative 

parameters and large shocks have positive parameters. For Poland was chosen as a CEE 

economy with the closest direct trade links with Latvia (except for Estonia, Lithuania) 

and a major CEE financial market, episodic importance of the zloty shocks shows that 

direct interdependence with CEE economies (but the Baltic States) has been limited. 

Market risk shocks become significant directly after the Russian crisis. l64 Three 

key results can be identified. First, global shocks are particularly significant, which 

means that pure contagion has exerted serious threat to the exchange rate stability. 

While ordinary global shocks are found to be significant in the sub-samples II and III 

and their impact has been enhanced occasionally by large shocks, of emerging Europe 

and Russia market risk only large shocks only in the sub-sample III are significant. 

Global shocks are more destabilising. In the sub-sample III, large emerging Europe and 

Russia market risk shocks have a parameter of 0.014, whereas the equi\'alent global 

shocks' parameter is 0.023. Second, pure contagion is not limited to episodes of a 

financial turmoil. Significant ordinary shocks show that pure contagion is a typical 

market response. Furthermore, susceptibility to market risk shocks becomes more 

instantaneous as markets absorb new information increasingly faster. In the sub-sample 

III, ordinary global shocks are found to instigate adjustment in the lats' net returns with 

164 Recall that market risk data is available only from 1 January 1998 and hence excludes the Hong 
Kong crisis of October 1997. Even if riskiness shocks were to .affect. the lats' net rate i~ Octoher 199-:
(recall the data description in section -l.3), as shown by general mSlgmficance .of market nsk shocks ovcr 
the part of the sub-sample I for which we haH~ data, i~ would only be an episodIC relatIOn captured hy 
lan!,c shocks. It would still imply a structural break dunng the RUSSian cnsls because 10 the sub-samples 
II ;nd III market risk shocks are found to have a permanent impact on the lats. 



a day's lag instead of a three-day lag in the sub-sample II. Third, the strength of pure 

contagion is environment dependent. As markets become calmer, the size of its impact 

is found to decrease. Specifically, in the nervous period just after the Russian crisis and 

during the Brazilian crisis during the sub-sample II the parameter of an ordinary global 

shock is estimated at 0.111; the same shock in the sub-sample III that extends over a 

more contained period has a parameter of 0.016. 

4.6 Concluding remarks 

This chapter develops partial exchange rate models to investigate target zone 

properties and dynamic response to foreign shocks in the daily dynamics of the Latvian 

lats' net returns vis-a.-vis the US dollar exchange rate for the period from 27 May 1997 

to 31 December 2001. The econometric modelling of the target zone properties is based 

on Bekaert and Gray [1998]. Unlike Bekaert and Gray, we do not use a jump 

specification and allow for differences in mean reversion and conditional volatility on 

the strong and weak sides of the currency band. We employ a simple ad hoc method to 

capture non-linearity in mean reversion that does not have the problems arising from 

truncation. External susceptibility of the lats' rate is measured by means of implanting 

foreign shock variables into the target zone framework. We measure differences in the 

external susceptibility arising from the size (ordinary vs. large) of a foreign shock. We 

detect that the peg's credibility has improved in the latter part of the study period and 

find that the lats' net returns are exceptionally susceptible to a wide spectrum of foreign 

shocks. Configuration of these effects is sample-specific, which highlights the well

known empirical difficulty of deriving viable structural representations of high 

frequency exchange rate dynamics. 

More specifically, the main findings of this chapter are: 

1. Target zone effects. The significance of mean reversion and conditional 

volatility properties confirms general credibility of the peg. It is found that the structure 

of mean reversion and conditional volatility on the strong side of the band may differ 

from that on the weak side. This implies that those target zone studies that do not 

account for this possibility could be misleading. The peg's credibility was hit hardest 

by the Russian crisis of August 1998. As the pressure subsided. the Bank of Latvia 

made temporary use of an asymmetric implicit currency band to build up the peg's 

credibility. The other major hit \\'as the domestic fiscal crisis in the summer of 1999 set 

offby the resignation of the Cabinet. The subsequent sample period is characterised by 

gains in credibility of the peg to SDR. a less active intervention policy and endogenous 
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non-linearity of the currency band to be able to explain volatility clustering fully. Thus, 

behaviour of the lats' net returns is increasingly consistent with the basic target zone 

model of Krugman [1991]. 

2. Regime shift. There are two distinct phases in the susceptibility to foreign 

shocks. The pre-Russian crisis period exemplifies a relatively isolated financial market. 

The post-Russian crisis period is characterised by a susceptibility to global shocks, 

closer integration with the international financial markets, a less independent monetary 

policy. Specifically, (i) investors view eEE as a heterogeneous area and prompt 

emergence of the competition for funds effects; (ii) investors tend to place Latvia into 

the league of global emerging markets exposing the lats to pure contagion; (iii) the lats' 

net returns are progressively susceptible to the shocks from the developed economies. 

We maintain that this shift is instigated by two major factors. Firstly, the Russian crisis 

as the "wake-up call" inducing investors to reassess Latvia's international integration. 

Secondly, institutional and economic development impelled by Latvia's accession 

process into the EU. In view of this shift, the Bank of Latvia must regularly update its 

econometric models to identify a growing array of external shocks that may endanger 

the peg's sustainability. 

3. Major external risks. In the latter part of the study period, the most 

important sources of risk to the exchange rate stability are monsoonal effects (i.e., 

global interest rate shocks) and pure contagion (i.e., global market risk shocks). It stems 

from real integration with developed economies and perceived similarities with 

emerging markets. Increases in global interest rates cause depreciation of the lats' rate. 

In terms of the currency composition, for overnight capital flows most important are 

the US interest rates, which reflects the major role of the US dollar demand deposits in 

the Latvian banking sector's liabilities. For three-month interest rates, it is impossible 

to make such a distinction because both the dollar and the deutschmark interest rates 

are interchangeably significant. Adverse shocks to global market risk of emerging 

markets depreciate the lats' rate, implying that investors pool emerging markets failing 

to distinguish between fundamentally stronger and weaker economies. Alarmingly, 

pure contagion is not restricted to the episodes of crises. In CEE currency shocks, 

potential of pure contagion falls because they increasingly prompt competition for 

funds, which relies on a country-specific information and the analysis of fundamental 

links. Intuitively, the risk of pure contagion in markets where investors use country

specific information is lower. 



4. Policy implications. The presence of monsoonal effects and spilloyers 

on one side and pure contagion effects on the other side has different policy 

implications for the exchange rate management. The first one improyes international 

portfolio allocation encouraging implementation of sustainable economic policies; the 

monetary authority can envisage such interdependence to some extent. The latter is 

unpredictable and more difficult to offset because they are the investors' perceptions 

that must be altered. The key to minimising interdependence through pure contagion is 

closer integration with the financial markets of developed economies, provision of 

qualitative and comparable financial data, improvement of law enforcement and raising 

international awareness of the qualities of the Latvian financial system. In fact, any 

action to reduce the "grey area" when insufficient information leads to pooling Latvia 

with more risk prone countries must be encouraged. 

4.7 General findings from the lats' external susceptibility 

analysis in Chapters 3 and 4 

There are three major conclusions drawn from the analysis in Chapters 3 and 4. 

Firstly, the exchange rate stability and the peg's credibility have been driven by 

developments both in the neighbouring economies and the global financial markets. 

The shocks have been transmitted via various channels capturing interdependence 

through fundamental and non-fundamental factors. These channels are changing and it 

is very difficult to distinguish their individual input to the exchange rate instability. The 

susceptibility to foreign shocks is found to strengthen and become more immediate. 

The Bank of Latvia must monitor closely shifts in the neighbouring and global financial 

markets, and update its econometric models regularly to identify changes in shock 

propagation channels to counteract the threats to the peg's sustainability. Detailed 

analysis must be aimed at shock propagation via the banking sector, which we belieye 

is the key transmission mechanism of pure contagion. 

Secondly, changing external susceptibility is a structural phenomenon. Economic 

and institutional transition and the EU accession process have made Latyian financial 

markets more susceptible to foreign shocks. The significant role of "global investors" 

whose financial flows' management is guided by herding and other pure contagion 

inducing strategies manifest problems of market transparency and insufficient 

integration with the financial markets of developed economies. Although the share of 

exchange rate variability due to pure contagion is found to be smalL existence of such 
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shock propagation channels may endanger the peg's sustainability because the channel 

may expand drastically in situations of a financial turmoil. Since limiting capital 

mobility is not an option because it contradicts the EU requirements, the risk of pure 

contagion can be reduced by disassociating Latvia from its emerging market status. 

Third, foreign shocks are found to explain only a minor fraction of the lats' day-

to-day variability (e.g., R:hocks only 1.4% in the sub-sample III). The key source of 

exchange rate instability therefore must have been idiosyncratic domestic shocks. 165 

Nonetheless, our analysis shows that in the situations of major external crises such as 

the 1998 Russian financial crisis, foreign shocks are transmitted onto the lats' market 

very quickly and can induce considerable risks to the peg's sustain ability. 

165 Of course, the other foreign (e.g., stock market) shocks that are not examined in this .thesis mi~ht 
add to explaining the behaviour of the lats' net rate, but given the structure of the latvIan finanCIal 
markets we believe that such contribution is likely to be small. 
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Appendix 4.A: Data sources 

Source: Datastream, codes in the brackets. All series are of daily frequency. 
Sample: 27 May 1997 to 31 December 2001, unless stated otherwise. 

Exchange rates vis-a-vis the US dollar 
Estonia: kroon [ESTOKR$] 
Germany: deutschmark [DMARKE$] 
Great Britain: pound sterling [USBRITP] 
Latvia: lats [LA TVLA$] 
Lithuania: litas [LITIT A$] 
Poland: zloty [POLZLO$] 
Russia: rouble [CISRUB$] 
SDR: special drawing rights [SPEDRA W] 

Interest rates 
Overnight 
Germany: Frankfurt interbank offered rate [FIBORON] 
USA: effective federal funds middle rate, i.e. FED's B.lS. [FRFEDFD] 

Three-month 
Germany: Frankfurt interbank 3 month offered rate [FIBOR3M] 
USA: LIBOR US dollar interbank 3 month offered rate [BBUS3M]. 

Emerging markets bond index (i.e., EMBI+) 
Available from 1 January 1998, USD-based 

Europe and Russia: J.P. Morgan EMBI+ Europe Stripped Spread [JPMPEUR(SSPRD)] 
Global: J.P. Morgan EMBI+ Composite Stripped Spread [JPMPTOT(SSPRD)] 



Appendix 4.B: Tables and Figures 

Table 4.2. Regression results. Full sample: May 27, 1997 to December 31, 2001 

Conditional mean 
PBSt_1 
PBS3

t_1 

Conditional variance 
constant 
IPBWt-d 
IPBSt-d 
IPBW3

t_d 
IPBS\_d 
d 

Diagnostic tests 
Jarque-Bera test: 

Skeweness 

Model A 

-0.0099 (0.0037) 

-0.1125 (0.0402) 
-0.0996 (0.0406) 

0.0079 (0.0038) 

0.2309 (0.0979) 
0.0144 (0.0063) 
0.0136 (0.0068) 

0.0025 (0.0009) 
0.0570 (0.0258) 
0.0157 (0.0050) 

0.0092 (0.0020) 
-0.0094 (0.0027) 
-0.0095 (0.0022) 

0.2976 (0.0355) 

349** 
0.03 

ModelB 

-0.0181 (0.0049) 

-0.1168 (0.0404) 
-0.1000 (0.0407) 

0.0086 (0.0036) 
0.0551 (0.0277) 
0.2407 (0.0947) 
0.0164 (0.0068) 
0.0148 (0.0069) 

0.0024 (0.0010) 

0.0161 (0.0055) 

0.0057 (0.0010) 

-0.0064 (0.0013) 
-0.0064 (0.0013) 
0.3067 (0.0361) 

375** 
0.01 

Excess Kurtosis 2.64** 2.74** 
Q(5) 3.32 3.04 
Q(lO) 7.30 6.72 
ARCH(5) 0.30 0.38 
ARCH(10) 1.24 1.15 
News impact curve 0.27 0.30 
Log Likelihood 859.740 861.164 
Akaike information criteria -1.4130 -1.4154 
R2 (R2shocks) 0.019 (0.011) 0.024 (0.017) 

Notes: Dependent variable is .Alatnt, 1200 daily observations. Parameters are estimated using QMLE 
with Bollerslev-Wooldridge robust standard errors in the brackets. " ... " means that the corresponding 
variable is not included in the specification of the model, while "-" denotes insignificance of the 
variable. Truncation for Baillie et al [1996] FIGARCH is set at 1000. * and ** indicate rejection of any 
null hypothesis (see descriptions of individual tests below) at 5% and 1% level of significance, 

respectively. All reported variables are significant at least at 5% significance level. Jarque-Bera, Q(-) 

and ARCH tests as described in the notes for Table 4.1. The other tests reported are: 
1) News impact curve test reports the p-value of Engle and Ng's [1993] test ofmisspecification in the 

conditional variance due to the asymmetric response to the shocks' sign (positive vs. negative) and 
size (large vs. small), i.e., it is a test of EGARCH vs. GARCH. Null hypothesis: no asymmetry. 

2) Rl reports degrees of freedom adjusted goodness of fit statistic for the conditional mean equation; 
i.e., it uses the residuals from the conditional mean equation &, in (4.4). Note that it is only an , 
indicative statistic because it disregards conditional volatility modelling. In addition to It, we report 
Rlshoclcs that is a rough proxy of the explanatory power only due to foreign shocks, i.e., it simply 
removes the contribution due to mean reversion and the AR process. 
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Table 4.3. Regression results. Sub-sample I: May 27, 1997 to August 1-l. 1998 

Conditional mean 
constant 
PBSt_1 
PBS3

t_1 

MUTt_I 
L1rUTt_3 

L1iUSD3M
t_3 

XMGERt_2 

XL1rGBt_1 
XL1iUSDON

t_1 
XL1iUSDON

t_2 

XA'USD3M 
u1 t-2 

XL1iDEM3M
t_3 

Conditional variance 
constant 
IPBSt-11 
IPBS\tI 
a 

Diagnostic tests 
Jarque-Bera test: 

Skeweness 

Model A 

-0.0818 (0.0233) 
-0.1136 (0.0288) 

-0.1534 (0.0721) 
-0.1939 (0.0568) 

0.7890 (0.3785) 
1.1076 (0.4526) 

-1.5280 (0.5957) 

0.0639 (0.0242) 
-0.0590 (0.0274) 
0.0898 (0.0314) 

1.7675 (0.5935) 
-0.7024 (0.2219) 

0.0438 (0.0093) 
-0.0379 (0.0107) 

0.3960 (0.1076) 

12.77** 
0.30* 

Model B 

-0.0613 (0.0151) 

-0.1245 (0.0239) 

-0.1414 (0.0624) 

1.1372 (0.4366) 
-1.2095 (0.5799) 

0.0530 (0.0202) 

-0.0851 (0.0255) 

-0.5279 (0.1800) 

0.0277 (0.0044) 

-0.0235 (0.0059) 
0.4459 (0.0843) 

23.91 ** 
0.50** 

Excess Kurtosis 0.77** 0.90** 
Q(5) 1.99 1.43 
Q(10) 3.91 2.45 
ARCH(5) 0.48 0.79 
ARCH(10) 0.63 1.50 
News impact curve 0.96 0.93 
Log Likelihood 153.158 147.273 
Akaike information criteria -0.8744 -0.8624 
R2 (R2shocks) 0.073 (0.059) 0.078 (0.065) 

Notes: Dependent variable is LJlatnt, 319 daily observations. Parameters are estimated using QMLE wIth 
Bollerslev-Wooldridge robust standard errors in the brackets. " ... " means that the corresponding variable 
is not included in the specification of the model, while "-" denotes insignificance of the variable. 
Truncation for Baillie et al [1996] FIGARCH is set at 100. * and ** indicate rejection of any null 
hypothesis at 5% and 1 % significance level, respectively. Other notes as to Table 4.2. 



Table 4.4. Regression results. Sub-sample II: January 1, 1999 to June 30, 1999 

Conditional mean 
PBWt_1 
PBW\1 

MLITt_1 

MPOLt_2 
MPOLt_3 

MGERt_l 
.-1rGERt_2 
.-1rGERt_3 

MGB t_1 
.-1rGBt_3 

.-1iDEMON
t_1 

.-1iDEM3M
t_1 

.-1emGt_3 

X.-1rESTt_1 
X.-1rESTt_3 

X.-1rLITt_3 

X.-1rPOLt_1 

X.-1rGB t_3 

X.-1iUSDON
t_3 

X.-1emER
t_3 

Conditional variance 
constant 

Diagnostic tests 

Model A 

-0.1494 (0.0635) 

-1.3405 (0.6397) 
-0.0676 (0.0218) 
-0.0944 (0.0211) 
-0.0642 (0.0246) 
0.0696 (0.0256) 
0.1168 (0.0267) 
0.0919 (0.0272) 
-0.0712 (0.0322) 
0.2306 (0.0846) 
-0.6236 (0.2753) 
0.1196 (0.0318) 

0.3439 (0.0791) 
0.2402 (0.0594) 
2.8988 (0.8044) 
0.0963 (0.0380) 

0.4595 (0.0611) 
-0.1056 (0.0430) 

0.0152 (0.0022) 

Model B 

-0.2924 (0.1-+7-+) 

-1.5036 (0.6508) 
-0.0733 (0.0228) 
-0.0991 (0.0206) 
-0.0699 (0.0232) 
0.0803 (0.0262) 
0.1186 (0.0256) 
0.0823 (0.0279) 
-0.1189(0.0381) 
0.2235 (0.0885) 

0.1118 (0.0285) 

0.3781 (0.0741) 
0.2356 (0.0581) 
3.0767 (0.7821) 
0.0988 (0.0406) 
0.1569 (0.0491) 
0.4664 (0.0575) 

0.0151 (0.0022) 

Jarque-Bera test: 4.26 5.94 
Skeweness 0.34 0.39 
Excess Kurtosis 0.57 0.70 

Q(5) 3.07 4.11 
Q(10) 10.09 10.82 
ARCH(5) 1.16 0.75 
ARCH(10) 0.91 0.71 
News impact curve 0.04 0.16 
Log Likelihood 84.670 85.348 
Akaike information criteria -1.0423 -1.0690 
R2 (R2shockJ 0.428 (0.375) 0.424 (0370) 

Notes: Dependent variable is iJ.latnt, 129 daily observations. Parameters are estimated using QMLE with 
Bollerslev-Wooldridge robust standard errors in the brackets. " ... " means that the corresponding variable 
is not included in the specification of the model, while "-" denotes insignificance of the variable. 
Truncation for Baillie et al [1996] FIGARCH is set at 100. * and ** indicate rejection of any null 
hypothesis at 5% and 1 % significance level, respectively. Other notes as to Table -+.2. 



Table 4.5. Regression results. Sub-sample III' July 1 1999 to D b 3 " ecem er 1,2001 

Conditional mean 
PBW t• 1 

PBSt-1 
PBW\1 
PBS\1 

~latnt_3 

&-GERt_1 
~·USDON 1 t-2 
~iUSD3Mt_3 

G 
~em t-I 

X~rESTt_2 

X&-RUSt_2 
X~iUSDoN t-2 
X~iUSDoN t-3 
X~emGt_3 
X~emERt_2 

Conditional variance 
constant 
IPBWt-d 
IPBSt-11 
IPBW3

t_d 
IPBS\II 

Diagnostic tests 
Jarque-Bera test: 

Skeweness 

Model A 

-0.0112 (0.0044) 
-0.0098 (0.0041) 

-0.0750 (0.0386)+ 

0.0075 (0.0037) 

0.0228 (0.0090) 

-0.0975 (0.0364) 
0.0164 (0.0063) 
0.0612 (0.0134) 
0.0537 (0.0262) 

0.0130 (0.0049) 

0.0194 (0.0023) 
-0.0182 (0.0028) 
-0.0185 (0.0027) 

281** 
0.15 

~lodel B 

-0.016'+ (0.0048) 
-0.0172 (0.004.+) 

-0.0847 (0.0417) 

0.0519 (0.0146) 
0.1567 (0.0768) 
0.0168 (0.0082) 

-0.0871 (0.0347) 
0.0177 (0.0058) 

0.0237 (0.0063) 
0.0145 (0.0055) 

0.0125 (0.0012) 

-0.0122 (0.0013) 
-0.0125 (0.0018) 

405** 
0.26** 

Excess Kurtosis 3.21 ** 3.83** 
Q(5) 5.08 5.08 
Q(10) 6.53 7.44 
ARCH( 5) 1.11 1.08 
ARCH(10) 0.90 0.77 
News impact curve 0.37 0.31 
Log Likelihood 682.233 685.904 
Akaike information criteria -2.0591 -2.0704 
R2 (R2shocks) 0.027 (0.020) 0.021 (0.014) 

Notes: Dependent variable is .t1latn(, 653 daily observations. Parameters are estimated using QMLE with 
Bollerslev-Wooldridge robust standard errors in the brackets. " ... " means that the corresponding variable 
is not included in the specification of the model, while "-" denotes insignificance of the variabk. 
Truncation for Baillie et al [1996] FIGARCH is set at 500. * and ** indicate rejection of any null 
hypothesis at 5% and 1% significance level, respectively. + denotes p-value=O.053 for the null 
hypothesis that the parameter is statistically not different from zero. Other notes as to Table 4.2. 



Figure 4.1. Plots and descriptive statistics of [atn
t
• 

(A) Full sample: May 27, 1997 to December 31,2001 
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(B) Sub-sample I: May 27, 1997 to August 14, 1998 
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Source: Datastream and the author's calculations. 
Notes: Each section plots: (1) latnt with the upper and lower currency band; (2) autocorrelation (ACF) 

and partial autocorrelation functions (PACF) for latnt; (3) histogram of latnt and density of the 
corresponding Normal distribution. 
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Figure 4.1 (continued). Plots and descriptive statistics of latn
t
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(C) Sub-sample II: January 1, 1999 to June 30,1999 
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Figure 4.2. Plots and descriptive statistics of 6.1atn
t 

(A) Full sample: May 27,1997 to December 31, 2001 
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(B) Sub-sample I: May 27, 1997 to August 14. 1998 
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Notes: Each section plots: (1) I'1latnt; (2) autocorrelation (ACF) and partial autocorrelation functions 

(PACF) for I'1latnt; (3) histogram of Matnt and density of the corresponding Normal distribution. 



Figure 4.2 (continued). Plots and descriptive statistics of ~latnl 

(C) Sub-sample II: January 1, 1999 to June 30, 1999 
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(D) Sub-sample III: July 1,1999 to December 31,2001 
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Figure 4.3. Plots of explanatory shock variables, full sample 
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